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As of 4/25/17 
Japanese American National Museum 
Silent Auction Rules and Reminders 

 
Please be sure to get your Silent Auction Bid Number from the Registration Table. 

Silent Auction Rules 

 Items and packages in this Silent Auction Catalog are subject to change.  Images are provided as a courtesy to our guests 
only and are not necessarily an accurate depiction of the quality of a given item.  The National Museum does not assume 
responsibility for the accuracy of any description.   

 Unless otherwise stated, all items and services are valid within one year from May 6, 2017.  All services must be redeemed 
by the listed expiration date.  The National Museum and the donor cannot extend the expiration date of any service. 

 Read all auction package descriptions carefully as they list specific restrictions.  Please be aware.  If you would like to 
extend your stay, you must coordinate with the donor directly.  Auction Coordinators do not make travel 
arrangements.   

 All items are sold “as is”, are subject to availability, and have no cash redemption value.  The National Museum is grateful 
to our donors, but is unable to endorse any product or service. 

 The stated value of auction goods and services are good-faith estimates only and are not warranted for tax purposes.  
Please contact your tax advisor regarding the tax deductibility of purchases and contributions.  Any amount over the 
stated market value of an item may be tax deductible.   

 The National Museum is not responsible for lost or stolen certificates/vouchers. 

 The National Museum assumes no responsibility should any of the donating establishments be unable to fulfill gift 
certificates. 

 All sales are final.  There are no exchanges, transfers, or refunds from the National Museum or the donor. 

 How to Participate in the Silent Auction 

 The silent auction will begin promptly at 5:00 pm on Saturday, May 6, 2017. 

 Guests are assigned a Bid Number to use during the silent auction.  Your Bid Number will be given to you at the 
Registration Table. 

 A Bid Sheet is displayed with each auction package and includes the package title, value, minimum opening bid amount, 
and bid increment.  You may bid on as many items as you wish. 

 To bid on a package, simply write your Bid Number, Name and Bid Amount on the appropriate Bid Sheet. 

 Each Bid Sheet lists a Bid Increment, which is the minimum value by which the existing bid must be increased in order to 
constitute a higher value bid. All bids must be in even dollar amounts.  Bids below opening minimum bids will be 
increased appropriately. 

 The auction will begin closing at approximately 6:30 p.m. Serious bidders should stand next to auction bid sheets 
until an Auction Coordinator picks up the bid sheet.  Not all bid sheets are picked up at the EXACT closing 
time.  An Auction Official will certify the closing bids, and the highest valid bid will be declared the winner. 

 In the event of a contested item, the last two individuals appearing on the bid sheet will participate in a sealed “bid off.”  
This “bid off” will be in written form and be administered by an Auction Official.   

 Winners will be notified at their tables throughout the evening. 

Payment & Pick Up 

 Auction Coordinators will bring invoices to the winning bidders at their tables.   

 State and local retail sales tax will be included in the final bid amount. Any other applicable taxes, licensing fees or other 
consumer-related charges on any item are the sole responsibility of the winning bidder. 

 All items must be paid for and picked up by the end of the evening.   

 Payments may be made with cash, check, Visa, Mastercard, Discover or American Express. Items and certificates 
purchased at this auction were donated specifically to support educational programs at the National Museum and are 

intended for use by the purchaser.  They cannot be resold and are not transferable. 
 
 
 



Buy it Now 
Bidders will have the opportunity to write their bid number and the pre-assigned bid amount in the BUY it NOW 

box on the bid sheet. 
 

If you BUY it NOW, you will be the instant winner! 
If no one BUYS it NOW, this is a regular auction item. 

 

Buy it Now Section 

 
1.   Lunch for Four and Personal Exhibition Tour with George Takei 
Lunch in Little Tokyo Followed by a Personal Tour of the JANM Exhibition "New Frontiers: The Many Worlds of George Takei" 
Led by George Takei 
 

Enjoy an experience of a lifetime by spending an afternoon with George Takei! 
 
This amazing package includes lunch for four people with George Takei at a restaurant in Little Tokyo, followed by 
a very special, private tour of JANM's current exhibition, "New Frontiers: The Many Worlds of George Takei," led 
by the exhibit's inspirational subject himself!  Gain amazing insight and first-hand knowledge directly from George 
Takei! 
 
Subject to George's limited availability.  Lunch and tour will take place on a mutually agreeable Monday in July 
2017.  Exhibit ends August 20, 2017. 
 

Donated by Brad & George Takei 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime Opening Bid: $1,000  Buy It Now For $5,000 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



2.   Viking River Cruises - 2017 Rhine or Danube Cruise for Two 
An Eight-Day Cruise for Two.  Includes all Meals, Beverages, Wine and Guided Tours 
 

Enjoy an eight-day river cruise for two aboard Viking River Cruises. 
 
Choose from a variety of wonderful cruises during 2017. 
 

Romantic Danube (Budapest to Nuremberg, or reverse) 
Includes: 

Seven Breakfasts, Six Lunches, Seven Dinners 
Six Guided Tours 
Three Countries 

 
Soak in the healing qualities of Budapest's thermal baths.  Make dumplings with Wachau Valley apricots, then 
explore Gottweig Abbey, one of Austria's most revered monastic centers.  See how Germany works at a local 
Passau business and at the Regensburg BMW factory.  Celebrate Vienna's musical heritage at a concert featuring 
works by Mozart and Strauss.  With medieval towns, grand cities and stunning scenery, this eight-day journey on the 
"Blue Danube" is one you're sure to love. 

 
 
Day 1 & 2: Budapest, Hungary 
Day 3: Vienna, Austria 
Day 4: Krems, Austria 
Day 5: Passau, Germany 
Day 6: Regensburg, Germany 
Day 7: Main-Danube Canal & Nuremberg, Germany 
Day 8: Nuremberg, Germany 
 
 

 
Current available sailing dates (subject to change): 
May 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 26, 27 & 28, 2017 
June 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25 & 30, 2017 
July 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29 & 30, 2017 
August 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26 & 27, 2017 
September 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 29 & 30, 2017 
October 1, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28 & 29, 2017 
November 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25 & 26, 2017 
December 2, 3, 9, 10 & 16, 2017 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rhine Getaway (Amsterdam to Basel, or reverse) 
Includes: 

Seven Breakfasts, Six Lunches, Seven Dinners 
Six Guided Tours 
Four Countries 

 
Overlook the Rhine from Germany's best-preserved medieval castle.  Discover the rich culinary traditions of Alsace.  
Explore the Black Forest your way: join a guided coach tour or walk lush country trails to a farm.  Fairy-tale castles, 
grand cathedrals, historic cities, medieval towns and spectacular scenery—little wonder that the Rhine is one of 
Europe's best-loved rivers.  From Amsterdam and Cologne to Basel, this eight-day journey reveals a wonderland of 
beauty and culture. 

 
 
Day 1: Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Day 2: Kinderdijk, The Netherlands 
Day 3: Cologne, Germany 
Day 4: Koblenz & Rudesheim, Germany 
Day 5: Heidelberg & Speyer, Germany 
Day 6: Strasbourg, France 
Day 7: Breisach, Germany 
Day 8: Basel, Switzerland 
 
 

Current available sailing dates (subject to change): 
May 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 & 31, 2017 
June 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29 & 30, 2017 
July 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29 & 30, 2017 
August 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30 & 31, 2017 
September 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29 & 30, 2017 
October 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28 & 29, 2017 
November 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 24 & 25, 2017 
December 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22 & 29, 2017 
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Danube Waltz (Budapest to Passau, or reverse) 
Includes: 

Seven Breakfasts, Five Lunches, Seven Dinners 
Six Guided Tours 

Five Countries 
 
Soak up the soothing steam at a Budapest thermal bath.  Savor Austro-Hungarian cuisine in Budapest and Vienna, 
and on your ship.  Explore lesser-known Central European cities like Cesky Krumlov and Bratislava.  Learn to waltz 
at a tradition-steeped Viennese dance school.  Admire the Wachau Valley, a UNESCO site, from your Viking 
Longship.  This eight-day itinerary reveals the highlights of Budapest, Bratislava, Vienna and Passau, while leisurely 
cruising through spectacular scenery. 

 
 
Day 1 & 2: Budapest, Hungary 
Day 3: Bratislava, Slovakia 
Day 4: Vienna, Austria 
Day 4: Durnstein & Melk, Austria 
Day 6: Linz, Austria 
Day 7 & 8: Passau, Germany    
 
 
 
 

Current available sailing dates (subject to change): 
May 10, 14, 17, 21, 24, 28 & 31, 2017 
June 4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 21, 25 & 28, 2017 
July 2, 5, 9, 12, 16, 19, 23, 26 & 30, 2017 
August 2, 6, 9, 13, 17, 20, 23, 27 & 30, 2017 
September 3, 6, 10, 13, 17, 20, 24 & 27, 2017 
October 1, 4, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 25 & 29, 2017 
November 1, 5, 10, 17, 18, 24 & 25, 2017 
December 1, 2, 8, 13, 15 & 22, 2017 
 
Valid for one Category D cabin.  Valid for one eight-day river cruise only.  Airfare, transfers, optional shore 
excursions and land extensions are not included and are available for purchase at regular brochure fare.  Not 
transferable and may not be exchanged for cash.  Not valid with other promotions.  Stateroom upgrade is available 
for purchase at prevailing rates subject to stateroom availability.  Prize winner is responsible for any applicable tax 
and port charges.  Valid on available embarkations for 2017 only.  Reservations are only accepted within 120 days of 
departure.  Space per sailing is limited and yield controlled.  Not applicable for Viking Tours or other Viking 
products including Viking Ocean.  Offer valid for river cruise only.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Viking River Cruises 
 

Estimated Value:  $5,000  Opening Bid: $1,750  Buy It Now For $5,500 



3.   PORSCHE DESIGN TIMEPIECE 
 

Features: 
- Chronograph / Black dial with Arabic numerals 
- Titanium case & bezel 
- Black caoutchouc with folding buckle 
- 44 mm 
 
Porsche Design watches go beyond a mere co-branding exercise and instead carry 
the design DNA and philosophy of the company’s founder, Ferdinand Alexander 
Porsche. There is no arguing that over its 40+ year history; it has produced some 
revolutionary, collectible and important watches. 
 

To understand Porsche Design watches, you must, as with so many things, go back to its beginnings. In 1963, the 
Porsche car company introduced its latest model, the 911, at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The car was the successor to 
the brand’s popular but aging model 356 and featured newer, more minimalist design language, penned by 
Ferdinand Alexander “Butzi” Porsche, the son of the company’s founder. Of course, we don’t need to remind 
anyone about the success of the 911 which, along with James Bond films, has endured as a true cultural icon that 
has evolved but still retains its perfect original form. 
 
Form is an important concept to all designers. In 1972, Butzi founded Porsche Design and his first product was a 
wristwatch. 
 
It’s hard to believe that before 1972, there were no black watches, given today’s ubiquity of PVD, DLC and ceramic 
timepieces. So when Porsche Design introduced an austere chronograph in a black steel case with black bracelet, it 
was a sensation. 40+ years later, the watch still looks remarkably contemporary with its utilitarian, almost severe, 
layout. 
 

Donated by Change a Life Foundation 
 

Estimated Value:  $6,581 Opening Bid: $1,000  Buy It Now For $6,500 

 
 
 
4.   Nitto Tire U.S.A. Inc. 
One Set of Four Nitto Tires of Winners Choosing 
 

One set of four Nitto tires from your choice of tires 
from the catalog.  Subject to product availability. 
Installation is not included.  Not redeemable for 
cash.  
 

Donated by Nitto Tire U.S.A. Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,000  
 
Opening Bid: $500     Buy It Now For $2,500 

 
 
 
 
 
 



5.   Fender American Professional Stratocaster Guitar 
Color: Sienna Sunburst,  Fingerboard: Rosewood 
 

Often copied, but never surpassed, the Stratocaster is arguably the world’s 
most-loved electric guitar. Electrifying the music world since its debut in 
1954, its natural, versatile sound made the Stratocaster the benchmark for 
exceptional guitar tones. The American Professional Stratocaster isn’t a re-
imagining of the classic design; it’s the authentic original model, evolved. 
 
Features: 
- Three Tim Shaw-designed V-Mod single-coil Stratocaster pickups 
- New modern “Deep C”-shaped neck profile 
- Bone nut; 22 narrow-tall frets for easier bending 
- Pop-in tremolo arm for enhanced stability 
- Treble bleed circuit maintains highs when reducing volume 
- Includes Elite Molded hardshell case 
 

Donated by Servco Pacific Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,399   Opening Bid: $600   Buy It Now For $1,800 

 
 
 
6.   Four-Night Fishing Package for Two at Shelter Lodge or Anchor Point Lodge, Juneau, Alaska 
Here is an amazing fishing trip for two people for the 2018 fishing season at Anchor Point Lodge or Shelter Lodge, 
located on Shelter Island, Juneau, Alaska. Trip is subject to space availability.  Current availability is May 27, May 28,  
May 31, or June 1, 2018 (subject to space availability). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This package for two includes four (4) nights lodge accommodations, all meals while at the 
lodge, three (3) days guided boat fishing, fishing tackle and equipment, use of raingear and 
rubber boots, fish cleaning, freezing, and vacuum packaging, packing in airline approved 
wax coated fish boxes, round trip transportation via boat from Juneau to Lodge. 
 
Package does not include the following: Airfare to Juneau, Alaska, hotel stays enroute to 
lodge, sportfishing license, King Salmon Stamp, gratuities, alcoholic beverages and soft 
drinks.  
 
Winner should make reservations as soon as possible!  
 

Donated by Alaska Reel Adventures 
 

Estimated Value:  $4,890 Opening Bid: $2,500     Buy It Now For $5,000 
 



7.   Tour of KTLA Morning News For Four People Led by Frank  Buckley 
A VIP tour of the KTLA Morning News for four (4) people, led by Anchor Frank Buckley. You'll go behind the 
scenes of the live broadcast and be present in-studio as the news is presented and the celebrities are interviewed.  
Time and date of studio visit to be determined by mutual agreement. 
 

Donated by Frank Buckley and KTLA 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime Opening Bid: $300  Buy It Now For $1,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.   Ecosmart Fire XL 900 Ethanol Fireplace Burner 
The most elongated of the XL Series burners and also one of the most 
popular. Created to satisfy demand for an elongated flame, the key feature of 
many stunning tailor-made indoor and outdoor fires worldwide. 
 
The parallel lines of this rectangular-shaped fire are the perfect match with 
the clean lines of contemporary living. Linear features and minimal clearance 
requirement provide the freedom to create a stunning horizontal piece of 
architecture. 
  
This burner can be installed into an indoor or outdoor setting of your 
design (not included). It offers design versatility and can be easily 
integrated into bespoke settingsfrom specially-made cabinetry, media 
units, walls, floating timber to stone benches and pillars.  A diverse 
range of materials can be used in your bespoke fire. Think concrete 
and hard timber benches, marble recesses, stacked stone walls, 
stainless steel—even metal barrels cut in half! 
 
Specifications: 
Standalone or Integrated: Easily installed as a standalone ethanol burner in tailored setting or in conjunction with 
zero-clearance, stainless steel fireplace inserts—the 1200SS and 1200DB. 
  
Weight: 26.90lb  
Dimensions: W 7.7in L 35.75in D 4.4in  
Materials: Stainless Steel Grade 304  
Colors: Brushed Stainless Steel or Black Satin Finish  
Application: Indoor & Outdoor 
 

Donated by Linda Horioka 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,133    Opening Bid:  $1,000  
 
Buy It Now For $2,500 



 
9.   A TOTO Washlet S300e 
 

TOTO Washlet S300e offers a refreshing new lifestyle.  Cleansing with warm 
aerated water post toileting provides an exceptionally clean feeling.  The 
Washlet S300e also offers a warm air dryer, in bowl deodorizer, and energy 
and water saving features.  
 
It's eWater+ feature mists the bowl with electrolyzed water before and after 
each use, making the bowl cleaner and easier to maintain, reducing the need 
for harsh chemicals during cleaning, which are harmful to the environment. 
 

Donated by TOTO USA, Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,350 Opening Bid: $600  Buy It Now For $1,500 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10.   Maison Akira, Pasadena 
Chef's Special Dinner for Six 
 

Enjoy an incredible dinner for six at Maison Akira located in Pasadena. Owner and Chef Akira Hirose has created 
an exquisite menu at Maison Akira featuring the tastes of French and Japanese cuisine.  
 
In this casual, but elegant  atmosphere, one can experience unique fine dining with an international flair.  Gratuity 
and alcohol not included.  Not valid holidays or during special events.  Expires November 5, 2017. 
 

Donated by Maison Akira 
 

Estimated Value:  $600   Opening Bid: $400   Buy It Now For $850 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



11.   Private Dinner for Eight People with David Ono 
You and seven of your guests will be the lucky recipients of dinner at 
Emmy Award Winning ABC7 Eyewitness News Anchor, David Ono's 
home!   
 
This private dinner for eight people will be organized and hosted by 
Tammie Kanda.  
 
Subject to a mutually agreeable date and time.   Expires September 30, 
2017. 
 
David Ono is the co-anchor for ABC7 Eyewitness News at 4pm and 6pm.   
David has won eight Emmy awards and 19 nominations. 
 
David grew up in Texas and is a graduate of the University of North Texas.  His career has included stops at 
KOVR in Sacramento, KDBC in El Paso, KOSA in Midland/Odessa and KXAS in Dallas.  
 
David joined ABC7 in 1996. During his tenure, David has hosted "Eye on L.A." and co-anchored "Eyewitness 
News This Morning" with his current co-anchor Ellen Leyva. He trained extensively with special agents of the FBI 
for a series of reports that showed Southern California viewers what it takes to be an agent. Similarly, he's trained 
with the Los Angeles County Sheriff's elite Special Enforcement Bureau, one of the world's toughest SWAT teams. 
David's participation allowed viewers to see the grueling demands of the Sheriff's SWAT academy.  
 
Other stories have taken him into the jungles of Central America to report on drug runners. He has explored secret 
caves in Belize filled with artifacts from the ancient Maya. And from Paris, David reported on a foiled terrorist plot 
to bring down the Eiffel Tower. He also reported from New Orleans in the immediate aftermath of the devastation 
caused by Hurricane Katrina, and returned for a series of special reports one year later on the anniversary of the 
hurricane strike. 
 

Donated by Tammie Kanda and David Ono 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime Opening Bid: $2,500   Buy It Now For $3,500 

 
 
12   Dancing With The Stars 
Two Tickets to a Live Broadcast of a Performance Show 
 

Two tickets to a live broadcast of a PERFORMANCE show of the 
next season of "Dancing With The Stars."  The tickets are valid for 
Season 25 only (scheduled to run in Fall 2017; premier date TBD).  All 
guests must be at least 10 years old and older. 
 
These tickets are very difficult to get so this will be a thrill for 
anyone. 
 
These tickets are not for resale by the winner and any such attempted or actual sale or transfer will invalidate the 
tickets.  Tickets may be gifted to family or friends, but donor must be notified by JANM prior to receiving tickets. 
 
 

Donated by Dancing With The Stars 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime Opening Bid: $600  Buy It Now For $2,000 
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Special Thanks to American Airlines! 
 
1000   American Airlines Business Class Travel to Japan and The Peninsula Tokyo 
500,000 AAdvantage® Miles and a Four-Night Stay in a Deluxe Suite with Breakfast 
 

The lucky winning bidder will receive 500,000 AAdvantage® Miles!!!!  You can use your AAdvantage® miles 
towards Business Class tickets to Tokyo or another exciting destination on American Airlines, American Eagle 
carriers, Oneworld Airlines or selected AAdvantage participating airlines.  Other awards available at 
AA.com/redeem.  All current processing fees, passenger fees, airport fees, taxes, etc. apply to each individual award 
claim.     
 
Package also includes a four-night stay in a deluxe suite room with breakfast at 
The Lobby for two at The Peninsula Tokyo in Japan.  Superbly located in the 
business district of Marunouchi, opposite the Imperial Palace and Hibiya Park and 
within a short walk of the shopping capital of Ginza, The Peninsula Tokyo offers 
commanding city views, luxurious comfort, sophisticated facilities, extraordinary dining 
options and the legendary Peninsula service. Guest rooms are among the largest in 
Tokyo and have stunning views of the city, Imperial Gardens and Hibiya Park. Modern 
and contemporary with Japanese-inspired accents, each guest room and suite blends 
traditional Peninsula standards of comfort and innovative technology with elements of 
Japanese heritage and culture.  
 
Hotel Restrictions: Advance reservations are required and subject to availability.  Expires May 5, 2018.  
 
 

Blackout dates include, but are not limited to: 
All Saturdays; July 16-17, 2017; September 16-17, 2017; October 1-7, 
2017; December 23-31, 2017; January 1-2, 2018; February 16-18, 2018; 
March 24-31, 2018; April 1-7, 2018; May 3-5, 2018 
 
Airline Restrictions: The itinerary you choose determines the number of 
miles you need to use. Miles should be deposited into your AAdvantage 
Account ASAP.  American Airlines will not be responsible for lost, stolen 
damaged or destroyed certificates.  Each certificate is subject to all the terms and conditions stated thereon, which 
cannot be modified or waived.  American Airlines reserves the right to change AAdvantage program rules, 
regulations, travel awards and offers any time without notice.  No AAdvantage award charges apply when booking 
award reservations 21 days or more in advance prior to departure via www.aa.com.  Reservations booked less than 
21 days or routing changes will require an additional fee.  Additional fees for baggage, taxes, international taxes etc., 
apply. For complete AAdvantage program details please visit www.aa.com/AAdvantage. 
  
**Hotel and AA miles may be used separately. 
 

Donated by American Airlines and The Peninsula Tokyo 
 

Estimated Value:  $18,500 

 



1001   American Airlines Business Class Travel to Paris and the InterContinental Paris Le Grand, France 
450,000 AAdvantage® Miles and a Four-Night Stay including Breakfast 
 

One lucky bidder will receive 450,000 AAdvantage® Miles!!!!  You can use your AAdvantage® miles towards 
Business Class tickets to Paris or any other exiting destination on American Airlines, American Eagle carriers, 
Oneworld Airlines or selected AAdvantage participating airlines.  Other awards available at AA.com/redeem.  All 
current processing fees, passenger fees, airport fees, taxes, etc. apply to each individual award claim.     
 
This package includes a four-night stay for two at the InterContinental Paris Le Grand in France.  Your 
stay also includes breakfast at the Café de la Paix.  Offering historic charm in central Paris, this luxury hotel's 
sumptuous rooms and suites have superb views of the world-famous Palais Garnier, home to the esteemed Paris 
Opera. Culinary delights await at two acclaimed restaurants, Café de la Paix, with its rich cultural history, and La 
Verrière, set in a beautiful winter garden. With an illustrious history hosting Paris's most exclusive events, our 
spectacular Salon Opera ballroom has been magnificently restored to reach new heights of elegance. 
 
Hotel restrictions: 
Advance reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  City tax of about $3 per person, 
per night is not included and will be the responsibility of the guest.  Expires May 1, 2018. 
 
Airline Restrictions: The itinerary you choose determines the number of miles you need to use. Miles should be 
deposited into your AAdvantage Account ASAP.  American Airlines will not be responsible for lost, stolen 
damaged or destroyed certificates.  Each certificate is subject to all the terms and conditions stated thereon, which 
cannot be modified or waived.  American Airlines reserves the right to change AAdvantage program rules, 
regulations, travel awards and offers any time without notice.  No AAdvantage award charges apply when booking 
award reservations 21 days or more in advance prior to departure via www.aa.com.  Reservations booked less than 
21 days or routing changes will require an additional fee.  Additional fees for baggage, taxes, international taxes etc., 
apply. For complete AAdvantage program details please visit www.aa.com/AAdvantage. 
 
**Hotel and AA miles may be used separately.   
 

Donated by American Airlines and InterContinental Paris Le Grand 
 

Estimated Value:  $11,200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1002   American Airlines - 200,000 AAdvantage® Miles!!!! 
 

Winning bidder will receive 200,000 AAdvantage® Miles!!!!  You can use your AAdvantage® miles to fly to any 
exciting destination on American Airlines, American Eagle carriers, Oneworld Airlines or selected AAdvantage 
participating airlines.  Other awards available at AA.com/redeem.  All current processing fees, passenger fees, 
airport fees, taxes, etc. apply to each individual award claim.     
 
The itinerary you choose determines the number of miles you need to use. Miles should be deposited into your 
AAdvantage Account ASAP.  American Airlines will not be responsible for lost, stolen damaged or destroyed 
certificates.  Each certificate is subject to all the terms and conditions stated thereon, which cannot be modified or 
waived.  American Airlines reserves the right to change AAdvantage program rules, regulations, travel awards and 
offers any time without notice.  No AAdvantage award charges apply when booking award reservations 21 days or 
more in advance prior to departure via www.aa.com.  Reservations booked less than 21 days or routing changes will 
require an additional fee.  Additional fees for baggage, taxes, international taxes etc., apply. For complete 
AAdvantage program details please visit www.aa.com/Aadvantage. 
 

Donated by American Airlines 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,500 
 

 
1005   The Stafford London 
Two-Night Stay in a Stafford Mews Suite with Full English Breakfast 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay in a Stafford Mews Suite with full English breakfast at the elegant Stafford London.  The 
Stafford is located in the very heart of London. Tucked amidst the quaint, historical district of St. James, just off 
Piccadilly, it has a surprisingly discreet and peaceful setting with the city's hustle and bustle only a few steps away.  
Just outside the hotel, you will find Green Park and St. James's Park which serve as a quiet oasis during your time in 
the City. Buckingham Palace and Green Park underground station are located just a short stroll away.   
 
The Mews Suite features: 
Generous space and contemporary English elegance ensure a stylish and peaceful ambiance in our Suites.  Juliette 
balconies overlook our beautiful, private courtyard with city views.  To make your stay even more luxurious, these 
suites are equipped with a Nespresso coffee machine, complimentary soft drinks and complimentary wireless 
internet access, duck down duvets and pillows, a pillow menu and luxury Floris toiletries created exclusively for The 
Stafford.  Our personalized Stafford Butler Service is dedicated to ensuring every detail of your stay is taken care of.   
 
Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Not valid Christmas and the New Year period and during high 
periods of occupancy.  Expires May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Stafford London 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,625 

 
 
 
 
 



Travel 
 
1006   Four Seasons Hotel Casablanca, Morocco 
Two-Night Weekend Stay in a Premiere Room 
 

Enjoy a two-night weekend stay in a premiere room and daily 
breakfast for two at the luxurious Four Seasons Hotel Casablanca in 
Morocco.  Valid only on weekends, Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  
Advance reservations are required and subject to availability and 
blackout dates.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 
With magnificent Atlantic views, Four Seasons Hotel Casablanca 
blends cool sand-coloured architecture with modern Moroccan 
elegance. 
  
Only five stories in height, our intimately scaled Casablanca hotel 
features 186 ultra-spacious guest rooms, including 29 suites – most 
with private balconies overlooking the ocean or gardens. Discover the 
city’s vibrant social scene with three Casablanca restaurants. Then 
relax in our outdoor pool and club-like spa and fitness centre. With 
Four Seasons, the White City is discovering the glamour of the 
oceanfront lifestyle. 
 

Donated by Four Seasons Hotel Casablanca, Morocco 
 

Estimated Value:  $782 

 
 
1007   St. James's Club Morgan Bay, St. Lucia 
Seven-Night Stay for Two (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $115 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

You and a guest will enjoy a seven-night stay for two people at the four-star all-inclusive St. James's Morgan Bay 
Beach Resort in St. Lucia. Certificate may be used for up to two rooms for two couples.  
 
Nestled beachfront, Morgan Bay Beach Resort is a vibrant, colorful, and refreshingly casual all-inclusive resort, 
distinguished by its romantic waterfront setting, just minutes from the world-class Rodney Bay Marina, Cap Estate 
Golf Course, and capital city of Castries.   
 
The certificate entitles you to standard accommodations that do NOT include a mandatory all-inclusive surcharge. 
The all-inclusive surcharge is $115 per person/per day, and provides the winner with all food, drinks, resort 
facilities, activities, taxes, and service charges, and will be the responsibility of the winning bidder. Government tax 
not included.  The certificate is subject to blackout dates. Reservations are required 21 days in advance. There may 
be an additional surcharge December 21-January 3 and February 7-21.  Air transportation not included.  Expires 
December 20, 2018. 
 

Donated by St. James's Club Morgan Bay, St. Lucia 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,050 - $2,100 

 
 
 



1008   Palm Island Resort, The Grenadines 
Seven-Night Stay for Two (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $140-$240 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

Enjoy a seven-night stay at the all-inclusive Palm Island Resort in The Grenadines.  Certificate may be used for up 
to two rooms for two couples. 
 
Palm Island Resort is an exclusive, 135-acre private-island hideaway, situated near the southern tip of St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines.  The resort offers five dazzling white-sand beaches, sumptuous dining, non-motorized water 
sports, nature trails, tennis, fitness center, free-form swimming pool with waterfall, and spa treatments.   
 
The certificate entitles you to standard accommodations that do NOT include a mandatory all-inclusive surcharge 
per person, per night. The all-inclusive surcharge is $140 per person/per day (April 16 - December 20) or $240 per 
person/per day (December 21 - April 15) and provides the winner with all food, drinks, resort facilities, activities, 
taxes and service charges and will be the responsibility of the winning bidder.  Airfare not included.  Government 
taxes not included. Reservations are required and subject to availability and other restrictions.  Expires December 
20, 2018. 
 

Donated by Palm Island Resort, The Grenadines 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,500 - $3,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1009   Los Establos Boutique Inn, Panama 
Five-Night Stay (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $115 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

Five nights of accommodations, double occupancy for one room ($800 value per room) or up to three rooms (a 
$2,400 value) at Los Establos Boutique Inn.  Take the whole family or surprise a loved one for that romantic 
getaway.  The hotel is situated 4,000 feet above sea level, and overlooks 16 acres of coffee farms.  Most travelers 
prefer the scenic one-hour flight from Albrook Airport to David, then it’s a 45-minute drive to Los Establos 
Boutique Inn.  You can rent a car or taxis are available.  Another option is to rent a car, (either at Tocumen Airport 
or in Panama City) and drive to the hotel.  Once outside the city, the drive is actually quite easy and the roads are 
good (Pan-American highway, four lanes part of the way).  The trip will take 6-8 hours.  A side trip to Coronado 
(coast) or El Valle (mountains) along the way is a nice break.  
 
All reservations are subject to a required $115 surcharge per person, per night, (plus tax) which provides the 
following: 
- Breakfast (American/Panamanian Style) 
- Lunch (Panamanian Style)  
- Dinner (Los Establos Restaurant or Le Bistro) 
 
Plus your choice of one activity per day, per person: 
- Spa treatment  
- Coffee tour 
- Rainforest safari 
- Zip lining 
- Hiking to famous Baru volcano 
 
With panoramic views of the Baru volcano, the suites at Los Establos Boutique Inn (winner of Trip Advisor's 
Travelers' Choice Award 2013) are quiet hideaways decked out in saturated shades and regional artwork.  Open the 
door to your private patio to let cool mountain air fill  a space that features a spacious bed, flat-screen television 
with satellite channels, and a marble bathroom.  In the evening, stroll along the paths of the hotel's adjoining coffee 
plantation, and take a cup of coffee in the terrace overlooking the garden.    
 
Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Air and ground transportation not included.  Additional 
surcharge applies during December 21 - January 3.  Expires December 20, 2018. 
 

Donated by Los Establos Boutique Inn, Panama 
 

Estimated Value:  $800 - $2,400 

 

 



1010   Pineapple Beach Club, Antigua 
Seven-Night Stay for Two (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $120 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

Enjoy a seven-night stay at the all-inclusive Pineapple Beach Club in 
Antigua.  Certificate may be used for up to two rooms for two 
couples. 

 
Pineapple Beach Club Antigua, an all-inclusive and adults-only resort, 
is ideally located on 30 acres of tropical paradise and overlooks one 
of Antigua's best white sand beaches.  This resort is perfect for 
couples or friends seeking laidback fun in the sun, wonderful dining, 
signature cocktails and a relaxed island atmosphere. 
 
The certificate entitles you to standard accommodations that do NOT include a mandatory all-inclusive surcharge 
per person, per night. The all-inclusive surcharge is $120 per person/per day (or $220 per person/per day from 
December 21 - February 21) and provides the winner with all food, drinks, resort facilities, activities, taxes and 
service charges and will be the responsibility of the winning bidder.  Airfare not included.  Government taxes not 
included. Reservations are required and subject to availability and other restrictions.  Expires December 20, 2018. 
 

Donated by Pineapple Bach Club, Antigua 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,050 - $2,100 

 
1011   St. James's Club, Antigua 
Seven-Night Stay for Two (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $125 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

You and a guest will enjoy a seven-night stay at the all-inclusive St. James's Club Resort & Villas.  Certificate may be 
used for up to two rooms for two couples.  Tucked away on a secluded 100-acre peninsula on the southeastern 
coast of Antigua, the St. James's Club Resort & Villas exudes a casual, club-like ambience.  Guests can also sunbathe 
or dip into six distinctive swimming pools, succumb to the pleasures of a spa and salon, or stay plugged in at the 
Internet café.    
 
The certificate entitles you to standard accommodations that do NOT 
include a mandatory all-inclusive surcharge.  The all-inclusive surcharge 
is $125 per person/per day and provides the winner with all food, 
drinks, resort facilities, and activities.  Taxes and service charges and 
will be the responsibility of the winning bidder.  The certificate is 
subject to blackout dates.  Reservations are required 21 days in 
advance.  Additional surcharge will apply December 21 - January 3 and 
February 7-21.  Expires December 20, 2018. 
 

Donated by St. James's Club, Antigua 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,400 - $2,800 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1012   The Verandah Resort & Spa, Antigua 
Seven-Night Stay for Two (Does not include all-inclusive fee of $125 per day, per person for food and beverages) 
 

You and a guest will enjoy a seven-night stay at the all-inclusive Verandah 
Resort & Spa in Antigua.  Certificate may be used for up to two rooms 
for two couples.  The Verandah Resort & Spa provides a stunning setting 
for romance, family fun, and sumptuous indulgence. Nestled along 
Antigua's pristine northeast coast, this eco-friendly luxury resort 
encompasses 30 spectacular beachfront acres traversed by hiking trails, 
and bordered by Devil's Bridge National Park with its dramatic landmark 
rock arch.   
 

   
   
                     Barbara Yuki at the Verandah Resort & Spa 

 
The certificate entitles you to standard accommodations that do NOT include 
a mandatory all-inclusive surcharge.  The all-inclusive surcharge is $125 per 
person/per day and provides the winner with all food, drinks, resort facilities, 
activities, taxes and service charges, and will be the responsibility of the 
winning bidder.  The certificate is subject to blackout dates.  Reservations are 
required 21 days in advance.  Additional surcharge will apply December 21 - 
January 3 and February 7-21.  Expires December 20, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Verandah Resort & Spa, Antigua 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,200 - $2,400 

 
 
1013   Rosarito Beach Hotel & Spa, Mexico 
Two-Night Midweek Stay 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay for two in the Coronado or Playas Towers at the Rosarito Beach Hotel & Spa.  The 
hotel is located on the beach and is only a 20-minute drive from the San Diego border.   
 
Valid Sunday through Thursday only.  Excludes U.S. and Mexican holiday periods, special events, and the months 
of July and August.  Reservations must be made in advance and are subject to availability.  Expires October 26, 
2017. 
 

Donated by Rosarito Beach Hotel & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $400 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1014   Shima Kanko Hotel, Shima City, Japan 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay in a premium twin room including breakfast 
and dinner for two at Shima Kanko Hotel, a Miyako Hotel located in 
Ise Shima, a coastal area in the Mie Prefecture, which is located in the 
Kansai region of Japan.  The sunset as seen from Ago Bay has been 
named one of the 100 Most Beautiful Sunset Views in Japan. You can 
see this beautiful sunset from the hotel.  
 

Located on a hill overlooking Ago Bay, Shima Kanko Hotel The Classic is renowned for its stunning views, 
exceptional services, and delighting cuisines. Guests can enjoy the beautifully renovated rooms with all of the 
modern comforts, the picturesque garden, and the outdoor pools.  
 

The property has a total of five restaurants, which include the famous French La Mer seafood restaurant, a private 
dock in the bay, and an observatory on the roof where you can watch one of the best sunsets in Japan. 
 

Shima Kanko Hotel The Classic, featuring 114 well-appointed rooms, is only two minutes from Kashikojima 
Station by a free shuttle bus.  Reservations are required and based on availability.  Valid from May 7, 2017 through 
October 2017.  Excludes August 10-17, 2017. 
 

Donated by Shima Kanko Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $781 

 
 
1020   Canyon Ranch Health Resorts, Tucson 
Three-Night Stay for Two and a $155 per Person Allowance for Services 
 

Welcome to a worry-free vacation for two.  You and a guest will receive a three-night stay and $155 per person 
allowance towards spa, sports & wellness services at Canyon Ranch Health Resort in Tucson, AZ.  In the lush 
Southwest desert, there's a place without stress, where the living is healthy and joy is contagious.  Canyon Ranch will 
inspire you with new vitality and a fresh perspective.   
 

A Canyon Ranch Health Resort vacation is a complete experience. From your room to your meals to a selection of 
wellness and spa services, your comprehensive package includes everything you need for a healthy getaway.  Three 
nutritious, gourmet meals with a wide variety of entrees and accompaniments are served daily.  Fresh fruit, juice and 
lemonade are available at various locations around the Ranch all day.   
 

Guests at Canyon Ranch Health Resort have access to the world's most comprehensive spa facilities with 40 
complimentary fitness activities each day including aerobic conditioning, strength training, tennis, racquetball, 
squash, basketball, indoor/outdoor pool, meditation, yoga, whirlpools, saunas, steam rooms and much more.   
 

Daily selection of lectures and cooking demonstrations too!  
 

Includes round-trip airport ground transportation, all gratuities, service charge and sales tax on the gift certificate.  
Airfare not included. 
 

Reservations are based on availability.  Not 
valid during holiday periods.  Additional 
services are available on an a la carte basis.  
Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Canyon Ranch Health Resorts 
 

Estimated Value:  $6,780 
 



1021   Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa 
Four-Night Stay in an Ocean View Room 
 

Be treated to a four-night stay in an ocean view room at the Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa.  Your stay includes 
access for two to the fitness center, daily internet access, complimentary self-parking and more.  The lush grounds, 
saltwater lagoons and fresh pools create a blissful retreat at our Four-Diamond hotel in Kauai.  Kayak in the 
lagoons, indulge in a reviving treatment at Anara Spa, or simply breathe in the refreshing ocean breezes.   The lovely 
setting of our Kauai resort hotel lets you easily explore the natural wonders of our Garden Isle, as well as the many 
area museums, galleries and shops.   
 
Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Blackout 
dates apply.  Overnight accommodations will be assessed a daily 
resort fee of $25 plus tax.  Expires May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $3,500 

 
 
1022   The Kitano Hotel New York 
Two-Night Weekend Stay in a King Superior Room 
 

Enjoy a two-night weekend stay in a king superior room at The Kitano New York.  Located at the southwest corner 
of Park Avenue and 38th Street in the city’s prestigious Murray Hill district, The Kitano New York is within walking 
distance of Grand Central, the Empire State Building, the elegant shops of Fifth Avenue and the bright lights of 
Broadway.  
 
Reservations are required and may not be made more than ten (10) days in 
advance.  Subject to availability.  Valid for two nights of Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday.  Blackout dates apply, including September 15-25, 2017; November 
26, 2017 - December 14, 2017; December 30-31, 2017.  Expires April 27, 
2018. 
 

Donated by The Kitano Hotel New York 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,200 

 
 
1023   Hilton San Diego Resort & Spa (Mission Bay) 
Two-Night Stay in a Garden Villa Room including Resort Fees 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay in a garden villa at the Hilton San Diego Resort & Spa.  Certificate includes complimentary 
parking and resort fee.  This Four-Diamond hotel is located across from SeaWorld, with plenty of activities located 
nearby.  Advance reservations are required and subject to availability.  Blackout dates apply.  Not valid holidays or 
during special events.  Not valid in July or August.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Hilton San Diego Resort & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
 
 
 



1024   The St. Regis Princeville Resort, Kauai 
Three-Night Stay in an Ocean View Room 
 

Enjoy a relaxing three-night stay in ocean view accommodations 
at The St. Regis Princeville Resort on the island of Kauai in 
Hawaii. Advance reservations are required and subject to 
availability and blackout dates.  Not valid on holidays.  Expires 
May 6, 2018. 
 
St. Regis Princeville marks the legendary brand's first resort in 
Hawaii and introduces an unparalleled level of sophistication and 
serene luxury to one of the most remarkable destinations in the 
world. Located in the 9,000 acre resort community of Princeville 
at Hanalei, this luxury resort on Kauai resides on the northern 
shore of the "Garden Island" and provides visitors all the 
amenities expected from an island destination considered to be 
one of the most spectacular in Hawaii. 
 

Donated by The St. Regis Princeville Resort 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,500 

 
1025   San Francisco Adventure 
Holiday Inn San Francisco Fisherman's Wharf and Pier 39 VIP Fun Pack for Four 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay at the Holiday Inn San Francisco Fisherman's Wharf, located just steps from 
Fisherman’s Wharf and all the most popular San Francisco attractions.  For business guests, the hotel is minutes 
from the Financial District and Moscone Convention Center.  Reservations are required and subject to availability 
and blackout dates.  Expires December 28, 2017.   
 
This package also includes a San Francisco Pier 39 VIP fun pack for four, 
which contains Pier 39 coupons and discounts, including four 
complimentary bay cruises on the Blue & Gold Fleet or four RocketBoat 
Ride Tickets, four rides on the San Francisco carousel, four 7D Experience 
tickets, four admissions to the Aquarium of the Bay and two hours of free 
parking.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Holiday Inn San Francisco Fisherman's Wharf and Pier 39 Limited 
Partnership 
 

Estimated Value:  $550 

 
 

 



1026   Rosewood Inn of the Anasazi, Santa Fe 
Two-Night Stay in a Traditional Room including Breakfast 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay in a traditional room and breakfast for two at 
the Rosewood Inn of the Anasazi located in the cultural heart of Santa 
Fe, New Mexico.  This downtown Santa Fe hotel is close to a variety of 
exciting activities and just steps away from galleries and museums in 
the historic plaza district.  Traditional rooms offer 300 sq. ft. of 
comfortable space decorated with local art and indigenous textiles. 
Each guestroom features handcrafted furnishings and a gaslit kiva 
fireplace, as well as a traditional wooden ceiling of vigas and latillas.   
 
Reservations are required and may be confirmed up to 90 days prior to requested arrival date.  Subject to 
availability.  Blackout dates include Spanish and Indian Market 2017, Santa Fe Fiestas 2017, Santa Fe Wine and Chili 
Fiesta 2017, Balloon Fiesta, weekends during the months of July and August 2017 and all holidays and special 
events. Expires February 9, 2018. 
 

Donated by Rosewood Inn of the Anasazi 
 

Estimated Value:  $800 

 
 
1027   Wailea Beach Marriott Resort & Spa, Maui 
Four-Night Stay in Ocean View Accommodations 
 

Enjoy a four-night stay in an ocean view room at the Wailea Beach 
Marriott  Resort & Spa in Maui.  Wailea Beach Marriott Resort & Spa is 
situated on 15 acres fronting the Anaeho'omalu Bay beach and ancient 
fish ponds.  Reservations are based on availability.  Reservations cannot 
be made more than 90 days in advance.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Wailea Beach Marriott Resort & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,600 
 

 
1028   Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa, Rancho Santa Fe 
One-Night Midweek Stay in a Luxurious Agave Suite 
 

Enjoy a one-night midweek stay in a luxurious Agave Suite at Rancho 
Valencia Resort & Spa located in Rancho Santa Fe, just outside of San 
Diego.  Your stay includes use of the fitness center, spa amenities and 
tennis facility.  Advance reservations are required and subject to 
availability.  Valid Sunday through Thursday.  Not available during 
holidays.  Other restrictions may apply.  Expires May 31, 2018. 
 
Since its opening in 1989, the award-winning Rancho Valencia Resort & 
Spa—Southern California's only Relais & Châteaux property—has 
garnered a reputation as one of the West's most sought-after five-star 
resorts. 
 

Donated by Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $754 



1029   Hotel Kabuki, San Francisco 
Two-Night Stay in a Suite or Best Available Room 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay at Hotel Kabuki, San Francisco's premier 
Japanese-style hotel.  You will stay in a Western-style room with 
Japanese accents and a Japanese deep-tub bath.  The hotel is located 
in the historic Japantown, steps away from world-class shopping 
and international cuisine.    Reservations are required and based on 
availability.  Not valid New Year's Eve or during blackout periods.  
Expires March 7, 2018. 
 

Donated by Hotel Kabuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $800 

 
 
1030   Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Big Island 
Three-Night Stay in an Ocean Facing Room 
 

Enjoy a three-night stay in an ocean facing room at the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, located on the sunny Kohala 
Coast of the Big Island of Hawaii. Situated on a beautiful crescent beach, this luxury resort offers guests the ideal 
setting for a relaxing getaway in paradise.  
 
Reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout 
dates.  Excludes December 18, 2017 - January 10, 2018, peak season, 
and special events.   Cannot be combined with any other discounts or 
offers.  Expires on April 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Mauna Kea Beach Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,110 

 
 
1031   Morongo Casino Resort & Spa, Cabazon 
One-Night Midweek Stay and $100 Spa Credit 
 

Escape to Morongo Casino Resort & Spa with this package: 
- One-night midweek stay in a Canyon View Room.  
- $100 credit to Sage Spa. 
 
Valid Monday through Thursday.  Reservations are required and 
subject to availability.  Excludes holidays, casitas, cabanas and suites.  
Not valid in conjunction with any other offer.  Must be 21 years or 
older to redeem.  Guest is responsible for spa services over $100.  
Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Morongo Casino Resort & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
 
 
 



1032   Miyako Hybrid Hotel, Torrance 
One-Night Weekend Stay and a $100 Gift Certificate to Ise-Shima Restaurant 
 

Enjoy a one-night weekend stay for two in a deluxe room at the 
Miyako Hybrid Hotel in Torrance.  This package also includes a 
$100 gift certificate for a meal at Ise-Shima Restaurant at the 
hotel.  Valid weekends only.  Advance reservations are required 
and subject to availability and blackout dates.  Cannot be 
combined with other discounts.  Expires May 5, 2018. 
 
Miyako hotels are known throughout Japan for their traditional 
beauty and impeccable service.  The Miyako Hybrid has 
captured the traditional elegance and hospitality of Japan and 
united it with the newest and always changing technology of the 
21st century. 
 
As the word "hybrid" suggests, this exciting property is eco-friendly with a solar-powered electrical system, 
environmentally responsible construction materials, and, of course, recycled materials.  All this, along with Japanese 
arts and artifacts appointed throughout the hotel, provide a unique mixture that is both delightful to the eye and 
environmentally aware.  Every guest room has Japanese-style oversized baths, separate showers and heated water 
bidets. 
 

Donated by Miyako Hybrid Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $400 
 

 
1033   Hotel Del Sol, San Francisco 
Two-Night Midweek Stay including Breakfast and Parking 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay including continental breakfast and parking at the Hotel Del Sol in San Francisco.  
The hotel is ideally located just off Lombard Street, near the Golden Gate Bridge and the Presidio.   
 
The Hotel Del Sol is nestled in the heart of the picturesque Marina District just minutes away from fine dining, 
shopping and entertainment.  Reservations are based on availability.  Blackout dates apply. Valid for Sunday to 
Friday stays from April 1 to October 31 only. 
 

Donated by Hotel Del Sol 
 

Estimated Value:  $578 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1034   Sheraton Waikiki Resort Hotel, Oahu 
Three-Night Stay in Ocean Front Accommodations 
 

Enjoy a three-night stay in an ocean front room at the Sheraton Waikiki 
Resort located on the island of Oahu in Hawaii.  Advance reservations are 
required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  Not valid on 
holidays.  Includes resort charge.  Expires May 31, 2018.  
 
Located on the world famous Waikiki Beach, Sheraton Waikiki is at the 
heart of endless energy and excitement.  A place where you  experience 
Hawaii like never before. 
 

Donated by Sheraton Waikiki Resort Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,400 

 
 
1035   The Historic Taos Inn, New Mexico 
Two-Night Midweek Stay in a Deluxe King Room 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay in a deluxe room at the Historic Taos Inn in New 
Mexico.  Valid Sunday through Thursday.  Reservations are required and subject to 
availability.  Not valid Fridays, Saturdays, major holidays or special events.  Expires 
February 17, 2018. 
 
A New Mexico legend, the Historic Taos Inn delights guests with its quirky, quintessential Southwestern style. Long 
considered “the social center of Taos,” this award-winning inn in the heart of the town’s charming historic district 
has been called “one of America’s great inns” by National Geographic Traveler. From its adobe-style architecture to 
its warm embrace of New Mexico’s storied community of artists, this much-loved retreat exudes the rich heritage of 
old-world New Mexico. Whether sipping margaritas, listening to a live band in the Adobe Bar, or building a fire in 
their in-room Kiva fireplace, guests of this Taos treasure are immersed in the rustic romance of a bygone era. 
 

Donated by The Historic Taos Inn 
 

Estimated Value:  $400 

 
 
1036   The Kimpton Buchanan Hotel, San Francisco 
One-Night Stay 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay at The Kimpton Buchanan Hotel in San Francisco.  Located where Japantown, the Fillmore 
and Pacific Heights intersect, Kimpton Buchanan Hotel is San Francisco as you’ve always dreamed it—a vibrant 
neighborhood where some of the city’s best dining, shopping and cultural experiences tango together in endlessly 
entertaining ways. Now pair that with a sultry diva of a hotel that mixes the legacy of the Barbary Coast and our 
locale’s rich heritage with a thoroughly modern thirst for the good life. Our boutique hotel’s oversized airy rooms, 
zen-meets-boutique chic ambiance and attentive staff await. 
 
Advance reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  Expires April 13, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Kimpton Buchanan Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 



1037   The Meritage Resort and Spa, Napa 
One-Night Midweek Stay 
 

Enjoy a one-night midweek stay for two at this renowned resort in Napa Valley.   Located at the southern tip of 
Napa Valley, near where Napa and Sonoma meet, the Meritage Resort at Napa offers an experience like no other 
for wine enthusiasts, business travelers and special events.  With the world’s only spa in a wine cave, the region’s 
only private wedding chapel, and the most expansive meeting space in the Napa Valley, the Meritage Resort brings 
together the perfect blend of services and facilities for an unforgettable stay in one of the world’s most beautiful 
destinations.   
 
Reservations are based on availability.  Valid Sunday through Thursday.  Reservations required at least 14 days in 
advance. Not valid in September or October.  Expires April 10, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Meritage Resort and Spa, Napa 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1038   Halekulani Hotel, Honolulu 
Two-Night Stay in an Ocean View Room and Five Passes to the USS Missouri Memorial, Honolulu 
 

Be treated to a romantic two-night stay in an ocean view room at the 
Halekulani, a member of the prestigious Leading Hotels of the Worlds.   
 
Halekulani is widely acknowledged as one of Hawaii’s most luxurious 
hotels. Embodying grand elegance, it is situated on Waikiki Beach, 
within walking distance of shops, recreation, restaurants, and Honolulu 
nightlife, and one mile from the Hawaii Convention Center.  Each 
superbly-appointed room has a spacious balcony with panoramic views.  
The hotel is an oasis famous for gracious hospitality, exemplary cuisine, 
and prompt, polished service.  Reservations are required and based on 
availability.   Expires May 6, 2018.    
 
This package also includes five passes for a guided tour on the USS Missouri Battleship.  
The USS Missouri was launched on January 29, 1944, and is the last U.S. battleship ever built.  
After joining the battle for Okinawa, she became the site of the Japanese surrender on 
September 2, 1945.   Expires April 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Halekulani and USS Missouri Memorial 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,800 

 
 
 



1039   Catalina Escape 
Catalina Island Inn and Catalina Flyer Tickets 
 

Enjoy a one-night midweek stay in a king room for two guests or a 
family room for four guests at the Catalina Island Inn on the island 
of Catalina.  At the Catalina Island Inn you can enjoy beautiful harbor 
views from a perfect location, only half a block from Avalon's beach.   
Valid Sunday through Thursday, October through May only.  
Reservations are based on availability.  Not valid holidays or special 
events.  Expires May 31, 2018. 
 
This package also includes two round-trip tickets for two to Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, on the Catalina Flyer 
high speed catamaran departing from Balboa Pavilion, Newport Beach.  Wharf tax of $6 per ticket is not included.  
Not valid holidays or holiday weekends. Expires December 3, 2017.  
 

Donated by Catalina Island Inn and Catalina Flyer 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
1040   California Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas 
Two-Night Hawaiian Package 
 

Enjoy a two-night Hawaiian package for two at the California Hotel and 
Casino located in downtown Las Vegas.  Package includes complimentary 
room and meal coupon books.  Not valid on holidays.  Subject to 
availability.  Guests must be 21 years of age.  Expires May 1, 2018. 
 

Donated by California Hotel and Casino 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
1041   Agua Caliente Casino Resort & Spa, Rancho Mirage 
One-Night Midweek Stay, $100 Gift Certificate at The Steakhouse and a $100 Spa Certificate 
 

Escape to Agua Caliente Casino Resort & Spa in Rancho Mirage with this package:  
- One-night midweek stay 
- $100 dining certificate at The Steakhouse 
- $100 spa certificate at The Sunstone Spa 
 
Valid Sunday through Thursday.  Reservations are required and subject to 
availability.  Must be 21 years or older to redeem.  Alcohol, tax, gratuity 
and incidentals are not included.  Expires November 30, 2017. 
 

Donated by Agua Caliente Casino Resort & Spa 
 

Estimated Value:  $550 

 
 
 
 
 
 



1042   Renaissance Denver Stapleton Hotel, Colorado 
Two-Night Stay and Breakfast for Two 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay at the Renaissance Denver Stapleton Hotel in Denver.  Your stay also includes breakfast for 
two in Vivace Restaurant.  Advanced reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  Offer 
excludes gratuity and alcoholic beverages.  Expires February 9, 2018. 
 
Embrace the understated luxury found at our Renaissance Denver Stapleton Hotel conveniently located just off I-
70 between the Denver International Airport (DIA) and Downtown. Our North Denver hotel is pet-friendly and 
close to area attractions including the Shops at Northfields, Quebec Square Retail Center and Dick's Sporting 
Goods Park. Plus, as an esteemed sponsor of DSG Park, our hotel is the official home of the Colorado Rapids, 
located mere minutes away.  Family vacationers especially enjoy our proximity to the Colorado Convention Center, 
Coors Field, Larimer Square, the Denver Zoo, the Museum of Nature and Science, and Bass Pro Shop. 
 

Donated by Renaissance Denver Stapleton Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $320 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1043   Pechanga Resort & Casino and Wilson Creek Winery & Vineyards, Temecula 
A $300 Gift Card to use for Hotel, Retail, Spa, Restaurants or Golf and Wine Tour and Tasting for Two 
 

This package includes: 
-   A $300 gift card to Pechanga Resort & Casino outlets, including Pechanga Gas Station, Pechanga RV Resort 

and Journey at Pechanga Golf Course.  Lost certificates can not be reissued.  Expires July 31, 2018.   
-   A tour and tasting for two at Wilson Creek Winery & Vineyards in Temecula.  Reservations are required and 

subject to availability.  Expires October 1, 2017. 
 

Donated by Pechanga Resort & Casino and Wilson Creek Winery & Vineyards 
 

Estimated Value:  $340 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1044   Hotel Monteleone, New Orleans 
Two-Night Midweek Stay for Two and Dinner for Two in Criollo Restaurant & Lounge 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay at Hotel 
Monteleone in the French Quarter of New 
Orleans, LA.  Your stay also includes dinner for 
two at Criollo Restaurant & Lounge located in 
the hotel.  Advance reservations are required and 
subject to availability and black out dates.  Not 
valid for stays Friday and Saturday nights.  Valid 
Sunday through Thursday.  Not valid during 
special event periods such as Mardi Gras, Jazz 
Fest, Sugar Bowl, etc.  Expires February 9, 2018. 
 
It’s been said that the French Quarter begins in the lobby of Hotel Monteleone. This venerable New Orleans hotel 
sits majestically at the foot of Royal Street and offers valet parking with two garages. Our guests have the best point 
of departure for all things New Orleans. 
 
Step outside this historic French Quarter hotel to discover shop after shop of fabulous European antiques, estate 
jewelry, oriental rugs, and art and antiquities from around the world. Quaint New Orleans restaurants and specialty 
shops line the French Quarter streets. Enjoy New Orleans tourist attractions just steps from our New Orleans. 
Hotel, including Jackson Square, Bourbon Street, the French Market, and the Riverwalk, where you can watch the 
steamboats along the Mississippi River. 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $750 

 
 
1045   Hotel Angeleno, Bel Air 
Two-Night Stay and Dinner for Two at WEST Restaurant 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay in a deluxe king room at the Hotel Angeleno. 
Includes dinner for two at the hotel restaurant, WEST Restaurant.  
Located at the crossroads of Brentwood and Bel-Air, Hotel Angeleno is 
nestled amidst the best of the Westside.   
 
Reservations are required at least 14 days in advance and are subject to 
availability.  Not valid during holidays or special engagements.  Dining 
certificate is not valid for Happy Hour or catering and excludes alcohol.  
Expires May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Hotel Angeleno 
 

Estimated Value:  $650 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



1046   Bay Club Hotel & Marina, San Diego (Shelter Island) 
One-Night Stay in a Traditional Room 
 

Be treated to a one-night stay for two including parking at 
the Bay Club Hotel & Marina located on beautiful Shelter 
Island in San Diego.  From the hotel you'll be able to walk 
for miles along the San Diego Bay visiting the historical 
ships.  Reservations are required and based on availability 
and blackout dates.  Not valid on weekends in June, July or 
August.  Not valid holidays.  Expires June 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Bay Club Hotel & Marina 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
1047   Best Western Premier Grand Canyon Squire, Arizona 
Two-Night Stay including Buffet Breakfast 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay and buffet breakfast for two at the Best Western 
Premier Grand Canyon Squire Inn in Arizona.  Reservations are required 
and are subject to availability.  Some blackout dates apply.  Valid May 13, 
2017 - May 13, 2018. 
 
Best Western Premier Grand Canyon Squire Inn is a three-diamond, AAA-rated hotel with 250 rooms, including 
traditional, deluxe and suite accommodations. Built in the style of the grand hotels of the West,  the Grand Canyon 
Squire Inn is elegant and inviting, with lush landscaping, fine artwork, and a warm Southwestern ambiance. 
 

Donated by Best Western Premier Grand Canyon Squire 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
1048   Desert Escape 
Miracle Springs Resort & Spa and Palm Springs Aerial Tramway 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay for two at Miracle Springs Resort & Spa 
in Desert Hot Springs, located just minutes from Palm Springs.  The 
Miracle Springs Resort & Spa features seven natural mineral water spas, 
with temperatures ranging from 84°F to 104ºF, and an abundance of body 
healing and relaxing therapies.  Reservations are required and are subject to 
availability.  Valid Sunday through Thursday. Not valid on holidays.  
Reservations cannot be made more than two weeks in advance.  Expires 
February 15, 2018.    
 
This package also includes two tram admissions for the Palm Springs Aerial Tramway; the world's largest rotating 
tram cars.   Not valid on holidays. Expires November 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by Miracle Springs Resort & Spa and Palm Springs Aerial Tramway 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
 



1049   Hyatt Regency Houston 
Two-Night Weekend Stay for Two including Full American Breakfast each Morning 
 

Enjoy a two-night weekend stay including a full American breakfast for 
two each day at the Hyatt Regency Houston.  Set in the heart of the 
business and entertainment districts, our classic downtown Houston hotel 
is the ideal starting point for exploring this vibrant city.  Walk to events at 
the convention center or Minute Maid Park, enjoy a show in the Theater 
District, or wander through The Main Event.    
 
Reservations subject to availability and are required at least three (3) weeks in advance.  Not valid during special 
events and holidays, including New Year's Eve and Valentine's Day.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Hyatt Regency Houston 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
1050   Miyako Hotel Los Angeles 
One-Night Stay and Breakfast for Two at Tamon Restaurant 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay for two at the Miyako Hotel Los Angeles.  Your stay also includes breakfast for two at the 
Tamon Restaurant.  
 
Advance reservations are required.  Subject to availability and black out dates.  Incidentals and other miscellaneous 
charges will be the responsibility of the staying guest. 
 
Miyako Hotels are known throughout Japan for their traditional beauty and impeccable service.  The Miyako Hotel 
Los Angeles has captured the quintessential elegance and hospitality of Japan within a cosmopolitan full service 
American hotel in the heart of Downtown Los Angeles.  
 
Enter the warm and inviting atmosphere of urban magnificence at its best.  Our courteous and attentive staff will 
look after your every need, whether your stay is for business or leisure.  From the first cheerful "Welcome to 
Miyako!" it will be clear that this property was designed for the ultimate comfort, entertainment and well-being of 
every guest. 
 

Donated by Miyako Hotel Los Angeles 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1051   Primm Valley Casino Resorts - Primm, Nevada 
Two-Night Stay and a Buffet for Two 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay and two buffets at a Primm Valley Casino 
Resort.  You may choose to stay at either Buffalo Bill's, Primm Valley 
Resort or Whiskey Pete's, all located in Primm, Nevada, just 40 miles 
south of the Las Vegas Strip.  Free shuttle buses operate between the 
Primm Valley Resort and Primm's other hotels, Whiskey Pete's and Buffalo Bill's.  Reservations are required at least 
48 hours in advance and are subject to availability.  Expires June 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Primm Valley Casino Resorts 
 

Estimated Value:  $325 
 

 
1052   The Bristol Hotel, Downtown San Diego 
One-Night Stay 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay at The Bristol Hotel in San Diego.  Advance 
reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  
Parking, incidentals and food & beverage not included.  Expires December 
30, 2017.  
 
The Bristol Hotel is a premier pet-friendly boutique hotel situated in the heart of downtown San Diego, California 
that offers exceptional comfort and service for your leisure and business travel needs. Taking a fresh approach to 
modern style, The Bristol Hotel is both sophisticated and casual and offers charming, comfortable hotel rooms, 
thoughtful amenities, contemporary facilities, and unique hotel packages. 
  
Conveniently located just steps from San Diego’s historic Gaslamp Quarter, fun and leisure await your arrival at The 
Bristol Hotel. 
 

Donated by The Bristol Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $189 

 
 
1053   Sportsmen's Lodge Hotel, Studio City 
One-Night Stay and All American Breakfast for Two 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay in a newly renovated room, with a 
king/double bed, and All American breakfast for two at the 
Sportsmen's Lodge Hotel in Studio City. The hotel is located only 
five minutes from Universal Studios. The hotel is a Hollywood 
tradition, serving as a second home to many of the top names in 
the entertainment business. Reservations are required and subject 
to availability.  Blackout dates may apply.  Incidentals and 
gratuities not included.  Expires January 25, 2018. 
 

Donated by Sportsmen's Lodge Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 



1054   Peppermill Hotel & Casino, Reno, Nevada 
Two-Night Midweek Stay in the Tuscany Tower 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay in a Tuscany Tower room at the 
Peppermill Resort Spa Casino in Reno, NV.  Valid Sunday 
through Thursday.  Advance reservations are required and subject 
to availability.  Not valid on holidays or during special events.  
Tax and gratuity are not included.  Expires November 6, 2017. 
 
Peppermill Resort Spa Casino offers 1,621 luxurious rooms and suites, two resort pools, 10 award-winning 
restaurants, 15 themed bars and lounges including EDGE Nightclub, free nightly entertainment at Terrace Lounge, 
24/7 gaming action, and headliner entertainment, as well as the Fitness Center and 43,000 square-foot Spa & Salon 
Toscana, featuring Northern Nevada's only Caldarium with indoor pool and sun deck. 
 

Donated by Peppermill Hotel & Casino 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 
 

 
1055   DoubleTree by Hilton, Downtown Los Angeles 
One-Night Stay for Two including Breakfast 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay and breakfast for two at the DoubleTree 
by Hilton Hotel Los Angeles Downtown.  Advance reservations 
are required and subject to availability.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 
Each of the spacious guest rooms feature sophisticated Asian-
fusion decor and are rich in comforts. Enjoy modern amenities 
such as 42-inch HDTVs and high-speed internet access. Gaze at 
stunning skyline views from the large windows. Upgrade to a 
suite to enjoy extra space, including separate living and working 
areas and special upgraded amenities such as a full-size 
refrigerator and soothing whirlpool bath. 
 

Donated by DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Los Angeles Downtown 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
1056   Colorado Belle or Edgewater Hotel, Laughlin, NV 
Two-Night Stay 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay at the Colorado Belle Hotel or Edgewater 
Hotel and Casino in Laughlin, Nevada.  Reservations need to be 
made 10 days in advance and are subject to availability.  Not valid 
holidays or during special event periods.  Must be 21 years of age.  
Alcoholic beverages, incidentals or gratuities not included.  
Expires August 2017. 
 

Donated by Colorado Belle 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 



1057   Ayres Hotels of Southern California 
One-Night Stay at any Ayres Hotels of Southern California 
 

Enjoy a one-night stay for two people at any Ayres Hotel location.  
Package includes a full breakfast buffet for two people.  Properties 
are located in Anaheim, Mission Viejo, Alpine, Manhattan Beach, 
Newport Beach, Seal Beach and more.  Reservations are required 
and subject to availability.  Excludes Allegretto Vineyard Resort.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 
Relax and let the Ayres Family welcome you to their collection of European-inspired boutique hotels. Their 
luxurious lobbies complete with fireplaces, inspirational artwork and inviting sitting areas, are designed to make you 
feel at home, while their attentive service creates such a comfortable experience you will want to return again and 
again. 
 

Donated by Ayres Hotels 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
1058   Anaheim Fairfield Inn by Marriott Disneyland 
Two-Night Stay 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay at the Anaheim Fairfield Inn by Marriott.  The hotel is located directly across the street from 
Disneyland, minutes away from the beach, and only three blocks from the Convention Center.  Advance 
reservations required.  May not be combined with any other certificates.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Anaheim Fairfield Inn by Marriott Disneyland 
 

Estimated Value:  $400 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1059   The Orleans Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas 
Two-Night Midweek Stay 
 

Enjoy a two-night midweek stay at The Orleans Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas.  
Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Valid Sunday through 
Thursday only.  Not valid weekends, holidays, conventions or other special 
events.  Must be 21 years or older.  Gratuity not included.  Room nights must 
be used consecutively and may not be split into multiple offers.  Expires April 
30, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Orleans Hotel & Casino 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 



1060   The Primm Valley Casino Resorts, Primm Nevada 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay and two buffets at a Primm Valley Casino 
Resort.  You may choose to stay at either Buffalo Bill's, Primm 
Valley Resort or Whiskey Pete's, all located in Primm, Nevada, just 
40 miles south of the Las Vegas Strip.  Free shuttle buses operate 
between the Primm Valley Resort and Primm's other hotels, Whiskey Pete's and Buffalo Bill's.  Reservations are 
required at least 48 hours in advance and are subject to availability.  Expires June 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Primm Valley Casino Resorts 
 

Estimated Value:  $325 

 
 
1061   The L.A. Hotel Downtown 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay for two at the L.A. Hotel Downtown.  The hotel is 
located in the heart of the financial district.  The L.A. Hotel Downtown 
caters to every detail so that your stay is positively impeccable.  Whether you 
want to have a tranquil time in Downtown Los Angeles or a fun night out 
with friends, you'll find the rooms and suites at The L.A. Hotel Downtown 
are perfectly suited for your every need. 
 
Reservations are required and subject to availability and blackout dates.  Parking is excluded.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by The L.A. Hotel Downtown 
 

Estimated Value:  $600 

 
 
1062   Ten Thousand Waves Japanese Spa & Resort, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Two-Night Stay 
 

Enjoy a two-night stay in a Townsman Room at Ten Thousand Waves Japanese Spa & Resort in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico.  Ten Thousand Waves is inspired by the great Japanese mountain hot spring resorts. Ten minutes from 
downtown Santa Fe, but only minutes from the National Forest. 
 
Package includes:  
-  A $100 gift certificate to Izanami Restaurant 
-  Two 50-minute shiatsu massages 
-  Premium private bath for two 
 - Basket of spa products!   
 
Gratuities not included.  Not valid holiday periods.  Blackout dates 
apply.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Ten Thousand Waves Japanese Spa & Resort 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,155 
 
 
 
 
 



Food & Wine 
 
2000   JANM Dinner Committee Wine Cellar 
 

This package has an assortment of wine donated by members and friends of the JANM Gala Dinner Committee. 
2006 Opus One, Napa Valley, donated by Gene Kanamori  
2006 Silver Oak Alexander Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by Linda Horioka 
2010 Heitz Wine Cellar Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley, donated by Barbara Yuki 
2011 Hewitt Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon, Rutherford, donated by Wendy Shiba   
2012 Cakebread Cellars Pinot Noir, Two Creeks Vineyards (signed by Dennis Cakebread), donated by Michael 

Keeler 
2012 Kenwood Jack London Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by Dr. Brian Itagaki (two bottles) 
2013 Beaulieu Vineyard Rutherford Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by Dr. Brian Itagaki (three bottles) 
2013 Caymus Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by Dr. Stephen Kurumada 
2013 Justin Isosceles Reserve, donated by Leslie Furukawa 
2013 Louis Martini Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, donated by Dr. Brian Itagaki 
2013 V. Sattui Winery Merlot, donated by Yuko Kaifu 
2014 Acacia Carneros Chardonnay, donated by Janet Maloney 
2014 Kosta Browne Pinot Noir, Keefer Ranch, Russian River Valley, donated by Terri O'Lear 
2014 La Crema Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir, donated by Teri Tanimura 
2014 Sea Smoke Cellars "Southing" Pinot Noir, donated by Leslie Furukawa 
 

Donated by Friends of JANM 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,500  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2001   JANM Dinner Committee Sake Cellar 
 

This package has an assortment of sake donated by members of the JANM Gala Dinner Committee. 
-  Hakutsuru Nishiki Junmai Dai Ginjo Sake, donated by Irene Nakagawa 
-  Kurosawa Junmai Kimoto, donated by Yuiko Tanaka Cervantes 
-  Refined Japanese Sake Nihonbashi Yokota Brewing Company, Ltd., donated by  Brian F. Murphy 
-  Tozai Well of Wisdom Ginjo, donated by Knock Out Productions, Inc. 
-  Mizbasho Pure Sparkling Sake, donated by IW Group / Craig Tomiyoshi 
 

Donated by Friends of JANM 
 

Estimated Value:  $365 

 
 
 
 
 



2002   JANM Dinner Committee Whiskey Cellar 
 

This package has an assortment of whiskey donated by members of the JANM Dinner 
Committee. 
-  Glenmorangie Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky - Four Taster Pack, donated by 

Knock Out Productions, Inc. 
-  Knob Creek Straight Bourbon Whiskey, Small Batch (100 Proof), donated by Janet 

Maloney 
-  Lagavulin Scotch Whiskey Aged 16 Years, donated by Michael Okabayashi 
-  The Yamazaki Single Malt Whisky, donated by Gene Kanamori 
-  Hakushu Aged 12 Years Single Malt Japanese Whisky, donated by Craig Tomiyoshi 
 

Donated by Friends of JANM 
 

Estimated Value:  $255  

  
 
2003   Cakebread Cellars - Two Magnums 
 

This package includes two magnums from Cakebread Cellars: 
- 2013 Pinot Noir, Two Creek Vineyards, Anderson Valley 
- 2012 Chardonnay, Napa Valley 
 
Both magnums are signed by Dennis Cakebread. 
 

Donated by Terri O'Lear 
 

Estimated Value:  $200+ 

 
 
2004   NLAC Whiskey Cellar 
 

Johnny Walker Blue, donated by Jack Morey 
Midleton Irish Whiskey, donated by Jim Morey 
Glenmorangie 18, donated by John Morey 
Nikka Taketsuru, donated by Nikki Kodama 
Macallan 15, donated by Joshua Morey 
Kirin Fuji Sanroku 50, donated by Kevin Kawachi 
Nikka Single Malt Yoichi, ($donated by Taizo Shibayama 
Old Forester - Japan Edition, donated by Matt Sasaki 
 

Donated by NLAC 
 

Estimated Value:  $590 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2005   Hibiki Japanese Whisky - Aged 21 Years 
 

Hibiki 21 was named World's Best Blended Whisky at the 2013 World Whiskies Awards and was awarded 96 points 
in Jim Murray's 2014 Whisky Bible. Dr. Whisky says it's "Unbelievably balanced, and dangerously drinkable." 
 
Tasting Notes: 
Nose: Sweet, caramelized nuts, some lemon acidity, blackcurrants and pears 
with vanilla, dark toffee and rich sherry spice. 
Palate: Oak, dark cherry and sweet caramel notes, buttery with a wisp of 
smoke and some wood spice. 
Finish: Long, with a hint of smoke. 
Overall: A fantastic Japanese whisky. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori  
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
 
 
2006   Six Bottles of Single-Vineyard Pinot Noirs from Siduri, All Vintage 2014 
 

Six bottles of single-vineyard Pinot Noirs from Siduri, all vintage 2014:  
Soberanes Vineyard (SLH) 
Hawk’s View Vineyard (Willamette Valley)  
Muirfield Vineyard (Willamette Valley)  
Lingenfelder Vineyard (Russian River Valley)  
Ewald Vineyard (Russian River Valley) 
Van der Kamp Vineyard (Sonoma Mountain)  
 
Siduri, named for the Babylonian goddess of wine, is the result of our founders' mutual love of Pinot Noir—and a 
dream that they could make great wines of their own. 
 
Siduri’s breadth and depth of Pinot Noirs is truly unique. We specialize in cool-climate Pinot Noir, producing only 
single-vineyard, single-variety wine from twenty vineyards stretching from Santa Barbara to the Willamette Valley. 
 

Donated by Kari Nakama 
 

Estimated Value:  $345 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2007   Vertical of Larkmead Cabs (6 bottles), One Bottle Each from Vintages 2009 through 2014 
 

2009 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
94 points Robert Parker's Wine Advocate 
 
2010 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
95 points James Suckling  
 
2011 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
93 points James Suckling  
 
2012 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
94 points James Suckling  
 
2013 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
94 points James Suckling  
 
2014 Larkmead Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon  
95 points James Suckling 
 

Donated by Kari Nakama 
 

Estimated Value:  $850 

 
 
 
2008   Hakutsuru Nishiki Junmai Dai Ginjo Sake "Flight of the Cranes"  
Two Bottles 
 

This beautiful and exceptionally full-bodied sake is brewed with a proprietary new strain 
of rice, Hakutsuru Nishiki, which yields a sake unlike any other.  Lovely floral aromas and 
a mouth-filling richness showcase its superior attributes. 
 

Donated by Hakutsuru 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
 
2009   One Bottle of Hakutsuru Premium Sake "Flight of the Crane " 
 

This beautiful and exceptionally full-bodied sake is brewed with a proprietary new strain of rice, Hakutsuru Nishiki, 
which yields a sake unlike any other.  Lovely floral aromas and a mouth-filling richness showcase its superior 
attributes. 
 

Donated by Hakutsuru 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
 
 
 



2010   Wine Camp Class for Two, West Los Angeles 
Enjoy a fun educational class for two, which will enhance your appreciation of wine.  Learn About Wine attracts 
audiences from beginners to advanced wine enthusiasts.  They will push aside the myths and legends and get to the 
facts about wine in an enjoyable, unpretentious, social and professional presentation.  You'll learn the wine basics 
from A-Z.   
 
Taste seven types of wine and acquire the skills to evaluate what you smell and taste.  You will also be taught how 
wine is made, what pairings bring out the best in food and wine, the do's and don'ts of wine service, how to 
purchase and store wine and wine history.  Anecdotes, laughs and wine are all served in generous proportions along 
with a light snack of gourmet cheeses, fruit and crackers. Classes are subject to availability.  Not valid with any other 
offer.  Valid for Wine Camp only.  Once you register for an event with this certificate, rescheduling is NOT 
permitted.  All participants must be 21 years of age.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by WineLA 
 

Estimated Value:  $130 

 
 
2011   2002 Dom Perignon Champagne 
96 Points - The Wine Advocate 
 

Winemaker's Notes 
The first hints of fresh almond and harvest aromas immediately open up into preserved 
lemon and dried fruits, the whole rounded off by darker smoky and toasted qualities.  
 
The presence of the wine on the palate is immediately captivating. Paradoxically concentrated 
yet creamy, it is energetic and warm in the mouth, focusing on the fruit, then gradually taking 
on more profound bass notes. The whole holds its note perfectly, intensively, with just a 
subtle, elegant hint of underlying bitterness. 
 
96 Points - The Wine Advocate  
"The 2002 Dom Perignon is at first intensely floral, with perfumed jasmine that dominates 
the bouquet. With time in the glass the wine gains richness as the flavors turn decidedly riper 
and almost tropical. Ripe apricots, passion fruit and peaches emerge from this flashy, opulent 
Dom Perignon. The wine's volume makes it approachable today, but readers in search of 
more complexity will want to cellar this for at least a few years to allow for some of the baby 
fat to drop off.  Anticipated maturity: 2012-2032 " 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
2012   Jacuzzi Family Vineyard, Sonoma 
A VIP Wine Tasting for Four 
 

A VIP tour and tasting for four at Jacuzzi Family Vineyards and the Olive Press plus one bottle of Jacuzzi Rosso de 
Sette Fratelli during your tour.  Jacuzzi Family Vineyards is located in Sonoma.  Reservations are required at least 
two weeks in advance.  Expires May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Jacuzzi Family Vineyard 
 

Estimated Value:  $350 

  



2013   A Taste of Napa Valley 
Five Bottles of Wine 
 

This package includes five bottles of top-rated wine from Napa Valley: 
 
2011 Caymus Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley - 92 Points, Wine Spectator 
On the palate, this Cabernet is rich with sweet, ripe tannins, expanding to a greater breadth of refined textures.  The 
flavor profile includes dark chocolate, sweet tobacco, mocha, leather, brown spice, cedar, vanilla and sweet licorice.  
The stand out qualities of this wine are its balance, supple texture, approachable grip and earthy notes. 
 
2002 Twomey Merlot, Napa Valley - 94 Points, Wine Advocate 
Even better than the 2001 is the 2002 Merlot, a blend of 99.4% Merlot and .6% Cabernet Franc.  An exotic 
perfume of pepper, herbs, black cherries, plums, and raspberries is accompanied by an exciting texture, a plush, 
fleshy palate, and a concentrated, long heady, moderately tannic finish.  This wine should improve over the next 2-3 
years and last for 10-14.  Very impressive!  This is a top-flight single-vineyard wine aged completely in French oak, 
which is in total contrast to the wines made at Silver Oak. 
 
2014 Groth Sauvignon Blanc, Napa Valley - 91 Points, Wine Enthusiast 
This 2015 Sauvignon Blanc was produced from grapes grown in various microclimates of the Napa Valley.  The 
warmer Napa Valley microclimates yield grapes that result in wines with a lush, full melon/citrus character in the 
aroma and in the flavor.  The cooler areas of Napa Valley provide fruit with a solid, crisp backbone that gives the 
wine an exciting liveliness that balances the rich creaminess from "sur lie" aging. 
 
Complemented by 9% Semillon, this concentrated, creamy young wine is generous in pear, peach and subtle 
pineapple.  Tart, it remains fresh and focused in the glass, with a lushness that's memorable and compelling.  An 
impactful finish wraps things up nicely. 
 
2011 Freemark Abbey Chardonnay, Napa Valley - 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast 
Sweet tangerine, tropical fruit and honey flavors mark this Chardonnay.  It was wise on the winemaker's part to 
avoid the malolactic fermentation, because the fresh apple acidity livens up the richness.  With a touch of buttered 
toast from new oak barrels, it's a savory wine to drink now. 
 
2008 Clos du Val Pinot Noir Reserve, Napa Valley - 87 Points, Wine Enthusiast 
This vintage of Carneros Pinot Noir is presented with a lovely ruby color.  Aromatic spices awaken the nose with 
bright raspberry, red currant, and pomegranate.  Rich complex layers of fruit and spice fill the mouth with notes of 
mature cherries.  An elegant and lingering finish makes it perfect wine for food, but especially for enjoying by the 
glass.  This Pinot Noir has great aging potential. 
 

Donated by Stephen Kagawa 
 

Estimated Value:  $275 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2014   Le Vigne Winery, Paso Robles 
Private Tour and Tasting for up to Eight People.  Includes a Barrel Tasting, Reserve Wine Tasting and Gourmet Cheese Pairing 
 

An incredible private tour and tasting for up to eight people at Le Vigne Winery in Paso Robles.  Tour includes a 
tasting of current vintages, a barrel tasting, and a wine and cheese pairing at the winery.  Appointment required at 
least two weeks in advance.  Expires November 9, 2017. 
 

Donated by Le Vigne Winery 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
2015   One Bottle of Hakutsuru Premium Sake "Flight of the Crane" 
This beautiful and exceptionally full-bodied sake is brewed with a proprietary new strain of 
rice, Hakutsuru Nishiki, which yields a sake unlike any other.  Lovely floral aromas and a 
mouth-filling richness showcase its superior attributes. 
 

Donated by Hakutsuru 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
2016   Paso Robles Wine Tastings 
Justin Vineyards & Winery and DAOU Vineyard and Winery 
 

This package includes: 
-  A tour and tasting for four people at Justin Vineyards & Winery in Paso Robles.  

Tours are held daily at 10:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., with tasting from 10:00 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m.  Advance reservations are required and based on availability.     

-  An estate wine tasting for four at DAOU Vineyards and Winery in Paso Robles. 
Reservations are required at least 48 hours in advance.  Black out dates apply and 
include festival and holiday weekends.  Expires December 2017. 

 

Donated by Justin Vineyards & Winery and DAOU Vineyard and Winery 
 

Estimated Value:  $260 

 
 
2017   Kikusui Junmai Ginjo Sake  
Three Bottles 
 

This is a light and comfortably dry premium sake with the aroma of fresh cantaloupe and 
banana followed by medium body bringing refreshing Mandarin orange like overtones.  With 
just the right amount of body and a comfortable dryness it enhances any dish you eat.  This is 
a great white wine alternative that is perfect for sake lovers and beginners alike. 
 

Donated by Teri Tanimura, Lori Tanimura, Leonard Ikeda & Cheri Tanimura 
 

Estimated Value:  $93 

 
 
 
 
 



2018   Private Wine Class for Up to 20 People at Any Total Wine and More Location 
 

Total Wine & More will host an event that is certain to impress you and your 
guests.  Taste eight of our premium, hand-selected wines and discover hidden 
treasures from the wine region of your choosing.  Your guests will enjoy a 
tour of the land and learn about the famed appellations and grape varietals 
that make each region so unforgettable.  One of our wine experts will be on 
hand to present and discuss each delicious wine during your two hour tasting, 
which can be arranged as a seated class-style or more casual walk-around 
event.   
 
Choose from one of our popular themes: 
California Dreaming – Three outstanding white wines and five sumptuous red wines will delight your palate in this 
tasting.  From Pinot Noir and Chardonnay produced in the cooler climates of Carneros and the Russian River 
Valley, to the famous Cabernet Sauvignon appellations of Stag’s Leap and Spring Mountain—one of these 
outstanding selections is certain to become a favorite. 
 
An Inspiring Taste of Italy – Stimulate your senses with the mesmerizing bouquets of sparkling, white, and red 
wines from Italy.  Refresh your taste buds with Prosecco and crisp whites from the north and then dazzle them with 
bold and captivating reds from the south.  Two Italian wines you will never forget, Barolo and Brunello di 
Montalcino, complete this inspiring tasting. 
 
Tour de France – Travel with us through the most famous appellations from France.  Taste Grand Cru Champagne 
before sampling two stunning and food-friendly wines from the Loire Valley and Provence.  Five elegant reds such 
as prestigious Chateauneuf-du-Pape and Margaux will follow the white wine selections and show you why this is a 
wine tour of France like no other. 
 
Tastings cannot be held on holiday weekends or the last six weeks of the year.  Three weeks notice required from 
request date.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Total Wine & More 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

  
 
2019   Landmark Vineyards and VJB Vineyard & Cellars, Kenwood 
 

This package includes: 
-  A private tour and tasting for up to four at Landmark Vineyards.  Journey through Landmark’s beautiful estate 

as you learn about our storied history and unique viticultural practices. Then, move to our production and barrel 
storage facilities, where you’ll see how we perfect our small-production, single-vineyard chardonnays and pinot 
noirs.  Complete your tour with a tasting of our signature wines.  Expires December 31, 2017.   

-  A reserve tasting for up to four people at the VJB Vineyard & Cellars, located in Kenwood, in the Sonoma 
Valley.  VJB Vineyards and Cellars is dedicated to producing premium wines representative of world-class 
vineyards.  The annual case production of just 4,000 cases is sold exclusively from their Tasting Room or through 
membership in Club Enoteca.  Reservations are required one week in advance. 

 

Donated by Landmark Vineyards and VJB Vineyard & Cellars 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
 



2020   Napa Valley Wine Train, Napa  
Train Fare and Gourmet Dinner for Two 
 

Package includes two round-trip tickets and gourmet dinner aboard the 
Napa Valley Wine Train.  The lavishly restored rail cars will take you 
on a three-hour journey through beautiful Napa Valley.  Advance 
reservations are required. Subject to availability.  Excludes Saturday.  
Not valid for upgrades or special events.  Expires May 3, 2018. 
 

Donated by Napa Valley Wine Train 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
2021   Wine Accessories 
 

Package includes: 
- A Luigi Bormioli Two-Liter Wine Decanter  
- Brookstone Automatic Wine Preserver 
- Magisso Ice Bucket 
- Silver Plated Wine Coaster 
 

Donated by Terri O'Lear 
 

Estimated Value:  $240 

 
 
2022   Hakutsuru Plum Wine 
Six Bottles  
 

Using selected Japanese Plum ("Ume") Hakutsuru Plum Wine has been brewed with 
highly developed fermentation skills and technique. It is characterized by its refreshing 
semi-sweet, sour taste and well-matured aroma from plum fruit. 
 

Donated by Hakutsuru 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
2024   Gloria Ferrer Caves & Winery, Sonoma 
VIP Tour and Tasting for Four 
 

A private tour and tasting for four at Gloria Ferrer Caves & Vineyards.  This Spanish-style winery is located in the 
beautiful rolling hills of the Sonoma Carneros region of Northern California.  Enjoy breathtaking views from their 
panoramic Vista Terrace overlooking the estate vineyards.  This private guided tour will offer you the opportunity 
to learn about Gloria Ferrer's sparkling and still winemaking processes as well as taste some of their award-winning 
wines.  Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Gloria Ferrer Caves & Winery 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
 



2026   2014 Landmark Vineyards Overlook Pinot Noir (Four Bottles) 
 

TASTING NOTES: 
On the nose, the wine is rich with molasses, cherry, spearmint, black tea, cranberry and plum. The palate features 
notes of gingerbread spice, red raspberry and grilled mushroom with a lengthy finish of mocha, black tea and forest 
floor. 
 
FOOD PAIRINGS: 
The 2014 Overlook Pinot Noir will pair beautifully with thyme and lemon seasoned rotisserie chicken with garlic 
mashed potatoes and a roasted beet and green bean salad. 
 

Donated by Landmark Vineyards 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
2027   Peju Province Winery, Rutherford (Napa Valley) 
Wine Tasting For Six 
 

Wine tasting for up to six people at Peju Province Winery in Rutherford (Napa Valley).  
Prior appointment is required and subject to availability.  Expires December 31, 2019. 
 

Donated by Peju Province Winery 
 

Estimated Value:  $120  

 
 
2028   Harmony Cellars 
Flight of 2010, 2011, 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

2010 Harmony Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon 
Dramatic aromas of dried cherry and plum are complemented by notes of butterscotch, toasty oak and subtle 
leather. The palate is flooded with flavors of cherry, cassis and vanilla spice.  
 
2011 Harmony Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon 
Grape candy and black cherry aromas are edged by cedar.  Chewy tannins dominate the palate, with dark chocolate 
and purple fruit flavors present as well. 
 
2012 Harmony Cellars Cabernet Sauvignon 
This ‘Classic Cabernet’ offers intense aromas of dried cherry, plum complemented by notes of warm, toasty oak.  
The palate is flooded with flavors of cherry, cassis and barrel spice. The medium rich body, velvety tannins and 
well-balanced acidity lead to a long, savory finish. 
 

Donated by Harmony Cellars 
 

Estimated Value:  $83 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2029   Schramsberg Vineyards and Cellars, Napa 
Tour and Tasting for Two 
 

Take a private tour and tasting for two people at Schramsberg Vineyards 
and Cellars located in Calistoga.  Your tour will take you into the sparkling 
wine caves of Schramsberg's historic winery in the hills of Napa Valley.  
Advance reservations required.  Valid Monday through Sunday.  Expires 
May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Schramsberg Vineyards and Cellars  
 

Estimated Value:  $130 
 
 
2030   Private In-Home Wine Sampling Experience for up to Two Hours for Eight People 
This gift certificate is good for an eight-bottle private wine tasting for up to two hours in your home or office for a 
party of up to eight (8) people.  The exclusive wines will be presented by a PRP wine consultant.  The wines will be 
chosen from family-owned boutique wineries around the world.  Guests must be 21 years old.  Valid Sunday 
through Thursday.  Weekends are negotiable. 
 

Donated by PRP Wine International 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
2032   Private In-Home Wine Sampling Experience for Up To Two Hours for Eight People . 
This gift certificate is good for an eight-bottle private wine tasting for up to two hours in your home or office for a 
party of up to eight (8) people.  The exclusive wines will be presented by a PRP wine consultant.  The wines will be 
chosen from family-owned boutique wineries around the world.  Guests must be 21 years old.  Valid Sunday 
through Thursday.  Weekends are negotiable. 
 

Donated by PRP Wine International 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
2050   Roy's Pasadena 
Chef's Tasting Dinner for Six with Chef Adam Palffy 
 

Enjoy a chef's tasting dinner for six at Roy's Restaurant in 
Pasadena. This dinner will be specially created by Roy's Executive 
Chef Partner, Adam Palffy.  Advance reservations are required.  
Valid only at Pasadena location.  Subject to availability; not valid 
during special events.  Tax and gratuity not included. 
 

Donated by Roy's Pasadena 
 

Estimated Value:  $600 

 
 
 
 
 
 



2051   Beverly Hills Dining 
Ocean Prime Beverly Hills and Fogo de Chao 
 

This package includes: 
-  $100 in gift cards to Ocean Prime Beverly Hills.  You'll enjoy the freshest seafood and finest prime steaks. 

Made from scratch and using the highest quality ingredients available.    
-  A $125 gift card to any Fogo De Chao Churrascaria.  Churrasco has been a culinary tradition for over three 

centuries in Southern Brazil.  In the olden days, gauchos (southern Brazilian cowboys) pierced large pieces of 
meat and slowly roasted them over fire pits.  Fogo de Chao continues to bring this type of gaucho experience 
alive.  Alcoholic drinks not included. 

 

Donated by Ocean Prime Beverly Hills and Fogo de Chao 
 

Estimated Value:  $225 

 
 
2052   Sushi Gen, Little Tokyo 
$200 in Gift Certificates 
 

Enjoy $200 in gift certificates to Sushi Gen, located in Little Tokyo.  Gratuity 
not included.  Expires December 2017. 
 

Donated by Sushi Gen 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
2053   Pip's on La Brea 
Champagne Jazz Brunch for Two 
 

Enjoy all-you-can-eat Sunday champagne jazz brunch for two at Pip's On La Brea.  Our Sunday Brunch buffet 
features appetizers, salads, pasta bar, pizzas, breakfast items, and more!  The Sunday Champagne Jazz Brunch 
features sax man Cal Bennett and is the perfect kick-off to the start of a new week!  
 
The new Pip's on La Brea impresses foodies and music lovers with live jazz on a newly-renovated patio. This 
tantalizingly perfect blend of classic Italian food and excellent jazz brings a new level of style and ambiance to an 
eatery that has been making waves across the LA food scene since its opening in summer 2010. 
 
Reservations are highly recommended and subject to availability.  Seating for brunch is available Sunday from 11:00 
am to 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm.  Does not include tax and gratuity.  Not valid on holidays or during special 
events.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Pip's on La Brea 
 

Estimated Value:  $70 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2054   Osawa Shabu Shabu & Sushi, Pasadena 
$200 in Gift Certificates 
 

Enjoy $200 in gift certificates to Osawa Shabu Shabu & Sushi Restaurant in 
Pasadena.  Gratuity not included.  Not redeemable for cash. 
 
Osawa believes in the Japanese tradition of “omotenashi,” or hospitality: the 
exquisite Japanese art of welcoming and serving guests. Osawa likes to 
welcome each and every guest like they coming into their home. Come into 
Osawa for the best Japanese shabu shabu, sushi and otsumani in Pasadena! 
 

Donated by Osawa Shabu Shabu & Sushi 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
2055   Malibu Dining 
Paradise Cove Beach Cafe and Gladstones Malibu 
 

This package includes: 
-  A $100 gift card to Paradise Cove Beach Café in Malibu.  Spend the day exploring the tide pools and watching 

the dolphins swim by. 
-  A $50 gift certificate to Gladstones Malibu.  No cash value to be given back. 
 

Donated by Paradise Cove Beach Cafe and Gladstones Malibu 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
2056   Dining DTLA 
Chaya Restaurant, Langer's Delicatessen and ediBOL Restaurant 
 

This package includes: 
-  A $100 gift certificate to any CHAYA Restaurant locations including Downtown Los Angeles, Venice and San 

Francisco.  Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Does not include Happy Hour, alcoholic 
beverages or gratuity.  Valid for dine-in only.  Not accepted on major holidays.  Expires 
May 6, 2018.   

-  A $100 gift certificate to Langer's Delicatessen in Los Angeles, located between Wilshire 
and Olympic, near  MacArthur Park.  Valid for in-house, take-out or catering.  Does not 
include gratuity.  No cash value.   

-  A meal for four at ediBOL Restaurant, Downtown Los Angeles.  "Delicious bowls with 
so much flavor and texture that the food calls out to be the topic of conversation.  Yum!  
ediBOL = fresh ingredients, FLAVOR, and urban charm," said one regular customer. The base bowls are 
vegetarian with a selection of meat options to add to each BOL. Restaurant is located within walking distance (just 
a few blocks) from the Japanese American National Museum.  Valid for up to four (4) guests maximum.  Subject 
to availability, not valid during special events. Gratuity not included.  One time use only (no balance carried over). 
Expires May 6, 2018. 

 

Donated by Chaya Restaurant, Langer's Delicatessen and ediBOL Restaurant 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
 



2057   Crustacean Beverly Hills and Tiato Kitchen in Santa Monica 
 

Package includes: 
- Lunch for two at Tiato Kitchen+ Venue in Santa Monica ($50 value). 
- Lunch for two at Crustacean Restaurant in Beverly Hills ($80 value). 
 
Alcohol, sales tax, gratuity and delivery not included.  Reservations are required and subject to availability.  valid 
Monday through Friday.  Not valid on holidays.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by House of An 
 

Estimated Value:  $130 

 
 
2058   Pasadena Dining 
Green Street Restaurant, Noda Sushi Restaurant and Sho Chiku Bai - Classic Junmai Sake 
 

This package includes: 
-  A $50 gift certificate to Green Street Restaurant in Pasadena.  May not be redeemed for cash.  Gratuity is not 

included.  Expires November 30, 2017.   
-  $60 in gift cards to Noda Sushi Restaurant. We’re offering the best thing that fits between two chop sticks. 

Take a break from the norm, and order in for lunch or dinner. You’ll get more than a taste of our crowd-pleasing 
sushi, which is made from fresh fish, delicately cut and arranged. If you’re searching for something to eat on the 
go, we also offer a teriyaki express menu and chicken, beef, or sushi bowls. For your home or office catering 
needs, we can make a fresh sushi platter so that you can share you love of Noda Sushi Restaurant with everyone. 

-  A 1.5 L bottle of Sho Chiku Bai Classic Junmai Sake.  The most traditional sake.  In order to enjoy its 
traditional Junmai character in full, serving it warm is recommended.  It will pair well with mildly seasoned dishes. 

   Character: Smooth, well balanced and full body 
   Dry/Sweet: +3 (medium dry) 
   Texture: Mild, smooth 
   Aroma: Mild, complex 

 

Donated by Green Street Restaurant, Noda Sushi Restaurant and Takara Sake 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
2059   Jack in the Box  
$100 in Gift Cards 
 

$100 in gift cards to any Jack in the Box location. 
 

Donated by JYM Enterprises Inc. / dba Jack in the Box 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2060   Burger Lovers 
The Habit Burger and Original Tommy's  
 

This package includes: 
-  $50 in gift cards to any The Habit Burger location. 
-  Ten (10) meal coupons each valid for one cheeseburger, one French fries, and one 

medium beverage at any Original Tommy's location. 
 

Donated by The Habit Burger and Original Tommy's 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
2061   Michael's Santa Monica 
Dinner for Two 
 

Dinner for two (up to $125 value) at Michael's Santa Monica.  An American restaurant, Michael’s is renowned for 
developing a classic contemporary cuisine that constantly evolves with new ideas and ingredients.  Excludes tax and 
gratuity.  Must be used in one visit.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Michael's Santa Monica 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
2062   Santa Monica Dining 
Marix Tex Mex Restaurants, King's Seafood Co. and Longitude Bar & Bistro 
 

This package includes: 
- $150 in gift cards from Marix Tex Mex Restaurants.  Redeemable at Marix Tex Mex Café in West Hollywood, 

Basix Food & Bar in West Hollywood, or Marix Tex Mex Playa in Santa Monica.   
- A $50 gift card good at any King's Seafood Company Restaurants. 

Restaurants include: 
- Lou & Mickey's, San Diego 
- 555 East Steakhouse, Long Beach 
- Pier Burger, Santa Monica  
- Water Grill, Santa Monica and Downtown L.A. 
- Fish Camp, Huntington Beach 
- King's Fish House, (Various Locations) 

Good for food, bar and tax.  Gratuity not included.  Expires September 30, 2017.    
-  Dinner for two ($100) at Longitude Bar + Restaurant located in the Le Meridien Delfina Santa Monica Hotel. 

Just steps from the city, sand, and surf, the Le Meridien Delfina is located in the heart of Santa Monica's best 
shopping, dining, and beach activities. Reservations are required and are subject to availability.  Certificate is valid 
for up to $100 and does not include gratuity.  Expires May 7, 2018. 

 

Donated by Marix Tex Mex Restaurants, King's Seafood Co. and Le Meridien Delfina Santa Monica 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
 
 
 



 
2063   Specialty Restaurants  
Enjoy $400 in gift cards for a meal at any one of the following Specialty 
Restaurant locations: 
 -- 94th Aero Squadron Restaurant, Van Nuys 
 -- Castaway Restaurant & Special Events Center, Burbank 
 -- Monterey Hill Steak & Seafood Restaurant, Monterey Park 
 -- The Odyssey Restaurant, Granada Hills 
 -- Orange Hill Restaurant, Orange  
 -- The Reef Restaurant, Long Beach 
 -- Whiskey Red's Restaurant, Marina del Rey 
 -- The Proud Bird, El Segundo. 
 -- Luminarias Restaurant, Monterey Park. 
  
Certificates are not valid on holidays. 
 

Donated by Specialty Restaurant Corporation 
 

Estimated Value:  $400 

 
 
2064   Valley Dining 
Ca' Del Sole Ristorante, Brent's Delicatessen and Restaurant and Rubio's 
 

This package includes: 
-  A $75 gift card to Ca' Del Sole Ristorante in North Hollywood.  May not be redeemed for cash.    
-  $100 in gift cards to Brent's Delicatessen and Restaurant in Northridge.  Gift cards are not redeemable for 

cash and cannot be applied as payment to an account.  
-  $50 in gift certificates valid for Rubio's Catering.  Does not include alcohol. 
 

Donated by Ca' Del Sole Ristorante, Brent's Delicatessen and Restaurant and Rubio's 
 

Estimated Value:  $225 

 
 
2065   Home-Cooked Dinner for Six Made by Jeff Mio  
Enjoy an Asian-themed dinner for six cooked by Jeffery Scott Mio, Ph.D., the "Doctor of the Kitchen."  Dinner 
can either be held at Jeff Mio's house or a house designated by the winner (limited to the Los Angeles area).  Date 
must be mutually agreed upon.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Jeffery Scott Mio 
 

Estimated Value:  $240 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2066   Conejo Valley Dining 
Olio e Limone Ristorante and Hugo's Restaurants 
 

This package includes: 
-  A $100 gift certificate towards food and beverages at Olio e Limone Ristorante, Olio Crudo Bar and Olio 

Pizzeria.  Valid only at the Santa Barbara or Westlake Village locations.  Valid during lunch and dinner, provided 
not during restricted peak periods (Friday or Saturday dinner between 6:30 pm and  8:15 pm or any peak holiday 
periods).  Does not include tax and gratuity.  Expires May 6, 2018.   

-  Dinner for two at Hugo's Restaurant in Agoura Hills.  Dinner includes one starter (soup, appetizer or salad), 
one entree, one dessert and one non-alcoholic beverage per each person.  Excludes weekends, and holidays.  
Alcohol and gratuity not included.  Valid only at Agoura Hills location.  Expires May 6, 2018. 

 

Donated by Olio e Limone Ristorante and Hugo's Restaurants 
 

Estimated Value:  $180 

 
 
2067   QUALITY Food & Beverage Restaurant 
$100 Gift Card 
 

Enjoy a $100 gift certificate for breakfast, lunch or brunch at QUALITY Food & Beverage Restaurant in Los 
Angeles near the Beverly Center.  Expires November 2017. 
 

Donated by QUALITY Food & Beverage Restaurant 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
2068   Sushi Chef Institute, Torrance 
Sushi Workshop for Two People 
 

Take a one-day sushi workshop for two people at Sushi Chef Institute in Torrance.  The school teaches its students 
the authentic methods and philosophies which ultimately integrate with each individual's technique and expertise. 
As part of our curriculum, we train our students on proper sanitation procedures, safe food handling and business 
management of a well-functioning restaurant. Upon completion at SCI, we offer students job placement from our 
networks of chefs and restaurants all around the world. 
 
Chef Andy Matsuda was born near Kobe, Japan, in 1956. When he was 9 years old, the family started a small 
Japanese restaurant, where he learned the joy of cooking. After graduating from high school, he began to work as an 
apprentice at Genpachi, one of the most famous restaurants in Osaka, for 5 years. He also became a member of a 
sushi chef organization called 'Yosei-kai'. At the age of 23, he returned to his hometown to help expand the family 
business. Once that was completed, at the age of 25, his new challenge in life was to move to Los Angeles, 
California. 
 
Not redeemable for cash.  Workshop availability depends on SCI schedule.  
Can be used towards any workshop. 
 

Donated by Sushi Chef Institute 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
 
 



2069   The Smoke House, Burbank 
Sunday Brunch for Four 
 

Sunday brunch for four at The Smoke House in Burbank.  The Smoke House is a legendary restaurant located close 
to the entertainment studios in Burbank.   Not valid holidays or special events.  Expires November 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by The Smoke House 
 

Estimated Value:  $130 

 
 
2070   The Gourmandise School of Sweets & Savories, Santa Monica 
$100 Towards Baking and Cooking Classes 
 

Learn the basics of baking and cooking with this $100 gift certificate valid for any cooking or baking class at The 
Gourmandise School of Sweets and Savories in Santa Monica.  Participants must be 16 years of age or older, unless 
noted otherwise.  Classes are offered mornings, afternoons and evening, seven days a week.   
 
The Gourmandise School is a hands-on culinary school with a focus on teaching classic techniques using seasonal 
and locally-sourced ingredients.  They offer baking and cooking classes, professional series and fascinating food 
workshops.  Not valid for private events. 
 

Donated by The Gourmandise School of Sweets & Savories 
 

Estimated Value:  $100  

 
 
2071   In-N-Out Burger and Sapporo Premium Beer 
Eight Combination Meals and a Collection of Items 
 

This package includes: 
-  Eight (8) gift cards to any In-N-Out Burger location.  Each gift card is valid for 

any burger, fries and beverage on their menu.  Single use only.  No cash value.  Expires 
December 31, 2018.   

-  In-N-Out t-shirt (size large), lunch tote and clear cup.   
-  24 cans of 12 oz. Sapporo Premium Beer. 
 

Donated by In-N-Out Burger and Sapporo Breweries Limited  
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
2072   Little Caesars 
Ten Certificates each Valid for One Large Cheese or Pepperoni Pizza.  Includes a Plush Doll. 
 

Ten (10) coupons from Little Caesars.  Each coupon is valid for one free Hot-
n-Ready pizza from any participating Little Caesars.  Valid for one large cheese 
or pepperoni Hot-n-Ready pizza only.   
 
Includes a Little Caesars plush doll. 
 

Donated by Little Caesars 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 



2073   The New School of Cooking, Culver City 
One Free Recreational Class 
 

A certificate valid for one free recreational class at the New School of Cooking in Culver City.  Choose from a 
variety of ever-changing and seasonal weekend classes such as Autumn Soups and Quick Breads or Thai 101. We 
also offer fun classes like Cocktails and Appetizers for Couples.  At the completion of the class all students join 
together to enjoy the meal created. Each student will take home a copy of all of the recipes created by the class. 
 
The New School of Cooking has been offering its unique, hands-on classes in Culver City, California, for 15 years 
and is widely considered to be the finest artisan cooking school in Southern California. Small class size and an 
incredibly talented faculty are the foundation of that success. 
 
The school offers recreational classes on a wide range of themes, from Asian Noodles to Artisan Jams, short series 
such as Basic Pastry and Healthy Cooking and our signature “ProSeries” in both cooking and baking. 
 
In addition, the school hosts book signings, pop-ups, and special events throughout the year to bring the diverse 
culinary world to our audience. Emerging talent in the world of restaurants, organic farming, bloggers, mixology, 
and artisan foods are part of our dynamic community. 
 

Donated by The New School of Cooking 
 

Estimated Value:  $110 

 
 
2074   Fresh Brothers 
Make Your Own Pizza Party for Four Kids 
 

Make your own pizza play date for four kids at any Fresh Brothers 
location.   Locations include Beverly Hills, Redondo Beach, Marina del 
Rey, Calabasas, and Westlake Village.  Cannot be combined with any 
other offer.  Valid Monday through Friday at the restaurant between the 
hours of 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.  Reservations required. 
 

Donated by Fresh Brothers 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
2075   Crosby Street Hotel, New York 
Champagne Afternoon Tea for Two at the Crosby Bar in the Crosby Street Hotel 
 

Enjoy an elegant champagne afternoon tea session for two at the Crosby Street Hotel in New York, NY.  
Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Expires January 2018. 
 

Donated by Crosby Street Hotel 
 

Estimated Value:  $162 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2076   Wetzel's Pretzels 
Twenty-Five (25) Certificates.  Each Good for any Pretzel 
 

Twenty-Five (25) gift certificates each good for a Wetzel's Pretzel.  Valid at hundreds of participating Wetzel's 
Pretzels mall locations around the world.  Expires December 31, 2018.   
 
Great idea to give to friends, family and co-workers! 
 

Donated by Wetzel's Pretzels 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
2077   Old Lahaina Luau, Maui 
Hawaiian Luau for Two  
 

Enjoy an authentic Hawaiian luau for two at Old Lahaina Luau in Maui.  You will 
enjoy an evening of traditional Hawaiian cuisine, music, cultural dances and island 
crafts.  Guests will appreciate a genuine reflection of Hawaii's rich history while 
enjoying an ocean view and sunset.  Reservations are required and subject to 
availability.  Not valid during peak seasons or holidays.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Na Hoaloha 'Ekolu 
 

Estimated Value:  $240 

 
 
2078   Skoshbox - I 
One-Year "Megabox" Subscription 
 

Enjoy a one-year Skoshbox subscription!  Receive a premium-
sized "Megabox" of Japanese snacks and candies delivered to 
your home or office every month for one year, for a total of 12 
boxes.  The Megabox contains 12-14 snack items plus two 
mystery toys.  Expires one year after first box is delivered. 
 
Skoshbox delivers all new assortments of Japanese snacks and candies on a monthly subscription basis.  By joining 
Skoshbox, you will receive a box of handpicked treats each month, which are all kept a secret until they are 
delivered! 
 

Skoshbox (pronounced skōsh box), is derived from the Japanese word "sukoshi" (少し) which means "a little bit". 

As our name suggests, Skoshbox was created as a little personal treat to surprise you each month! 
 
A photo description card is also included with every box to help you identify the 
snacks and its ingredients (you don't need to read Japanese!). 
 

Donated by Skoshbox by Tokyo Otaku Mode 
 

Estimated Value:  $385 

 
 
 
 
 



2079   Skoshbox - II 
One-Year "Megabox" Subscription 
 

Enjoy a one-year Skoshbox subscription!  Receive a premium-sized 
"Megabox" of Japanese snacks and candies delivered to your home or 
office every month for one year, for a total of 12 boxes.  The Megabox 
contains 12-14 snack items plus two mystery toys.  Expires one year after 
first box is delivered. 
 
Skoshbox delivers all new assortments of Japanese snacks and candies on a 
monthly subscription basis.  By joining Skoshbox, you will receive a box of 
handpicked treats each month, which are all kept a secret until they are 
delivered! 
 
Skoshbox (pronounced skōsh box), is derived from the Japanese word 

"sukoshi" (少し) which means "a little bit". As our name suggests, Skoshbox 

was created as a little personal treat to surprise you each month! 
 
A photo description card is also included with every box to help you identify the snacks and its ingredients (you 
don't need to read Japanese!). 
 

Donated by Skoshbox by Tokyo Otaku Mode 
 

Estimated Value:  $385 

 
 
2080   Skoshbox - III 
One-Year "Megabox" Subscription 
 

Enjoy a one-year Skoshbox subscription!  Receive a premium-sized "Megabox" of Japanese snacks and candies 
delivered to your home or office every month for one year, for a total of 12 boxes.  The Megabox contains 12-14 
snack items plus two mystery toys.  Expires one year after first box is delivered. 
 
Skoshbox delivers all new assortments of Japanese snacks and candies on a monthly subscription basis.  By joining 
Skoshbox, you will receive a box of handpicked treats each month, which are all kept a secret until they are 
delivered! 
 

Skoshbox (pronounced skōsh box), is derived from the Japanese word "sukoshi" (少し) which means "a little bit". 

As our name suggests, Skoshbox was created as a little personal treat to surprise you each month! 
 
A photo description card is also included with every box to help you 
identify the snacks and its ingredients (you don't need to read 
Japanese!). 
 

Donated by Skoshbox by Tokyo Otaku Mode 
 

Estimated Value:  $385 

 
 
 
 
 



Entertainment 
 
 
3000   The Late Late Show with James Corden, CBS Studios 
Two VIP Admissions for a Taping 
 

Here are two VIP seats for a taping of The Late Late Show with James Corden.  
You will be met at the artists entrance at CBS Television City L.A. and escorted to 
the studio - no waiting in the general audience line!  Must be redeemed by October 
2017. 
 
Certificate is valid only for the 2017 broadcast season.  You will get priority seating 
in the studio and preferential treatment for show dates.  Reservations are required 
two weeks in advance.  Valid Monday through Thursday.  Certificate may not be sold on any internet site or tickets 
will become invalid.  Guests must be 16 years or older to attend.  Tickets are non-transferable.  Travel arrangements 
and expenses are not included. 
 

Donated by The Late Late Show with James Corden 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime 

 
 
3001   Wheel of Fortune Tickets, Culver City 
Admission for Four and a Collection of Memorabilia 
 

Four VIP passes to attend a taping of Wheel of Fortune at Sony Studios in Culver 
City.  This package also includes a collection of memorabilia.  Frame not 
included. 
 

Donated by Wheel of Fortune Tickets 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime 

 
 
3002   Dr. Phil Show, Hollywood 
Four VIP Passes to a Taping and Parking on the Paramount Pictures Lot 
 

Four VIP seats to a taping of a Dr. Phil Show at Paramount Studios in Hollywood.  
Get ready for the true Hollywood experience.  The winner and their guests will have 
priority seating in the studio and will be permitted to park on the world-famous 
Paramount lot.   
 
Certificate cannot be sold or traded on eBay or any other online auction site.  
Reservations are required at least two weeks prior to the date you would like to attend.  Taping dates are generally 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings between August and April.  Guests must be at least 16 years of age.  
Non-transferable.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Dr. Phil Show 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime 
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3003   The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, New York  
Four VIP Tickets to a Taping 
 

Four VIP tickets to attend a taping of The Daily Show with Trevor Noah in New 
York City.  Guests may only use the tickets on one date, and must arrive to check-
in at the VIP line no later than 4:30 p.m.  Taping of the show is Monday through 
Thursday only and generally ends at approximately 7:15 p.m.  Does not include 
meet-and-greet with the cast.  All audience members must by 18 years of age or 
older. 
 
Voucher must be redeemed for tickets at least 4-6 weeks in advance.  Please have a few dates in mind.  Travel 
arrangements are not included.  Must be redeemed by May 1, 2018. 
 

Donated by The Daily Show with Trevor Noah 
 

Estimated Value:  Chance of a Lifetime 

 
 
 
3009   Train: Play That Song Tour 
Four Box Seats at the Hollywood Bowl for Saturday, May 13, 2017, at 7:00 p.m. 
 

See Train during their "Play That Song Tour" as it stops at the Hollywood 
Bowl on Saturday, May 13, 2017, at 7:00 p.m.  You will get to enjoy this 
concert from Terrace box seats! 
 
Seat location: 
Terrace Box Section 5 
Row 1253 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by Kristine Nishiyama 
 

Estimated Value:  $800 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3010   The Ultimate Sony Gaming Package 
Sony XBR55X850D 55-Inch 4K Ultra HD Smart TV, PlayStation 4 Pro and a Copy of Horizon Dawn 
 

This Sony gaming package includes: 
- 55-Inch Sony 4K Ultra HD Smart TV (Model XBR55X850D) 
- Sony PlayStation 4 Pro Console (includes one controller and cables) 
- Horizon Zero Dawn PlayStation Game 
 
Enjoy remarkable 4K HDR clarity, color and contrast with the Sony 4K Ultra HD Smart TV.  Then discover the 
leading-edge technology used in the PlayStation 4 Pro that deliver the fastest, sharpest, most responsive gaming 
experiences ever seen. 
 
Connecting your PS4 Pro to the Sony 4K HDTV you will experience games and entertainment in a whole new way 
- with dynamic 4K clarity and resolution.  Visual elements will bristle with life, curves become smoother, corners 
appear sharper and faces take on life-like realism.  With an HDR TV, PS4 games deliver vibrant and more lifelike 
colors, bringing your adventure to life with unbelievable vibrancy. 
 
This package also includes a copy of "Horizon Dawn" so you can begin playing and enjoying all the amazing visual 
features the PS4 Pro and 4K HDTV have to offer right now! 
 

Donated by Sony Playstation 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,460 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3011   LTSC's 11th Annual Sake and Food Tasting, Friday, July 21, 2017 
Two Tickets 
 

Two tickets to Little Tokyo Service Center's 11th Annual Sake and Food Tasting on Friday, July 21, 2017, in Little 
Tokyo from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.  Certificate must be redeemed for tickets by July 1, 2017. 
 

Donated by Little Tokyo Service Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
3012   Family Membership & Two Tickets to a JACCC-Produced Performance at the Aratani Theatre 
 

Enjoy a family membership to the Japanese American Cultural & Community Center 
and two (2) tickets to a JACCC-produced performance at the Aratani Theatre in the 
Little Tokyo district of downtown Los Angeles.  
 
All JACCC members experience art and culture at its finest through the following 
benefits: 
 
•  JACCC publications and mailings 
• Special ticket rates on most JACCC performances, workshops, films, and lectures 
•  Discounts at Little Tokyo eateries and specialty stores through our Member Discount Program 
•  Discounts on up to four tickets to most JACCC performances, workshops, films, and lectures 
• Discounted registration on events for select children’s workshops and activities 
 
JACCC membership must be redeemed by June 30, 2017. 
 
Performance tickets must be redeemed no later than ten (10) days before the performance to assure proper seating.  
Subject to availability.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Japanese American Cultural & Community Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $160 

 
 
 
3013   Disneyland Park Hopper Tickets 
Four One-Day Hopper Tickets 
 

Spend the day at the "Happiest Place on Earth" with four Park Hopper 
tickets to Disneyland and California Adventure.  Blackout dates and 
expirations dates apply.  Not valid special events.  Not valid December 25-
31.  Expires March 13, 2019. 
 

Donated by Disneyland Park Hopper Tickets 
 

Estimated Value:  $628 

 
 
 
 
 



3014   Pacific Symphony Orchestra, Irvine 
Four Tickets to a 2017/18 Classics Concert Series 
 

Four tickets to a 2017-18 Classic Series performance of Pacific Symphony at the Renee & Henry Segerstrom 
Concert Hall.  Reservations cannot be made more than two weeks in advance and no less than three days in 
advance.  Seating is based on availability.   
 
Excludes: February 22-27, 2018 and March 15-17, 2018. 
 
Performances include: 
- Beethoven's 5th (September 14-16, 2017) 
- Mozart and Rachmaninoff (October 19-21, 2017) 
- Cathedrals of Sound (November 9-11, 2017) 
- Gershwins Concert (November 30 - December 2, 2017) 
- Beethoven's Violin Concerto (January 11-13, 2018) 
- Brahms and Prokofiev (February 1-3, 2018) 
- Glass and Shankar (April 12-14, 2018) 
- Watts Plays Beethoven (May 3-5, 2018) 
- Rach 2 (May 31 - June 2, 2018) 
- Sounds of Hollywood (June 14-16, 2018) 
 
Expires June 16, 2018. 
 

Donated by Pacific Symphony Orchestra  
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
3015   Sony Pictures Studio Tour for Four, Culver City 
 

Take a look around the studio where some of the greatest movies have been produced—Sony Pictures Studios.  
You and three guests will get the chance to tour the Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City. 
 
Located on one of the most famous studio lots, this two-hour walking tour gives you a rare glimpse of Old 
Hollywood's glory days—a sneak peek at current movie and television making in action—and a first-hand preview 
of the high-tech movie innovations on the horizon.  This is the studio where movie history was made, in Culver 
City—the original "Heart of Screenland". 
 
Guests must be 12 years of age or older.  Tours depart daily Monday-Friday.  Reservations are required and subject 
to availability.  Tour must be redeemed by December 31, 2019. 
 

Donated by Sony Pictures Entertainment 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3016   Torrance Entertainment 
Four Movie Passes to AMC Del Amo 18 and a $100 Gift Card to Pei Wei Asian Diner 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four movie passes to the AMC Del Amo 18 theatre located in Torrance.  Movie passes must be redeemed by 

September 15, 2017.   
-  $100 in gift cards to any Pei Wei Diner.  Locations include Torrance, Culver City, Brea and Seal Beach. 
 

Donated by AMC Del Amo 18 and Pei Wei Asian Diner 
 

Estimated Value:  $142 

 
 
3017   City Club Los Angeles, Downtown Los Angeles 
Waived Initiation Fee to City Club, the Premiere Private Business and Social Club of Los Angeles.  
Monthly Dues are Between $271-$371 
 

A "Signature Gold" Membership to the City Club on Bunker Hill, L.A's Premier 
Business Club.  Founded in 1988, City Club is the first private club in Downtown Los 
Angeles that celebrates diversity and has no history of discrimination.  Fine dining 
nationwide—two complimentary, three-course meals per club every 30 days (at over 65 
clubs) including San Diego, San Jose, Las Vegas, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, D.C., 
New York, Hawaii and many more! 
 
Plus two complimentary rounds of golf each month at clubs listed in brochure. 
 
The Club provides a rich calendar of social events and opportunities for members and their families.  Membership 
provides access to country clubs throughout Los Angeles, and private clubs including the Magic Castle and House 
of Blues Foundation Room, travel benefits, complimentary dining and green fees every thirty days, hotel discounts 
and more.  Winner is still responsible for monthly dues of $371 for this membership (or $271 if under 40 years of 
age) and any other charges incurred.  There are no quarterly food minimums or assessment fees. Early termination 
fee applies.   Membership must be activated by June 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by City Club Los Angeles 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,250 

 
 
3018   Dinner Cruise, Champagne Cruise or Lunch Cruise for Two on Hornblower Cruises 
 

Here are two Admiral's Passes good for a Champagne brunch cruise, lunch cruise, or dinner dance cruise aboard 
Hornblower Cruises.   
 
Valid on all regular cruises except Special Event Cruises and Holidays.  Cannot be combined with any other 
promotion.  All onboard charges are additional.  If you are unable to honor your reservation, a 48-hour notice must 
be given or this pass will become null and void.  Expires November 30, 2017. 
 

Donated by Hornblower Cruises & Events 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
 
 



3019   East West Players, Little Tokyo 
Two Orchestra Seats to any Regular Performance during the 2017 season 
 

Two orchestra tickets for any regular performance in the 2017 seasons of the 
East West Players at the David Henry Hwang Theater in the Little Tokyo 
District of Downtown Los Angeles.  Reservations must be made in advance.  
Seating is subject to availability.  Not valid for Previews or Opening Night.  Expires June 30, 2017. 
 

Donated by East West Players 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
3020   Hollywood Fun 
Hollywood Wax Museum and Pink's Hot Dogs  
 

This package includes: 
-  Four admission passes to the Hollywood Wax 

Museum or Guinness World Records Museum 
in Hollywood.  Expires February 8, 2018.   

-  $100 in gift certificates to Pink's Famous Hot 
Dogs, located on La Brea at Melrose, in Los Angeles.  These are the most famous hot dogs in all of Southern 
California!  Valid for food and beverages - no cash back.  Valid only at the original hot dog stand - not valid at 
satellite locations. 

 

Donated by Hollywood Wax Museum and Pink's Hot Dogs 
 

Estimated Value:  $168 

 
 
3021   Laemmle Theatres 
Twelve Movie Passes 
 

Twelve (12) passes to any Laemmle Theatre.  Locations include Beverly Hills, Pasadena, Downtown, Santa Monica, 
West Los Angeles, North Hollywood and Encino.  Excludes Special Engagements. 
 

Donated by Laemmle Theatres 
 

Estimated Value:  $144 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3022   Long Beach Symphony 
Two Tickets to a 2016-2017 Long Beach Symphony Orchestral Classic Concert and Two Tickets to a 2016-2017 Long Beach  
Symphony Orchestra POPS! Performance 
 

Two "Level G" tickets to any 2016-2017 Long Beach Orchestra POPS concerts at the Long Beach Arena: 
- Up All Night: Music Of The 80's - May 13, 2017 
 
Two Level 3" tickets to a 2016-2017 Long Beach Symphony Orchestra Classics concert at the Terrace Theater:  
- A Joann Falletta Homecoming - June 10, 2017 
 

Donated by Long Beach Symphony Association 
 

Estimated Value:  $184 

 
 
3023   Museum Madness 
Petersen Automotive Museum, Autry National Center, Natural History Museum of L.A. County and Skirball Cultural Center 
 

This museum package includes: 
-  Four passes to the newly renovated Petersen Automotive Museum, one of the premier automotive museums in 

the United States!  To mark its 20 year anniversary, the Petersen saw the beginning of a masterful transformation.  
The new Petersen celebrates the role automobiles play in our lives with a bold new facility and realigned programs 
that promise to connect, educate, and inspire.  Expires December 31, 2017.   

-  Four admissions to the Autry Museum of the American West.  The Autry is dedicated to exploring and sharing 
the stories of the diverse peoples of the American West, connecting the past to the present to inspire our shared 
future.   

-  Admission for four to the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles or the George C. Page Museum at the La 
Brea Tar Pits. Entitles you to one day of admission to all museum galleries, including specially-ticketed 
exhibitions, and the ability to bypass the lines.  Expires March 26, 2018.   

- "Member for a Day" pass to the Skirball Cultural Center.  Membership includes a free family admission for two 
adults and four children under 18 years old, discounts on purchases in Audrey's Museum Store, a free dessert in 
Zeidler's Cafe, plus 50% off membership if purchased that day.  Excludes special exhibitions requiring separate 
ticket purchase.  Cannot be used in conjunction with other discounts or special offers.  All benefits subject to 
change. 

 

Donated by Petersen Automotive Museum, Autry National Center, Natural History Museum of L.A. County and Skirball Cultural 
Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $330 

 
 
3024   A Noise Within, Pasadena 
Four Tickets to a Performance 
 

Four tickets to an evening performance at "A Noise Within," California's award-winning classical theatre company 
in Pasadena.  Reservations are required.  Seating is limited and tickets are based on availability.  Expires February 9, 
2018. 
 

Donated by A Noise Within 
 

Estimated Value:  $260 

 
 
 



3025   Adventure City Anaheim 
Here are ten (10) admission passes to Adventure City Theme Park located in 
Anaheim.  These tickets include admission, unlimited rides, shows and 
attractions.   Excludes the climbing wall. 
 

Donated by Adventure City Anaheim 
 

Estimated Value:  $200  

 
 
3026   Island Packers, Ventura 
Day Trip for Four to Anacapa Island or Santa Cruz Island 
 

Four passes for an all-day trip to Anacapa Island or Santa Cruz Island aboard Island Packers. Santa Cruz Island is 
located about 20 miles from the mainland coast.  Travel time from Ventura Harbor to the island on one of the swift 
catamarans is only one hour.  Santa Cruz Island is the largest and most diverse of the Channel Islands.  Its 
geological features include two mountain ranges, many canyons and a rugged shoreline. At least 600 plant species, 
well over 120 species of land birds (including the endemic Island scrub jay), and a vast expanse of wilderness area 
exist for the curious to explore by land or sea. Boats depart from Ventura Harbor.  Not valid holiday weekends.  
Expires September 24, 2017. 
 

Donated by Island Packers 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3027   Long Beach Fun 
Aquarium of the Pacific, Spirit Cruises and Naples Rib Company 
 

This package includes: 
-  Two admissions to the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach where you will see some amazing sealife.  

Expires October 1, 2017.     
-  A one-hour harbor bay cruise for two aboard Spirit Cruises.  This professionally narrated cruise visits over 50 

points of interest, sea lions, beautiful private yachts and much more.  Weekly departures from Los Angeles and 
Long Beach Harbors.  Subject to availability.    

-  Dinner for two (a $50 value) at either Naples Rib Company in Long Beach or Newport Rib Company in Costa 
Mesa.  Valid for dine-in only.  Reservations are based on availability.  Expires September 30, 2017. 

 

Donated by Aquarium of the Pacific, Spirit Cruises and Naples Rib Company 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
 



3028   Los Angeles Conservancy, Downtown Los Angeles 
Private Docent-Led Tour for Up to 15 People of historic Los Angeles 
 

The Los Angeles Conservancy will lead a group walking tour of historic Los Angeles for up to 15 people.  You will 
choose from a regularly scheduled walk.  The walking tour explores the history and heart of our amazing city 
through interpretation of L.A.'s unique architectural resources.  Walking tours begin at 10:00 a.m. and last 
approximately 2 1/2 hours.  Tours start at Pershing Square. 
 
Tours must be arranged a minimum of two weeks prior to desired date and are subject to availability. 
 

Donated by Los Angeles Conservancy 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 
 
 
3029   Pasadena/Glendale Theatre for Two 
A Noise Within and Glendale Centre Theatre 
 

This package includes: 
-  Two tickets to an evening performance at "A Noise Within," California's award-winning classical theatre 

company in Pasadena.  Reservations are required.  Seating is limited and tickets are based on availability.  Expires 
May 6, 2018.   

-  Two tickets to see "Annie Get Your Gun" on Friday, June 9, 2017, at 8:00 p.m. at the Glendale Centre Theatre.  
This show hits the target with every song and dance! It’s the story of Annie Oakley, one of the Old West’s 
greatest marksmen, and Frank Butler, who was also renowned for his amazing shooting ability. Both proud and 
headstrong, they compete against each other and eventually fall in love! It’s tons of fun from start to finish and of 
course, filled with some of Irving Berlin’s greatest hits! You’re going to love this show! 

 

Donated by A Noise Within and Glendale Centre Theatre 
 

Estimated Value:  $194 

 
 
3030   San Pedro Fun 
USS Iowa - Pacific Battleship Center and Babouch Moroccan Restaurant 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four admission passes to the USS Battleship Iowa located in San Pedro.  Considered one of the “Best Cool 

Exhibits to See with Your Kids,” your tour takes you on a journey through World War II, the Korean War, and 
the Cold War to experience the life of a sailor on the lead ship of the last class of gunships.  The Battleship Iowa 
museum is closed on Thanksgiving and Christmas.    

-  A $40 dining certificate for Babouch Moroccan Restaurant in San Pedro.  Cannot be combined with any other 
offer or discount.  Expires November 15, 2017. 

 

Donated by USS Iowa - Pacific Battleship Center and Babouch Moroccan Restaurant 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3031   The Comedy & Magic Club, Hermosa Beach 
Five VIP Passes.  Each Pass Admits Two People 
 

Enjoy an evening of laughter with five VIP passes, each pass admits two people (10 
people!) at The Comedy & Magic Club.  Passes are valid Tuesday through Thursday with 
a two item minimum purchase per person.  Special events are excluded.  Must be 18 years 
or older.  Expires November 9, 2017. 
 

Donated by The Comedy & Magic Club 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
3032   The Laugh Factory Long Beach 
Enjoy 10 VIP admissions to the Laugh Factory Long Beach.  Bring a group of friends or just use them yourself.  
Valid for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday performances only.  Reservations are required.  Two drink minimum per 
person.  Not valid during special events and holidays.  Expires August 20, 2017. 
 

Donated by The Laugh Factory Long Beach 
 
Estimated Value:  $250 
 
 
3033   American Cinematheque, Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood 
One-Year Friend Membership 
 

Enjoy an American Cinematheque "Friend" membership, which entitles you to ticket discounts (two per regular 
performance), discounts on merchandise, two complimentary tickets, free T-shirt and invitations to private 
screenings.  The American Cinematheque at the Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood is the only public, alternative 
screening organization in town that offers such a wide variety of film and video programming from all over the 
world on a weekly basis.  Your membership is valid for one year from activation and can also be used at the Aero 
Theatre in Santa Monica. 
 

Donated by American Cinematheque 
 

Estimated Value:  $175 

 
 
3034   Festival of Arts, Laguna Beach 
Ten (10) Passes (Each Pass Admits Two People for July 5 - August 31, 2017) 
 

Here are 10 passes (each pass admits two people) to the 2017 Festival of Arts Exhibit in Laguna Beach. This 
premier fine art exhibition takes place July 5 through August 31, 2017.  Each pass entitles the holder and a guest 
to one day free admission to the Laguna Beach Festival of Arts.  Valid Monday-Friday.  Excludes Pageant of the 
Masters. 
 

Donated by Festival of Arts 
 

Estimated Value:  $160 

 
 
 
 
 



3035   La Mirada Theatre 
Four Tickets to any Performance 
 

Four tickets to see a McCoy Rigby show at the La Mirada Theatre.  Valid for one show in the MRE Broadway 
Series. 
 
Performances include: 
West Side Story (April 21 - May 14, 2017) 
Man of La Mancha (June 2-25, 2017) 
 
Tickets are subject to availability.  Excludes special events.  Voucher must be redeemed by December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by La Mirada Theatre 
 

Estimated Value:  $280 

 
 
3036   Laguna Beach Fun 
The Laguna Playhouse and Laguna Art Museum 
 

This package includes: 
-  Two tickets to any MainStage performance at The Laguna Playhouse.  Tickets are subject to availability.  

Certificate not valid for theatre rentals or some special performances.  Certain restrictions may apply.  Expires 
May 6, 2018.   

-  Admission for four to the Laguna Art Museum.  Tickets are subject to availability. 
 

Donated by The Laguna Playhouse and Laguna Art Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  $168 
 
 
3037   Extended Insights Tour for Two at Frank Lloyd Wright Taliesin West, Scottsdale 
 

Extended insights tour for two or a combination of the Desert Walk and 
Insights Tour at Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin West in Scottsdale.  Also 
included is a copy of the Taliesin West Interpretive Guidebook.  Tours are 
subject to availability.   Expires May 2018. 
 

Donated by Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation 
 

Estimated Value:  $140 

 
 
3038   Comedy Sportz Los Angeles, Hollywood 
Ten (10) Admission Passes 
 

Ten (10) passes for a night of unlimited laughter.  Comedy Sportz is the longest running stage show in Los Angeles.  
It's not stand-up comedy about sports...it's improv comedy played as a sport.  They're also known for corporate 
training and entertainment, improv classes and more. Valid Thursday - Sunday nights.  Expires March 1, 2018. 
 

Donated by Comedy Sportz Los Angeles 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 



3039   Fillmore & Western Railway 
Two Adult Tickets and Two Youth Tickets for a Weekend Scenic Excursion Train Trip 
 

Two adult passes and two youth passes aboard the Fillmore and Western Railway Weekend Scenic Excursion Train.  
The Scenic Train runs on Saturdays and selected Sundays (except during holidays and special events), departing 
from the city of Fillmore in Ventura County at 12 p.m.  Advance reservations are required and subject to 
availability.  Expires September 24, 2017. 
 
Enjoy a four-hour excursion through the citrus and avocado groves of the Heritage Valley.  Take the family to 
lunch on our restored 1028 Diner Car and experience vintage rail travel as it was in it's heyday!  Diner service from 
an ala carte menu is available of a first come, first seated basis. 
 

Donated by Fillmore & Western Railway 
 

Estimated Value:  $84 

 
 
3040   Odyssey Theater Ensemble, West Los Angeles 
Four Tickets to any Performance 
 

Four tickets to see any Odyssey Theatre production at the Odyssey Theatre in West Los Angeles.  Valid Sunday- 
Friday.  Not valid for guest productions or opening nights.  Expires December 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Odyssey Theater Ensemble 
 

Estimated Value:  $136 

 
 
3041   Pier 39 VIP Fun Pack, San Francisco 
Four Bay Cruises and Much More! 
 

San Francisco Pier 39 VIP fun pack for four, which contains Pier 39 coupons and discounts, including four 
complimentary bay cruises on the Blue & Gold Fleet or four RocketBoat Ride Tickets, four rides on the San 
Francisco carousel, four 7D Experience tickets, four admissions to the Aquarium of the Bay and two hours of free 
parking.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 

Donated by Pier 39 Limited Partnership 
 

Estimated Value:  $306 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3042   Santa Barbara Fun 
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, The Santa Barbara Botanic Garden and Santa Barbara Zoo 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four passes to visit either the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History or the Sea Center.  Free general 

admission only.  Excludes special events, shows, or programs.  Not valid with any other offer.  Expires November 
30, 2017.   

-  Four passes to view the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden. The Botanic Garden is the oldest botanic garden in 
California dedicated to study, conservation and display of native flora.    

-  Two guest passes to see the amazing and exotic animals at the Santa Barbara Zoo.  Feed giraffes, take a walk 
through a rainforest or even stop to see a live stage show with a life-size, adolescent Tyrannosaurus Rex!  The 
Santa Barbara Zoo is fun for the whole family!  Expires May 31, 2018. 

 

Donated by Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, The Santa Barbara Botanic Garden and Santa Barbara Zoo 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
3043   Santa Monica Fun for the Kids 
Pacific Park and Fresh Brothers 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four wristbands which give you unlimited access to rides at Pacific Park located on the Santa Monica Pier.  

Some of the rides include the roller coaster, bumper cars and many more.  Expires May 6, 2018.    
-  Make your own pizza play date for four kids at any Fresh Brothers location.   Locations include Beverly Hills, 

Redondo Beach, Marina del Rey, Calabasas, and Westlake Village.  Cannot be combined with any other offer.  
Valid Monday through Friday at the restaurant between the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.  Reservations 
required. 

 

Donated by Pacific Park and Fresh Brothers 
 

Estimated Value:  $215 

 
 
3044   Scandia Amusement Park, Ontario 
Ten (10) Unlimited Wrist Bands for a Day of Entertainment 
 

Here are ten (10) passes to unlimited rides and attractions at Scandia Amusement Park located in Ontario. 
 

Donated by Scandia Amusement Park 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3045   Sky High Sports 
Ten (10) One-Hour Jump Passes 
 

Come jump and play at Sky High Sports with ten (10) one-hour jump passes.  Subject to availability.  A parent-
signed waiver is required for all patrons under 18 years of age. Locations include Woodland Hills, Valencia, 
Camarillo/Ventura, Orange County and more.    
 
Sky High Sports is a unique trampoline fun center.  This facility has been designed 
and created for one purpose: to have FUN! Come and improvise! Whether you flip 
forward or flip backward, you will definitely flip out for Sky High Sports! You can 
free-bounce and do tricks all day, or you can join us for some of our organized 
activities, like our trampoline dodge ball.  As long as you like to bounce, Sky High 
Sports is for you. Everyone is welcome.  Come by for an hour or two and have 
some fun. 
 

Donated by Sky High Sports 
 

Estimated Value:  $140 

 
 
3046   The Broad, Downtown Los Angeles 
Four Passes (Passes let you bypass the ticketing office) 
 

Four VIP passes to The Broad in downtown Los Angeles.  General admission to The Broad is free, but these VIP 
passes entitle you to bypass the ticketing and entrance line.   Does not include access to paid special exhibitions.  
The Broad is open Tuesday-Sunday and closed on Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 
The Broad is a new contemporary art museum founded by philanthropists Eli and Edythe Broad on Grand Avenue 
in downtown Los Angeles which opened in September of 2015. The museum is designed by Diller Scofidio + 
Renfro in collaboration with Gensler and offers free general admission. The museum is home to the 2,000 works of 
art in the Broad collection, which is among the most prominent holdings of postwar and contemporary art 
worldwide, and has launched an active program of rotating temporary exhibitions and innovative audience 
engagement. The 120,000-square-foot, $140-million building features two floors of gallery space and is the 
headquarters of The Broad Art Foundation’s worldwide lending library, which has actively loaned collection works 
to museums around the world since 1984. In its inaugural year, The Broad museum far exceeded attendance 
projections, welcoming over 820,000 visitors. 
 

Donated by The Broad 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3047   Tour for 12 at Homeboy Industries, Los Angeles 
And a Gift Basket of Products 
 

Tour Homeboy Industries facilities and see Homeboy's programs in action, gain a better understanding of how the 
social enterprises work, and discover the sense of community that exists for the young men and women who come 
through our doors.   
 
Tours are available Monday through Friday at 9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. or 1:00 p.m. 
 
Tour reservations are required and subject to availability. 
 
Package also includes a gift basket of items: 
- Homeboy Tote Bag (velcro closure, burlap fabric, size 12" x 12") 
- Homboy Logo T-Shirt (size large, color gray) 
- Homeboy Logo Coffee Mug 
- 8 oz. Homegirl Coffee (grounded espresso dark roast with cinnamon and dried orange peel) 
- Hardcover Book "Tattoos On the Heart - The Power of Boundless Compassion" by Gregory Boyle. 
 

Donated by Homeboy Industries 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3048   San Diego Entertainment 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four admissions to the USS Midway Museum in San Diego.  Imagine experiencing life at sea aboard one of 

America's longest-serving aircraft carriers.  Visitors to the USS Midway Museum enter a floating city at sea, and 
walk in the footsteps of 225,000 Midway sailors who served our country and upheld the American ideals of 
strength, freedom and peace.  The USS Midway Museum is an unforgettable adventure for the entire family.  
Guests can spend the day exploring more than 60 exhibits with a collection of 29 restored aircraft.  The self-
guided audio tour, narrated by Midway sailors, brings the carrier's history to life.  Those who dare can "take to the 
sky" aboard one of two flight simulators.   

-  Four passes to the San Diego Automotive Museum in Balboa Park.  The San Diego Automotive Museum 
exhibits a unique collection of the world's finest automobiles, motorcycles and fascinating automotive 
memorabilia.   

-  Four passes to visit the San Diego Air & Space Museum located in Balboa Park.  The San Diego Air & Space 
Museum has entered a new age, expanding its horizons into the field of research and technology!  Valid for special 
exhibitions.  Expires May 6, 2018. 

 

Donated by USS Midway Museum, San Diego Automotive Museum and San Diego Air & Space Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  $215 

 
 
 



3049   Verde Canyon Railroad, Clarksdale, Arizona 
Two Roundtrip First Class Tickets from Clarksdale, Arizona to Perkinsville and Back 
 

Enjoy two first class seats aboard the Verde Canyon Railroad, which departs from the historic Train Depot just 
outside of Sedona, AZ.  Climb aboard as the Verde Canyon Railroad whisks you 20 miles unto wilderness country 
and thousands of years back in time.  The four-hour round-trip journey starts in historic Clarksdale, traveling to the 
Perkinsville ghost ranch and back.    
 
First class cars, all accessing open-air viewing cars, have panoramic windows and living room-style seating with love 
seats and bistro-style chairs and tables. Along with spacious accommodations, first-class passage includes 
Champagne upon departure, full-service cash bars with premium liquor, beverage service at each seat and 
complimentary Southwestern-style appetizers. First-class service has fewer passengers indoors and out. All cars 
access a shaded open-air viewing car. 
 
Advance reservations are required and subject to availability.  Not valid during the months of March or October.  
Expires November 18, 2018. 
 

Donated by Verde Canyon Railroad 
 

Estimated Value:  $197 

 
 
3050   The Laugh Factory Hollywood 
Admission for Four 
 

Four admissions to the world-famous Laugh Factory in Hollywood.  All guests must be 21 years of age or older.  
There is a two drink per person minimum in the showroom.  Valid at the Hollywood location only.  Reservations 
are required.  Expires September 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by The Laugh Factory 
 

Estimated Value:  $80 

 
 
3051   Honolulu Entertainment 
USS Missouri Memorial and Alan Wong's Restaurant 
 

This package includes: 
-  Five passes for a guided tour on the USS Missouri Battleship.  The USS Missouri was launched on January 29, 

1944, and is the last U.S. battleship ever built.  After joining the battle for Okinawa, she became the site of the 
Japanese surrender on September 2, 1945.   Expires February 28, 2018. 

-  Come and "Taste Hawaii" with dinner for two at Alan Wong's Honolulu.  Dinner includes a signature appetizer, 
entree and dessert for two.  Reservations are required and subject to availability.  Not valid on holidays or during 
special events.  Not valid weekends (Friday, Saturday or Sunday).  Excludes liquor and gratuity.  Expires May 6, 
2018. 

 

Donated by USS Missouri Memorial Association, Inc. and Alan Wong's Honolulu 
 

Estimated Value:  $285 

 
 
 
 
 



3052   Freestyle Summer Festival: Lisa Lisa, Color Me Badd, Stevie 
B & Jody Watley  
Four Tickets and One Parking Pass for Saturday, July 22, 2017, at 7:00 p.m., at 
the Greek Theater 
 

Get set to see some of the hottest acts from the 80's and 90's with four 
tickets and one parking pass to see Freestyle Summer Festival on Saturday, 
July 22, 2017, at 7:10 p.m., at the Greek Theatre. 
 
Seat location: 
Box Suite 12 
Row A 
 
Artists include: Lisa Lisa, Color Me Badd, Stevie B, Jody Watley, and 
many more! 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP      Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
 

Estimated Value:  $536 

 
 
 
 
 
3053   BET Experience: Kid Cudi, Snoop Dogg & Wiz Khalifa 
Twelve (12) Tickets (Suite B45) and Two Parking Passes for Thursday, June 22, 2017, at 7:30 p.m., at STAPLES Center 
 

This incredible BET Experience includes:   
 
Twelve (12) Suite Tickets and two parking passes (Lot 1) on Thursday, June 22, 2017, at 7:30 p.m., to a see 
Snoop Dogg, Kid Cudi, Wiz Khalifa, Playboi Carti and many more artists at the STAPLES Center. 
 
Seat location: 
Suite  B45 
Row GA 
Seat 1-12 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP 
 

Estimated Value:  $828    
 

Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sports 
 
4000   Basketball Signed by Kevin Durant, Golden State Warriors  
Includes Certificate of Authenticity 
 

Kevin Wayne Durant (born September 29, 1988) is an American 
professional basketball player for the Golden State Warriors of the 
National Basketball Association (NBA). Durant has won an NBA Most 
Valuable Player Award, four NBA scoring titles, the NBA Rookie of the 
Year Award, and two Olympic gold medals.  He has also been selected 
to six All-NBA teams and seven All-Star teams. 
 
Durant was a heavily recruited high school prospect.  He played one season of college basketball for the University 
of Texas, where he won numerous year-end awards and became the first freshman to be named Naismith College 
Player of the Year.  In the 2007 NBA draft, he was selected with the second overall pick by the Seattle SuperSonics.  
After his rookie season, the team relocated to Oklahoma City and became the Thunder.  Durant helped lead 
Oklahoma City to the 2012 NBA Finals, losing to the Miami Heat in five games. He played nine seasons for the 
Thunder organization before joining the Warriors in 2016. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
4001   Framed and Autographed Steph Curry Warriors Jersey 
Frame Size 35" x 43" 
 

Includes name plate with player's name, team logo, and career achievements. 
 
Wardell Stephen Curry II (born March 14, 1988) is an American professional 
basketball player for the Golden State Warriors of the NBA.  Many players 
and analysts have called him the greatest shooter in NBA history.  In 2014–
15, Curry won the NBA Most Valuable Player Award and led the Warriors to 
their first championship since 1975.  The following season, he became the 
first player in NBA history to be elected MVP by a unanimous vote and to 
lead the league in scoring while shooting above 50–40–90.   
 
Curry is the son of former NBA player Dell Curry and older brother of 
current NBA player Seth Curry.  He played college basketball for Davidson.  
There, he was twice named Southern Conference Player of the Year and set 
the all-time scoring record for both Davidson and the Southern Conference.  
During his sophomore year, he also set the single-season NCAA record for 
three-pointers made. 
 
During the 2012–13 season, Curry set the NBA record for three-pointers made in a regular season with 272.  He 
surpassed that record in 2015 with 286, and again in 2016 with 402.  During the 2013–14 season, he and teammate 
Klay Thompson were nicknamed the "Splash Brothers" en route to setting the NBA record for combined three-
pointers in a season with 484, a record they broke the following season (525) and again in the 2015–16 season (678). 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,200 

 



4002   Framed and Autographed Elgin Baylor Lakers Jersey 
Frame Size 35" x 43" 
 

Includes name plate with payers name, team logo, and career achievements. 
 
Elgin Gay Baylor (born September 16, 1934) is a retired American basketball player, 
coach, and executive. He played 13 seasons as a small forward in the National 
Basketball Association (NBA) for the Minneapolis / Los Angeles Lakers, appearing in 
eight NBA Finals. Baylor was a gifted shooter, strong rebounder, and an accomplished 
passer. Renowned for his acrobatic maneuvers on the court, Baylor regularly dazzled 
Lakers fans with his trademark hanging jump shots. The No. 1 draft pick in 1958, NBA 
Rookie of the Year in 1959, and an 11-time NBA All-Star, he is regarded as one of the 
game's all-time greatest players. In 1977, Baylor was inducted into the Naismith 
Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame. 
 
Baylor spent 22 years as general manager of the Los Angeles Clippers. He won the NBA Executive of the Year 
Award in 2006. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $700 

 
 

4003   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Francisco Giants – Friday, July 28 at 7:10 p.m.  
Four Tickets and Parking.  Section 36FD, Row U, Seats 1-4  
 

Field level seats to see the Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Francisco Giants on 
Friday, July 28, 2017, at 7:10 p.m., at Dodger Stadium.  This package includes four 
(4) field level seats and one parking pass. 
 
Seat location: 
Section 36FD 
Row U 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by Onishi & Associates 
 

Estimated Value:  $460 

 
 
4004   2015-2016 LA Clippers Team Autographed Basketball 
 

Includes certificate of authenticity. 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
 
 
 



4005   Babolat Tennis Racquet with 4-1/8 Grip, Includes Bag 
Plus Four Cans of Tennis Balls 
 
 

Donated by Babolat 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
4006   Wailea Golf Club, Maui 
Two Rounds of Golf on the Emerald or Gold Golf Course 
 

Play two rounds of golf on the award-winning Gold or Emerald courses at the 
Wailea Golf Club.  Wailea Golf Club basks in sunny south Maui, 
approximately 30 minutes from Kahului Airport and a five-minute drive from 
any of Wailea Resort’s luxurious accommodations.  Subject to availability.  
Blackout dates apply and include December 18, 2017 - February 28, 2018.  
Expires May 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Wailea Golf Club 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
4007   Sunset Hills Country Club, Thousand Oaks 
Midweek Foursome of Golf.  Includes Guest Fees, Cart Fees and Practice Fees  
 

Enjoy a midweek round of golf for four at Sunset Hills Country Club in Thousand Oaks.  Includes guest fees, cart 
fees and practice facilities.  Valid Tuesday through Thursday after 12 p.m.  Excludes holidays.  Tee time reservations 
are required and subject to availability.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 
Situated in the rolling hills of Thousand Oaks, Sunset Hills Country Club redefines the private golf club experience. 
Blending the time-honored traditions of golf with modern, upscale conveniences, the club boasts a magnificent Ted 
Robinson-designed championship golf course; an array of golf and recreational amenities; and the personalized 
service and exclusive privileges that have earned it recognition among the finest private clubs in Ventura County. 
 
Sculpted from the rolling hills of Thousand Oaks just north of Los Angeles, Sunset Hills Country Club’s spectacular 
par-71, 6,066-yard championship layout was designed by noted golf course architect Ted Robinson to blend 
seamlessly with its beautiful natural surroundings. Lush stands of mature trees frame undulating fairways and 
manicured greens, in perfect balance with nature, with elevated tees and greens and a variety of ponds and lakes 
creating both strategic diversity and a picturesque backdrop for golf. 
 

Donated by Mas & Norma Jean Yamashita 
 

Estimated Value:  $340 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4009   The Springs at Borrego, Borrego Springs 
Round of Golf for Four with Carts 
 

Be treated to an 18-hole round of golf for four plus carts at The Springs at 
Borrego or Roadrunner Club. Not valid with any other discounts.  Expires 
December 1, 2017. 
 

Donated by The Springs at Borrego 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
4010   Western Hills Country Club, Chino Hills 
Weekday Foursome of Golf with Carts 
 

Enjoy a weekday round of golf for four including carts at Western Hills Country Club located in Chino Hills.  Valid 
Monday through Friday (Fridays after 10:30).  Not valid holidays and weekends.  Expires September 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by Western Hills Country Club 
 

Estimated Value:  $236 

 
 
4011   Porter Valley Country Club, Northridge 
Foursome of Golf Midweek including Golf Carts 
 

Enjoy a day of golf for four, including carts, at the beautiful Porter Valley 
Country Club in Northridge.  This round may be played on a Tuesday or 
Thursday after 10:00 a.m.  Dress code enforced.  Tee times may not be reserved 
more than one week in advance.  Expires February 9, 2018. 
 

Donated by Porter Valley Country Club 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
4012   Industry Hills Golf Course, City of Industry 
Foursome of Golf 
 

Enjoy a foursome of golf at the Industry Hills Golf Club at the Pacific Palms Resort located in the City of Industry.  
Good any day.  Reservations are required and based on availability.  Expires April 3, 2018. 
 
The Eisenhower ("Ike") and Zaharias ("Babe") championship golf courses are two of Southern California's finest.  
Along with exceptional playing conditions, the "Ike" and "Babe" feature some of California's most magnificent 
scenery.  Discover for yourself why these championship courses were rated #1 by Golf Digest in their "Best Places 
to Play" rankings for Los Angeles and Orange Counties. 
 

Donated by The Pacific Palms Conference Resort 
 

Estimated Value:  $440 

 



4013   2015-2016 LA Clippers Team Autographed Hat 
 

Includes certificate of authenticity.  
 

Donated by Los Angeles Clippers 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 
 
 
4014   Autographed Photo of Tavon Austin  
(Los Angeles Rams #11) 
 

Tavon Wesley Austin (born March 15, 1991) is an American football wide receiver and punt returner for the Los 
Angeles Rams of the National Football League (NFL). He was widely considered one of the top prospects at his 
position, and was drafted by the Rams eighth overall in the 2013 NFL Draft.  He played college football at West 
Virginia and received All-American honors twice. 
 

Donated by Los Angeles Rams 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4015   Bet The Ponies 
Santa Anita Park and Los Alamitos Race Course 
 

This package includes: 
-  Four clubhouse admissions and one valet parking pass at Santa Anita Park. May be used on select days during 

the Winter/Spring Thoroughbred Race Meet (Opening each December 26 with racing through July 4, 2017) and 
during the Autumn Thoroughbred Race Meet (September - October 2017).   Dining is not included in the 
package.  Not valid Santa Anita Handicap, Santa Anita Derby, Gold Cup days, and Breeders' Cup days.  
Reservations need to be made 30 days in advance.  Expires May 6, 2018.   

-  Six passes to The Vessels Club at Los Alamitos Race Course. The Vessels Club brings the excitement of quarter 
horse racing to a new level of luxury and comfort.  This upscale facility is located on the top level of the Los 
Alamitos Grandstand, perfectly situated over the course finish line for ultimate viewing.  Come experience the 
excitement and luxury of the Vessels Club—you'll never see horse racing the same way again.  Valid for live 
quarter horse racing Friday through Sunday nights after 4:30 p.m.  Dress code.  Expires June 27, 2017. 

 

Donated by Santa Anita Park and Los Alamitos Race Course 
 

Estimated Value:  $110 

 
 



4016   Babolat Pure Strike Wimbledon 12 Pack Tennis Bag 
Plus Four Cans of Tennis Balls 
 

The Babolat Pure Strike Wimbledon 12 Pack Tennis Bag was created for the 2016 championships at Wimbledon 
and features the latest high-tech innovations from Babolat.  Features a shell structure with a carbon-like effect to 
protect the racquets at all times.  It includes two insulated compartments to protect racquets from the heat, and help 
them maintain string tension in all weather conditions.  Comes with a central compartment for storing clothes, and 
a ventilated shoe pouch.  Includes a large pocket with an organizer for accessories and personal items.  The Babolat 
Pure Strike 12 Pack Tennis Bag is equipped with dual carrying strap with ergonomic shoulder pads to provide great 
comfort. 
 
Dimensions: 29.5" x 12.9" x 17.7" 
 

Donated by Babolat 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
4017   Baseball Bat Signed by Corey Seager 
Dodgers "Rookie of the Year."  Includes Certificate of Authenticity 
 

Corey Drew Seager (born April 27, 1994) is an American professional baseball shortstop for the Los Angeles 
Dodgers of Major League Baseball (MLB). The Dodgers selected Seager in the first round of the 2012 Major 
League Baseball Draft. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4018   LaDainian Tomlinson Commemorative Football 
 

LaDainian Tramayne Tomlinson (born June 23, 1979) is a former professional American football player who was a 
running back in the National Football League (NFL) for eleven seasons.  He played the majority of his 11-year 
career with the San Diego Chargers, who selected him with the fifth overall pick in the 2001 NFL Draft.   
Tomlinson was selected to five Pro Bowls, was an All-Pro six times, and won 
two rushing titles (2006 and 2007).  At the time of his retirement, he ranked fifth 
in career rushing yards (13,684), seventh in all-purpose yards (18,456), second in 
career rushing touchdowns (145), and third in total touchdowns (162).  He 
currently serves as an analyst on NFL Network. Tomlinson will be inducted into 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame in August 2017, his first year of eligibility. 
 
Tomlinson played college football for Texas Christian University (TCU), earned 
consensus All-American honors, and was recognized as the best college running 
back.  He spent nine seasons with the Chargers.  During the 2006 NFL season, 
he set several NFL touchdown scoring records and received numerous honors 
and awards including the NFL's Most Valuable Player Award and the Associated Press's Offensive Player of the 
Year Award.  In 2010, he signed as a free agent with the New York Jets, playing for two seasons before retiring after 
2011. 
 
Tomlinson is often referred to by his initials, L.T.  An effective passer on halfback option plays, Tomlinson threw 
seven touchdown passes and ranks second behind Walter Payton (8) for non-quarterbacks since the AFL–NFL 
merger in 1970.  He was named to the NFL's 2000s All-Decade Team as one of the top running backs of the 2000s. 
 

Donated by Los Angeles Chargers 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
4019   GolfBuddy WT3 Golf GPS Watch 
 

GolfBuddy takes wearable GPS takes one step further. Introducing the new GolfBuddy WT3, enhanced GPS watch 
like no other.  
  
With its simple press-and-hold button, you can fully utilize Dynamic Green View and moveable pin placement 
features that elevate the WT3 far above competitor's models. GolfBuddy WT3 is also fully functional digital 
wristwatch with rechargeable battery that lasts up to 50 days.  
  
GolfBuddy WT3 GPS Watches feature:  
- Full targets & hazards information  
- Dynamic Green View Pin placement  
- Distance to front/center/back of the green  
- GPS tracking  
- Digital Scorecard  
- Preloaded 36,000+ global courses  
- Automatic course & hole recognition  
- Shot distance measurement  
- Watch mode (time, date & stop watch) 
 

Donated by Terri O'Lear 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 



4020   Sonki Fitness, Los Angeles (San Vicente Blvd) 
Five-Week Unlimited Training Session for a Fitness Boot Camp 
 

Get in the best shape of your life with five-weeks of unlimited training sessions from Sonki Fitness in Santa Monica.  
Certificate expires December 31, 2018. 
 

Donated by Sonki Fitness 
 

Estimated Value:  $275 

 
 
4021   Pasadena Ice Skating Center 
Admission with Skate Rental for Eight 
 

Four passes, each pass valid for admission and skate rental for up to two people at 
Pasadena Ice Skating Center.  Each pass must be used in one visit.  Not valid with 
other offers.  Expires November 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by Pasadena Ice Skating Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $52 

 
 
4022   Yoga House Pasadena 
Series of Five Yoga Classes for Two People 
 

Two certificates each good for five (5) classes at the Yoga House in Pasadena. 
 
You'll be able to find your inner peace.  All classes must be completed within one year of first session. 
 

Donated by Yoga House Pasadena 
 

Estimated Value:  $170 
 
 
4023   Framed Autographed Kenta Maeda Photo 
Measures 8" x 10"  
 

Kenta Maeda (born April 11, 1988) is a Japanese professional baseball pitcher 
for the Los Angeles Dodgers of Major League Baseball (MLB).  He previously 
played in Nippon Professional Baseball (NPB) for the Hiroshima Toyo Carp.  
He won the 2010 Eiji Sawamura Award with a record of 15-8 and a 2.21 ERA, 
with 174 strikeouts in 215- 2/3 innings, and six complete games with two 
shutouts.  He also became the youngest pitcher in Japanese baseball history to 
achieve the pitching Triple Crown in the same year.  He won the Sawamura 
Award for the second time in 2015. 
 
He is nicknamed "Maeken" by fans and teammates (from MAEda KENta). 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 (Signature is Collectible) 

 
 



4024   Wilson Hammer H4 Tennis Racquet with 4-3/8" Grip 
Includes Tennis Racquet Bag 
 

The Wilson Hammer H4 is one of the most powerful frames offered by Wilson, combining an oversized head with 
a stiff beam.  It is geared to the intermediate level player with a moderate swing.  Light static weight with a head-
heavy balance (as is typical with all Wilson Hammers) keeps the H4 stable, maneuverable, and powerful.  Open 
string pattern further enhances the already generous sweetspot. 
 
Racquet Specifications: 
- Headsize: 113 sq. in. 
- Length: 27.5 in. 
- Weight (strung): 9.60 oz. 
- Stiffness (Babolat RDC): 73 
- Balance: 14.67 in. Head Heavy 
- Cross Section: 28mm/23mm Dual Tapered Beam 
- Stringweight: 318 kg* sq. cm 
- String Patter: 16 x 20 
- Grip: Cushion Aire Conform 
- Wilson Stiffness Index: 4.0 
 

Donated by Hal and Barbara Keimi 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
4025   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego Padres 
Four Tickets and One Preferred Parking Pass for Saturday, August 12, 2017, at 6:10 p.m.  
 

Four tickets and one preferred parking pass (Lot K) to see the Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego Padres on 
Saturday, August 12, 2017, at 6:10 p.m., at Dodger Stadium. 
 
Seat location: 

Section 116LG   Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
Row F 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP 
 

Estimated Value:  $435 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



4026   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Arizona Diamondbacks  
Four Tickets and One Preferred Parking Pass for Wednesday, July 5, 2017, at 7:10 p.m. 
 

Four tickets and one preferred parking pass (Lot K) to see the Los Angeles 
Dodgers vs. Arizona Diamondbacks on Wednesday, July 5, 2017, at 7:10 p.m., 
at Dodger Stadium. 
 
Seat location: 

Section 116LG   Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
Row F 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP   

 

Estimated Value:  $355 

 
 
 
4027   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Washington Nationals  
Four Tickets and One Preferred Parking Pass for Monday, June 5, 2017, at 7:10 p.m. 
 

Four tickets and one preferred parking pass (Lot K) to see the Los Angeles Dodgers vs. 
Washington Nationals on Monday, June 5, 2017, at 7:10 p.m., at Dodger Stadium. 
 
Seat location: 

Section 116LG   Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
Row F 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP 
 

Estimated Value:  $355 

 
 
 
 
 
4028   LA Galaxy vs. Houston Dynamo 
Twelve (12) Suite Tickets and Four Parking Passes for Saturday, June 17, 2017, at 8:00 p.m.  
 

Twelve (12) suite tickets and four parking passes to see the LA Galaxy vs. Houston 
Dynamo on Saturday, June 17, 2017, at 8:00 p.m., at StubHub Center. 
 
Seat location:    

Section UC30   Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
Row GA 
Seats 1-12 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP 
 

Estimated Value:  $2,520 

 



4029   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Cincinnati Reds 
Four Field Level Tickets and One Parking Pass for Sunday, 
June 11, 2017, at 1:10 p.m.  
 

Four field level tickets and one parking pass to see the 
Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Cincinnati Reds on Sunday, 
June 11, 2017, at 1:10 p.m., at Dodger Stadium.   
 
Seat location: 
Section 5FD 
Row T 
Seats 9-12 (Aisle) 
 
Your tickets also give you access to the Stadium Club! The Stadium Club is a members-only full-service restaurant 
and bar. Dishes are complemented by an extensive wine list and scintillating desserts. Members have the 
opportunity to make reservations, including seats along the rail to watch the game (when available). Come early or 
stay late and enjoy a drink after the game.  
 
The Stadium Club opens two hours before the start of each game and the bar closes approximately a half-
hour after the game. 
 

Donated by Ernst & Young 
 

Estimated Value:  $288 

 
 
4030   Jared Goff Autographed Football  
 

Here is an autographed football by Los Angeles Rams Rookie Quarterback 
Jared Goff.  Includes certificate of authenticity. 
 
Jared Goff was the quarterback for the Cal Golden Bears.  In 2016, Jared was 
the first overall pick in the 2016 NFL Draft by the Los Angeles Rams. 
 

Donated by Michael Keeler and Terri O'Lear 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
4031   UCLA vs. Hawai'i Football Game  
Two Tickets for Saturday, September 9, 2017, at the Rose Bowl 
 

Two tickets to see the UCLA Bruins vs. Hawaii Rainbow Warriors on Saturday, September 9, 2017, at the Rose 
Bowl in Pasadena.  Seat location is subject to availability. 
 

Donated by UCLA Athletics 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 
 

 
 
 
 
 



4032   Autographed Rawlings Baseball Signed by Dave Roberts, Manager of the Los Angeles Dodgers 
 

Autographed baseball signed by Dave Roberts, former MLB 
outfielder and current manager of the Los Angeles Dodgers.  
Baseball comes in a plastic display case (measures 3.25" x 2.5"). 
 

David Ray Roberts (born May 31, 1972) is a Japanese-American 
former MLB outfielder and current manager of the Los Angeles 
Dodgers.  Roberts was born in Naha, Okinawa to Eiko and 
Waymon Roberts, a United States Marine stationed in Japan.   
 

Roberts played for five Major League teams over a ten-year career, and then coached for the San Diego Padres 
before being named Dodgers manager for the 2016 season.  Although he played for the Boston Red Sox for only 
part of one season, his most notable achievement as a player was a key stolen base in the 2004 ALCS that ignited 
the Red Sox' drive to their curse-breaking championship that year.  Roberts batted and threw left-handed. 
 

On November 23, 2015, Roberts was named the Los Angeles Dodgers' new manager.  Roberts became the first 
minority manager in the franchise's history. 
 

Donated by Japanese American National Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
4033   Collectible LA Dodger's Baseball Cap Autographed by Kenta Maeda 
 

Autographed collectible Los Angeles Dodgers baseball cap signed by Japanese Dodgers pitcher, Kenta Maeda. 
 

Kenta Maeda (born April 11, 1988) is a Japanese professional baseball pitcher for the Los Angeles Dodgers of 
Major League Baseball (MLB).  He previously played in Nippon Professional Baseball (NPB) for the Hiroshima 
Toyo Carp.  He won the 2010 Eiji Sawamura Award with a record of 15-8 and a 2.21 ERA, with 174 strikeouts in 
215 and 2/3 innings, and six complete games with two shutouts.  He also became the youngest pitcher in Japanese 
baseball history to achieve the pitching Triple Crown in the same year.  He won the Sawamura Award for the 
second time in 2015. 
 

He is nicknamed "Maeken" by fans and teammates (from MAEda KENta). 
 

Donated by Japanese American National Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4034   Wailea Golf Club, Maui 
Two Rounds of Golf 
 

Play two rounds of golf on the award-winning Gold or Emerald courses at the Wailea Golf Club.  Wailea Golf Club 
basks in sunny south Maui, approximately 30 minutes from Kahului Airport and a five-minute drive from any of 
Wailea Resort’s luxurious accommodations.  Subject to availability.  Blackout dates apply and include December 18, 
2017 - February 28, 2018.  Expires June 30, 2018. 
 

Donated by Tammie Kanda 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4035   Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Colorado Rockies 
Four Tickets and One Preferred Parking Pass for Saturday, September 9, 2017, at 6:10 p.m.  
 

Four tickets and one preferred parking pass (Lot K) to see the Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Colorado Rockies on 
Saturday, September 9, 2017, at 6:10 p.m., at Dodger Stadium. 
 
Seat location: 

Section 116LG   Special Thanks to KPMG!!! 
Row F 
Seats 1-4 
 

Donated by KPMG LLP 
 

Estimated Value:  $379 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Treasures 
 
5000   Brazilian Cherry Bowl - Measures 4" D x 5" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5001   Myrtle Bowl - Measures 7-1/2" D x 3" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5002   Persimmon Bowl  - Measures 7-1/2" D x 2-3/4" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5003   Spalted Maple - Measures 4" D x 2-1/2" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5004   Brazilian Cherry Bowl - Measures 4" D x 1-1/2" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5005   Black Cherry Vase 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 



5006   Black Acacia - Measures 7" D x 4" H 
Handmade by Richard Terasaki 
 

Donated by Richard Terasaki 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5007   Japanese Nashiji Lacquer Table 
72" x 36" x 13" high 
 

Japanese nashiji lacquer table with mons (crests) design c. 1900. 
 
Dimensions: 72" x 36" x 13" high. 
 

Donated by Karen Otamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $8,500 
 
 
5008   Special Walnut "Wepman" Table by Mira Nakashima 
 

A beautiful walnut "Wepman" table by famed 
woodworker/artist George Nakashima.   
 
Some of the very special features include: 
- Three turned legs 
- Large knot hole in the center of the table with a Rosewood 
Butterfly 
 
Measures: 
17" high 
1-1/4" inch thickness 
17" wide x 22" long (Wide free edge) 
 
This comes from Mira Nakashima, daughter of famed 
woodworker/artist George Nakashima.   
 
George Nakashima was born in Spokane, Washington in 1905 and grew up in the forests of the Olympic Peninsula.   
He received a Bachelor's Degree in architecture at the University of Washington and a Master's from MIT in 1930, 
as well as the Prix Fontainebleau from L'Ecole Americaine des Beaux Arts in France in 1928.  After spending some 
time in Paris, he traveled around the world and secured a job at the Antonin Raymond office in Tokyo which sent 
him to Pondicherry, India, where he was the onsite architect for the first reinforced concrete building in that 
country and became one of the first disciples of Sri Aurobindo. 
 

Donated by George Nakashima 
Woodworker 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,650 

 
 
 
 



5009   Framed Print of Star Trek USS Enterprise NCC-1701-A 
USS Enterprise (NCC-1701-A) (or Enterprise-A, to distinguish it from prior and later starships with the same 
name) is a starship in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and thirteenth Star Trek films. 
 

Donated by Mark and Tracey Doi 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
5010   "Amache Towers, Colorado" Photo by Gary Ono 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
5011   "Castle Of Dreams" Photo by Monica Koyama 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
 
5012   "Entrance To Rohwer Monument" Photo by Richard M. 
Murakami 
 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
 
 
5013   "Furusato No Omode Miyajima, Japan" Photo by Dr. 
Richard Watanabe 
 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 
 
 



5014   "Japanese American National Museum Pavilion" Photo by Dr. Richard M. Watanabe 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
5015   "Pray For Peace" by Munio Makuuchi 
14.5" x 17" Matted Artwork 
 

Munio Makuuchi (1934-2000) 
Munio Makuuchi (born Howard Munio Takahashi) was a third-generation Japanese American born in Seattle.  
During World War II, he and his family were confined at the Minidoka concentration camp for Japanese Americans 
in southern Idaho.  One of ten facilities built to incarcerate 120,000 Japanese Americans who had been living on the 
West Coast, the Minidoka camp housed some 9,000 men, women and children from Alaska, Oregon, and 
Washington.  This forced relocation and pivotal childhood experience set the stage for a lifetime of visual and 
poetic works. 
 
After the war and release from camp, his family settled permanently in Idaho.  However, Makuuchi went to 
Concordia, a boys' Lutheran boarding school in Oregon. 
 
At age 20, he changed his name from Takahashi to his mother's maiden name (Makuuchi) as his artistic name in 
protest against his father's "macho Hemingway samurai" negativity.  In the late 1950s he enlisted in the army, where 
he suffered a head injury that friends believe was responsible for some of his erratic behavior as well as the often 
fragmentary and disjointed nature of his texts and images. 
 
Makuuchi studied art education, printmaking, and painting.  He earned a bachelor's degree in art education from the 
University of Colorado.  He also earned two MFA degrees at the University of Iowa and the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison.  He taught at the University of Wisconsin at Janesville and at Adeyemi College and the 
University of Ife, Nigeria, Africa, for a total of nine years.  He retired from teaching and returned to Seattle in the 
mid-1980s. 
 
He was known for his dark, large scale etchings, poetry and "aerogami" creations (elaborate folded and cut paper 
constructions of birds, planes and fabulous animals that fly).  He produced more than 200 etchings with a technique 
called dry point, using a steel point to scratch designs onto a zinc or copper plate to create grooves that are filled 
with ink. 
 
His work has appeared in various collections, including the Smithsonian American Art Museum, Elvehjem Museum 
of Art in Madison, the Rosenwald Collection at The National Gallery of Art, The Grunwald Graphic Center at 
UCLA, and the Portland Art Museum.  Recently the Smith College Museum of Art in Massachusetts became the 
owner of one of the largest collections. 
 
Because he often worked and reworked his plates, dating Makuuchi's prints can be difficult.  He generally did not 
print editions, and he marked many of his prints "artist's proofs" or as part of a hypothetical edition of 32 that was 
never completed. 
 
Makuuchi's experience of incarceration was clearly pivotal to his artistic and personal development; his art is replete 
with images of movement and symbols of Japanese American heritage.  His premature death at 65 and his generally 
antiestablishment attitude have all worked against widespread recognition of his work until now. 
 

Donated by Jamie Makuuchi 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 



5016   "Quiet Confidence" Photo by Steve Fujimoto 
 

Donated by Member, JANM Photographer Team 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
5017   Bowl Set 
 

Five lacquer rice bowls and five lacquer condiment bowls.  Rice bowl size: 5.5" diameter, 2.5" height; condiment 
bowl size: 5.5" diameter, 1.5" height. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $80 

 
 
5018   Camp Art Print in Wooden Frame 
27" x 21.5" Framed and Matted 
 

Art print about Japanese America incarceration.  Possibly made in 1975. 
 

Donated by Japanese American National Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
5019   Carved Bird Pins by Sam Isamu Nagase 
Isamu "Sam" Nagase was born on September 24, 1905, in Okayama, Japan.  His family moved to America when he 
was a child, settling in Watsonville, California, in Santa Cruz County.   
 
Sam lived in Watsonville with his family and younger brother, Satoshi "Bud" Nagase, until they were forced into the 
Japanese American concentration camp in Poston, Arizona, during World War II. 
 
 
During their time in camp, many Japanese Americans produced artworks and crafts. One of the items they made 
were bird pins. They used pictures in the Audubon Bird Books as a guide for the carving and painting.  
 
Sam Nagase was one of the incarcerees who took to carving bird pins out of reclaimed materials.  
 
After the war, Sam eventually moved back to Northern California, settling in San Francisco.  His bird pins were 
never sold, but eventually landed a place on display at the San Anselmo Little Library. 
 
After retiring, Sam rekindled his love of carving and artistry, which he would do in his spare time, before his death 
on April 15, 2000. 
 

Donated by Barbara O’Brien 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 



5020   "Hawaii Born in Paradise" Poster Signed by Wyland 
Includes a Book Titled "Wyland Twenty-Five Years" 
 

All images in this limited edition are hand signed by Wyland and numbered, 
signifying the artist's approval of all aspects. 
 
Method of Production: Acid Free Archival Paper  
 
SN 1,736/35,000 
 
Wyland has earned the reputation of being one of America’s most exceptional innovative influences, as well as an 
outspoken advocate for marine resource conservation. His non-profit Wyland Foundation supports several 
conservation programs, including his monumental "100 Whaling Walls" mural project—an epic series of 100 life-
sized marine life murals that spans twelve countries on four continents, and is viewed by an estimated 1 billion 
people every year. The project is now documented in a deluxe Collector's Fine Art Book, one of 20 this prolific 
artist has written and published so far. The artist’s efforts, moreover, have been recognized by the United Nations; 
Sierra Club; the Underwater Academy of Arts and Sciences, where he is listed among its Diving Hall of Fame; and 
private and public institutions throughout the world. 
 

Donated by Wyland 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,000 

 
 
5021   Japanese Maisendo Handcrafted Fan 
 

Wooden hand fan with paper lace.  Measure 12" wide when open, 7-1/2" height.  Embroidered pouch included.  
Comes in original box. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $50 

 
 
5022   Kenji Ushiku Art Print 
 

Signed, numbered 39 of 125.  Size 36" x 72". 
 
Kenji Ushiku was born in Chiba prefecture in 1922.  He is a contemporary Japanese etcher and lithographer.  He 
studied art at the renowned Tokyo University of Fine Arts.  Works by the artist can be found in the Brooklyn 
Museum in New York, the Chiba Prefectural Museum of Art, the Chiba City Museum of Art, the Sakura City 
Museum of Art in Chiba prefecture and the National Museum of Art in Osaka.  The artist participated in the Tokyo 
International Print Exhibitions of 1957, 1960 and 1962.  He is a member of the Japan Print Association. 
 
His first etchings and engravings were published in Japan in the mid 1950s and since that time his graphic works 
have been included in major exhibitions in America, Europe and Japan.  During the 1960s and 1970s Kenji Ushiku's 
color etchings and aquatints were commissioned by both Japanese and American publishers. 
 

Donated by Guthrie Alberts 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 



5023   Lacquer Bowl Set by Hanaemori Chiki Chic 
 

Set of five lacquer soup bowls with lids, chopstick holders, and tray.  Size of lid is 3-1/2" diameter.  Size of tray is 
10" diameter.  Size of chopstick holder is 2-3/4". 
 

Donated by Hideko Furuta 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5024   Pottery 
 

Set of three dining trays by Ichino Mary.  Same pattern and design on all three trays.  Size is 5-1/2" 5-1/2". 
 

Donated by Kokoro Craft Boutique 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
5025   Sunkey Bon Serving Tray 
 

One round teakwood serving tray with applied Kanji Image.  Size 7" diameter.  Comes with original box. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $40 

 
 
5026   Traditional Tsugaru Lacquered Chopsticks and Lacquered Rice Bowl Set 
 

Two sets of traditional Tsugaru lacquered chopsticks.  Five rice bowls with lids (5" diameter), one tray (14" 
diameter) and one wooden rice spoon. Rice bowl and tray are lacquered.  Comes with original box. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
5027   Tsugaru Lacquer Box 
 

One Tsugaru lacquer box with lid.  Measure 6" x 6" x 3.5" height.  Comes with original box. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $60 

 
 
5028   Tsuguru Lacquer Cigarette Box 
 

A 1.5" x 12" Tsugaru lacquer cigarette box from Japan. Box has storage compartment for cigarettes, small ashtray 
bowl, and holder for a lighter.  Comes with original box. 
 

Donated by Tsutomu "Tom" Ige 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 



5029   Wine Themed Art 
 

#1: A chef in his kitchen tasting his sauce and adding 
more wine. Art print by Canadian artist, Will Rafuse. 
 
#2 Wine Bottles that Spell PINOT, by Geoff Allen. 
 

Donated by Mark Borsuk 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
 
5030   One (1) Display of Japanese Kites, Framed 
 

A framed display of tiny kites.  Dimensions are approximately 13" x 18". 
 

Donated by Darryl Mori 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
5031   Joey Ikemoto Photography, Torrance 
One Family Portrait Session 
 

Be treated to one family session and one 20x24 canvas print by 
Joey Ikemoto.   Joey Ikemoto is a Master Photographer who 
has earned a degree from the Professional Photographers of 
America.  His studio is located in Torrance.  Appointments are 
required.  Framing is an additional charge.  Expires May 6, 
2018. 
 

Donated by Joey Ikemoto Photography 
 
 

 
 
5032   Mickey Mouse Samurai Figurine with Display Case 
 

A Mickey figurine dressed in a Japanese samurai outfit.  Comes with a display case.  Purchased at Tokyo Disney. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $85 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5033   One:12 Collective Star Trek Sulu Figurine 
Autographed by George Takei 
 

Star Trek Sulu collector's figurine autographed by George Takei. 
 
From the original Star Trek series and the bridge of USS Enterprise NCC-1701 comes Chief Helmsman, Hikaru 
Sulu, one of the iconic series’ most celebrated crew members. The groundbreaking character of Mr. Sulu, portrayed 
by the inimitable George Takei, bravely guided the starship during its original five-year mission. 
 
Sulu was originally the department head of Astrosciences; he was also an accomplished botanist, fencer, noted 
expert on projectile weapons, and pilot of “antique” aircraft. He assumed command of the ship on at least four 
occasions, repeatedly proving himself a skilled and valuable member of the Enterprise crew. Hikaru Sulu went on to 
become Captain of his own vessel and was honored with a holographic portrait in Starfleet Headquarters. 
Digitally modeled to craft an exceptional actor likeness and assembled on a One:12 Collective body with over 28 
points of articulation, numerous accessories as well as interchangeable parts. This figure features a series accurate 
outfit to create an amazing collectable. 
 
The One:12 Collective Hikaru Sulu features: 
Real fabric uniform with accurate trim and insignia 
Incredible sculpted details capturing the likeness of this groundbreaking character. 
 
Leather-look screen matched boots. 
   
What's in the box: 
- Regular head 
- Alternate smiling head 
- Fists (L & R) 
- Posing hands (L & R) 
- Phaser holding hand (R) 
- Communicator/Tricorder holding hand (L) 
- Sword holding hand (R)  
- Communicator with flip up panel 
- Tricorder with opening top section 
- Phaser 
- Fencing sword 
- Away Team belt with holster for communicator 

and phaser 
- Display base with posing post 
 
Each figure is packaged in a deluxe, fifth panel 
window box with translucent acetate slipcover. 
Designed for collector convenience, the packaging 
allows for both maximum protection as well as ease 
of removal for display. 
 

Donated by Mark and Tracey Doi 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 

 
 



5034   Porcelain Geisha Doll Wearing Kimono in Glass Case 
 

Japanese geisha doll wearing kimono displayed in a glass case. Includes plaque 
engraving from "Commanding Officer TV 3501 Katori 1990". 
 

Donated by Atsuko Yomogida 
 

Estimated Value:  $175 

 
 
5035   Tokyo Disney Package 
Eight (8) Sets of Chopsticks, Two Rice Spoons, Two Boxes of Japanese Rice Crackers and One Box of Candy 
 

This package includes merchandise purchased from Tokyo Disney: 
- Eight (8) sets of "hashi" (chopsticks)  
- Two (2) "shamojis" (rice spoons)  
- Two (2) boxes of "senbei" (Japanese rice crackers) 
- One (1) box of candy 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5036   Mickey, Donald Duck, and Pluto Japanese Themed Figurines 
with Display Case 
 

Figurine purchased at Tokyo Disney with Japanese-themed Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and Pluto.  Comes with a 
display case. 
 

Donated by Gene Kanamori 
 

Estimated Value:  $145 

 
 
5037   Two Large Japanese Print Tote Bags 
 

This package includes: 
- Large black tote bag with red and gold text pattern 
- Extra large black and white tote bag with blue and gold text pattern 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Item 

 
 
5038   Herend Porcelain Seagull Figurine in Rust Fishnet 
 

Named after the town in Hungary where it originates, Herend has maintained a hand-painted and hand-crafted 
tradition since its founding in 1826.  The seagull figurine is painted in Herend's signature "fishnet" pattern which 
dates back to 1858. 
 

Donated by Herend 
 

Estimated Value:  $950 



5039   Japanese Wood Doll 
 

From the estate of K. Matsumoto. 
 

Donated by Atsuko Yomogida 
 

Estimated Value:  $50 

 
 
5040   Large Flambeaux Ikebana Bowl 
and a Chinese Wind Chain 
 

A sleek and graceful piece that really showcases your arrangement.  The Flambeaux Glaze crystals seem to magically 
explode revealing luminous blues and frosty white.  Measurement: approx. 6" diameter. 
 
Package also includes a three-tier wind chain with the Chinese symbols for love, friendship, and prosperity. 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  $49 

 
 
5041   Montana Beach Slate Natural Stone Ikebana Vase 
and a Chinese Wind Chain 
 

Our hand carved natural stone,  Ikebana-style flower vases are created by Northwest artist Don Kennedy. Don 
works with slate, sandstone, quartzite and several types of fossil stone to create unique, functional original art for 
the home.  
 
Many of the slate vases are carved from Montana slate, which Don quarries by hand, in order to preserve pristine 
surfaces and organic edges, which lend character to the finished vase.  
 
Includes three wind chains with the Chinese symbols for prosperity, peace and wisdom. 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  $65 

 
 
5042   Set of Bags with Traditional Japanese Patterns 
 

This package includes: 
- Black tote bag with traditional Japanese flower pattern 
- Black tote bag with traditional Japanese crane and water pattern 
- Small red barrel clutch with traditional Japanese tree pattern 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Item 

 
 
 
 
 



5043   Wild Hello Kitty 
 

This package includes: 
- Leopard Print Tote Bag 
- Leopard Print Pouch 
- Leopard Print Handbag 
- Keychain 
- Adult Travel Pillow 
- Zebra Hello Kitty Plush 
- Giraffe Print Hairbrush 
- Giraffe Print Diary 
- Necklace 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $240 

 
 
5044   Bonnie Belt Ikebana Vase 
and a Chinese Wind Chain 
 

Bonnie Belt's exquisite ikebana vases are hand formed on the potters wheel from 1005 clay.  Each piece is 
individually hand-sculpted using clay coils to form the tree and branches.  Once completely dried, the sculpture is 
bisque fired to cone 04.  The next step involves painting and air brushing with a clay-based underglaze and another 
firing. 
 
Also includes a wind chain with the Chinese symbol for prosperity. 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 
 
5045   Collection of Colorful Bags 
 

This package includes: 
- One large black tote bag with colorful frog and "Lucky Cat" print 
- Medium sized tote bag with Japanese doll pattern 
- Small side bag with red origami crane print 
 

Donated by Melinda & Mas Sakioka 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5046   Executive Order 9066 Quilt 
 

This machine-quilted memory quilt measures 58" (w) 
x 54" (l).    
 
Photographs of 10 concentration camps surrounded 
by photos of the key individuals who were involved 
in Executive Order 9066. 
 
Quilt was designed and constructed by June Aoki 
and Maria Reza. 
 

Donated by June Aoki 
 

Estimated Value:  One-of-a-Kind 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5047   Four Seasons Vase - Summer by Moser 
 

Founded in 1857 in Bohemia (now the Czech Republic), Moser boasts a long tradition of superior artistic and 
technical standards in lead-free crystal.  The Four Seasons - Summer vase reflects the factory's skill with color. 
 

Donated by Moser USA 
 

Estimated Value:  $805 

 
 
5048   Hello Kitty Basket 
 

This basket includes:  
- One (1) 8" Hello Kitty Kimono Plush 
- One (1) 9" Hello Kitty Hawaii Plush 
- One Set of Eyeglasses 
- One Pom Pom Purin Toiletry Set (Q-Tip Holder, Face Towel, Tote Bag) 
- Hello Kitty Tote (12" x 14" exclusive Hello Kitty x Line Collaboration) 
- Sticker Sheet 
- Four Pens 
- Tissue Holder 
- Three Collectible Pins 
- Pocket File 
- Feiler Chenille Handkerchief 
 

Donated by Japanese American National Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  $180 

 
 



5049   L'objet Bowl 
 

This L'objet bowl was exclusively made for Neiman Marcus. 
 

Donated by Neiman Marcus Beverly Hills 
 

Estimated Value:  $390 

 
 
5050   Pair of Poppy Head Crystal Wine Glasses 
 

Founded in 1857 in Bohemia (now the Czech Republic), Moser boasts a long tradition of superior artistic and 
technical standards in lead-free crystal.  The shape of the Poppy Head wine glasses was inspired by a poppy-head 
and reflect Moser's skill with glass-cutting. 
 

Donated by Moser 
 

Estimated Value:  $640 

 
 
5051   Six Fine Art Books on California Art of the Impressionist Period 
 

Six fine art books on California art of the Impressionist period: 
- Selections from The Irvine Museum 
- California Impressionism 
- Guy Rose: American Impressionist 
- Romance of the Bells 
- California: This Golden Land of Promise 
- Native Grandeur 
 

Donated by Irvine Museum 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
5052   The Omron 10 Series Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor 
 

The Omron 10 Series ultra silent wrist blood pressure monitor packs a lot of technology into one slim, portable 
device with many of the same functions, including Bluetooth Smart technology, as our larger tabletop models.   
 
Features:  
-  No. 1 doctor and pharmacist recommended brand. 
-  Manage and track up to 200 readings on your monitor and unlimited 

readings on your smartphone. 
-  Two user mode allows two different users to monitor and track their 

readings separately in the stored memory or with mobile app. 
-  UltraSilent inflation is quick and so quiet that measurements can be taken 

anywhere, anytime and even more discretely. 
-  Tested and validated for accuracy the same as all Omron upper arm blood 

pressure monitors. 
 

Donated by Omron 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 



5053   Capresso Iced Tea Maker 
 

Custom brew a refreshing pitcher of iced tea at the touch of a button with the Capresso Iced Tea Maker.  Iced tea 
can be served and stored in the beautiful glass pitcher. 
 
Features and Benefits:  
-  80 oz. (2.5 qt.) glass pitcher with removable lid and an easy-pour spout 
-  Removable permanent filter for loose tea or tea bags 
-  Dishwasher-safe glass pitcher, permanent filter and removable filter 

basket 
-  Removable water tank for easy filling and cleaning 
-  Automatic shut off 
-  Fresh or frozen fruit can be added to the pitcher for delicious gourmet 

beverages 
-  Pitcher comes with a handy lid for easy storage directly in the refrigerator 
-  Can also be used to prepare iced coffee 
-  Full-color recipe booklet with 18 refreshing iced tea recipes 
-  Dimensions: 13.5" (h) x 6.25" (w) x 6.75" (l) 
 

Donated by Capresso 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 
 
 
5054   A PuchiBag to Carry your Favorite Small Dog 
 

The PuchiBag, a high-end handbag made to carry small dogs, is where canine comfort and couture collide.  As seen 
in MGM's "Legally Blonde," InStyle, Angeleno, Spanish Vogue, Latin Cosmo, The London TV Times, US 
Magazine and more."  Celebrity fans of the bag include Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, Debra Messing, Gisele, Joan 
Rivers, Molly Simms, Dyan Cannon, Kirsten Dunst and Brooke Shields.  No returns or exchanges. 
 

Donated by PuchiBag, Inc 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5055   ABC Stores Gift Basket of Goodies 
 

Basket of Hawaiian treats from ABC Stores including macadamia nuts, pancake mix, coconut syrup, popcorn, 
coffee, tea, cookies, macadamia brittle, coffee thermos and tote bag. 
 

Donated by ABC Stores 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5056   APEX Lexus RC F Brushless Ready-to-Run 
 

Brushless Powered All-Wheel-Drive Ready-To-Run 
remote-controlled car. 
 

The All-New Lexus RC F Performance Coupe breathes 
performance and exhilaration from the asphalt up! 
 

Built on the all-wheel-drive APEX chassis, the Lexus RC F performance coupe replica comes fully assembled and 
Ready-to-Run with factory-installed Reedy brushless power. 
 

Additional features include the water-resistant speed control and XP 2.4GHz radio system. The front and rear 
sealed metal gear differentials are connected together with a tough aluminum drive shaft that handles all of the 
Reedy brushless power. Imperfections in the road are managed by four adjustable fluid-filled, coil-over tuned 
shocks.  
 

The high-grip, treaded racing tires are mounted on scale replica Lexus RC F 20-spoke hex-drive wheels featuring 
detailed brake rotors and calipers. Topping it all off is the factory-finished Lexus RC F body that replicates every 
detail of the most powerful of Lexus production cars! 
 

Features: 
-  Fully assembled Ready-To-Run all-wheel-drive chassis that accepts NiMH or LiPo batteries 
-  Lexus RC F performance coupe replica body comes factory-finished 
-  Lexus RC F 20-spoke replica wheels come mounted with high-grip racing tires and feature detailed brake 

components 
-  Powerful Reedy 3300kV 540 brushless motor 
-  Water-resistant brushless speed control with High Power T Plug Connector (2S-3S LiPo compatible) 
-  XP 2.4Ghz radio system with XP metal-gear steering servo 
-  Adjustable fluid-filled coil-over tuned shock absorbers 
-  All-metal gear transmission with sealed differentials 
-  Steel CVA drive axles front and rear 
-  Metric hardware and ball bearings throughout 
 

Donated by Mark Doi 
 

Estimated Value:  $300  
 
5057   Back-To-School Hello Kitty 
 

This package includes: 
- Two Notebooks 
- Gift Set with Pens 
- Four Memo Pads 
- Marker Set 
- Two Tape Dispensers 
- Ball Point Pen 
- Tin Pencil Case 

- Four Sets of Stickers 
- Water Bottle 
- Messenger Bag 
- Lunch Bag with Container 
- Diary 
- Clock 

 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $183 
 
 
 
 
 



5058   Basket for a Baby Boy 
 

Four outfits, one sleeper has a hat and bootie socks, pair of shoes.  For 0-3 
months size. 
 

Donated by Barbara Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $50 

 
 
5059   Bean Bag Throw - Football Edition 
 

This Bean Bag Throw- Football Edition includes: 
- Targets 
- Game boards with football design 
- Two sets of football-shaped bean bags  
- Carrying tote with shoulder strap 
 

Donated by Teri Tanimura 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5060   Celestron FirstScope Telescope 
High quality Dobsonian-style stand with a 76 mm reflector optical tube make FirstScope an ideal entry-level 
astronomical telescope. Portable and lightweight table-top design makes it easy to store, transport and set up your 
FirstScope Telescope.  
 
FirstScope is very easy to observe with—the user simply navigates the night sky by moving the tube in the direction 
of their desired object. Stylish and decorative design makes FirstScope a wonderful keepsake for anyone interested 
in astronomy. 
 

Donated by Celestron 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5061   Different Roads to Learning Toy Package 
 

This package includes: 
 
3-D Story Starters 
Never again will your students be at a loss for story ideas! Let their imaginations run wild as they fashion fantastic 
adventures with these realistically detailed miniature objects and intricately illustrated, language-provoking story 
mats. Just place the objects on a mat, and watch the words, ideas, and creativity fly! This set includes 4 fun-filled, 
imagination-stirring laminated mats (Pirate Island, Castle Fantasy, Big Busy City, and Photo Safari) and 30 real life 
3-D props that are interchangeable with all story mats.  
 
Zingo! 
This wildly popular game is a fast-paced, energetic variant on Bingo…with a zing! Zingo encourages pre-readers 
and early readers alike to match the pictures and words on their challenge cards with the tiles revealed in the Zinger 
device. The first player with a full card wins by yelling out "ZINGO!" Two levels of play and game variation ensure 
that the zaniness won't end. In addition to delighting players of all ages, Zingo builds language and matching skills, 
concentration and social interaction.  
 
Kloo Catch the Bug Word Card Games for Little Readers 
Support learners in reading words to magically making sentences without even knowing how to write with these 
KLOO Catch the Bug cards. The cards contain many high-frequency words that children need to know to progress 
in their reading ability. The color-coded system provides a visual cue and guarantees a grammatically correct 
sentence every time, simply by following the color cues and "kloo" arrows. With 4 levels of game play, the games in 
this set will absorb children's interest and make learning to read and create sentences even more enjoyable.  
 
1, 2, 3, to the Zoo 3-D Storybook 
Read and re-enact classic children's stories with charming 3-D objects! These classic storybooks represent some of 
the finest children's literature available. Each set includes the book plus a carefully-selected sets of charming objects 
to help young students retell and re-enact these wonderful stories in their own words.  
 
Token Tower 
We can never get enough reinforcement tools, especially for group settings. Help students meet behavioral or 
academic goals with these interactive Token Towers. Set goals using the colored ring and insert tokens as 
reinforcement for appropriate behaviors or correct responses. The hard plastic chips with smiley faces make a fun 
noise as they drop into the containers, which is almost as fun as watching the tokens pile up.  
 
I CAN DO IT! REWARD CHART 
The "I Can Do It!" Reward Chart is a token board made for parents and teachers to use with children to structure 
their day and to reinforce good habits and behaviors. There are colorful pictures to go along with the tasks to aid 
young non-readers and the board is dry-erasable. The "I Can Do It!" reward chart comes with 45 sturdy reusable 
plastic stars and 20 interchangeable behaviors and chores task squares. The chart has magnetic strips in the back for 
securing to any metal surface. The chart measures 15.5" tall and 11" wide. 
 

Donated by Different Roads to Learning 
 

Estimated Value:  $200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5062   Hoover Air Steerable Vacuum 
 

Manage your cleaning tasks with a lightweight and easy-to maneuver bagless upright vacuum cleaner. Easily clean 
from room to room and go up or down stairs with the lightweight design. Lifts and removes deep-down embedded 
dirt with 3 channels of suction. The steerable design allows you to swivel and turn around objects, and it reclines all 
the way to the floor to reach under furniture easily. This bagless upright vacuum also has a telescopic handle with 
built-in wand, and multi-floor brushroll on/off option that lets you move from carpet to hard floors seamlessly. It 
also offers a clear nozzle and a no-scuff bumper. When you're done vacuuming, simply empty out the dirt with its 
convenient bottom-release cup. 
 
Benefits:  
-  Lifts and removes surface and deep-down embedded dirt 
-  Navigate smoothly around furniture, corners and other obstacles by simply 

twisting the handle in the direction you'd like to go 
-  Move from carpet to hardwood with a press of a button 
-  Easy to lift, carry and move around 
-  Weighs less than 14 lbs with wand and tools 
-  Rinse the filter under running water for long-lasting use 
-  Hold cup over a trash can to empty out the dirt without getting your hands dirty  
-  Designed to drop the filter-clogging dirt out of the airstream to help the filter 

stay clean 
-  Allows for the maximum dirt removal from carpet and powerful "no loss of 

suction" cleaning 
-  Blocks 99% of allergen particles from re-entering the air 
 -  Lets you get under furniture and other hard-to-reach areas for whole home 

cleaning 
-  Easily clean stairs without carrying and lifting the vacuum 
-  Cleans stairs, vents, furniture, window sills, curtains and dusts, as well as cleans 

your floors 
-  Cleans cracks and crevices with precision 
 
Features:  
-  Exclusive WindTunnel® 3 Technology  
-  Steerable Technology 
-  Multi-Floor Brushroll On/Off 
-  Lightweight 
-  Reusable Easy Rinse Filter 
-  Convenient Bottom-Release Cup 
-  Multi-Cyclonic 
-  Filter made with HEPA Media 
-  AllergenBlock™ Technology 
-  Low Profile 
-  Removable D-Grip Handle Wand 
-  Quick Fit™ Hose 
-  14' Above-the-Floor Cleaning Reach 
-  30' Cord 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $175 

 
 
 



5063   Library of Flowers Gift Basket 
 

This wonderful basket includes: 
- Library of Flowers candle  
- Perfumed crème 
- Shower gel  
- Parfum 
- Hand crème 
- Journal and scarf 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $175 

 
 
5064   Inspire 70 AZ Refractor Telescope 
 

Easiest setup of any entry-level scope.  With the folding accessory tray, you just pop the tripod legs open, turn the 
lock knob and you’re ready to go.  
 
Bold new design - The main telescope lens cap comes with a fully integrated 
smartphone adapter built in, perfect for the budding astrophotographer. The 
asymmetrical mount design offers light weight and incredible stability. Erect 
image optics enables a fully correct image for easy viewing day or night, 
terrestrial or astronomical. 
 
Red LED flashlight - Stowed in the center of the mount head, the flashlight 
can be used to gently illuminate the accessory tray or can be removed for use 
as a spotlight when needed.  Focus micrometer - Allows quick return to a 
specific focus point for specific targets (bird nests, infinity focus, etc.) 
 

Donated by Celestron 
 

Estimated Value:  $180 

 
 
5065   My Passport Ultra - 1 TB by Western Digital 
 

Don't let the vibrant colors fool you...this is a hardworking portable storage device.  The My Passport Ultra drive 
reliably stores your photos, videos, and music with password-activated hardware encryption, automatic backup to 
the device, and cloud backup with your Dropbox cloud account. 
 

Donated by Western Digital 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5066   Omron 7 Series Plus Ultra Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor 
 

Monitor your heart without putting your life on hold. The Omron 7 Series Ultra Silent Wrist Blood Pressure 
Monitor gives you the accuracy you need with the portability you want. 
 

Features: 
-  No. 1 doctor and pharmacist recommended brand. 
-  UltraSilent inflation is quick and so quiet that measurements can be taken anywhere, anytime and even more 

discretely. 
-  Heart Zone Guidance feature helps ensure consistently accurate readings. 
-  100 Memory Storage with date and time stamp allows you to review readings with the touch of a button. 
-  Tested and validated for accuracy the same as all Omron upper arm blood pressure monitors. 
 

Donated by Omron 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
5067   Plantronics Back Beat Fit Headset 
 

Push yourself with wireless sport headphones as unstoppable as you are: BackBeat FIT. 
Flexible, durable, and waterproof, they stay comfortably in place through your most 
intense workouts.  
 

Donated by Plantronics, Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $130 

 
 
5068   Riedel Crystal for Tiffany & Co. 
Four (4) Pinot Tumblers and One (1) Syrah Decanter 
 

Riedel crystalware created exclusively for Tiffany & Co. 
 

Pinot tumblers are 26 ounces each and made of crystal glass.  Decanter is 36 ounces and made of crystal glass. 
 

Donated by Susan Hallock Smith 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5069   Roku Premiere 4K Ultra HD 
 

Over 1,700 streaming channels - Over 100,000 movies and TV episodes; plus music, 
news, sports, and more. It couldn't be easier to watch what you love.  
 

Remote with headphone jack - Plug the included headphones into the wireless 
remote for private listening and crank up a late night flick without disturbing the 
house. 
 

Ethernet, USB, & microSD slot - No wireless, no problem. Roku 4 features Ethernet, a USB connection for 
personal media, and a microSD card slot to expand internal storage. 
 

Donated by Roku 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 



5070   Samsung 40" LED Television Series 5003 
 

Features: 
 
Wide Color Enhancer Plus 
With Wide Color Enhancer Plus, you'll witness a wider spectrum of colors on your screen, just like the director 
intended. You'll enjoy enriched colors while watching your favorite movies, and shows, even if it's older, non-HD 
content. 
 
Full HD 1080p 
Experience a great picture with no compromises with Samsung 1080p Full HD. With a resolution twice as high as 
standard HD TVs, you can catch all the details of your favorite films and games. 
 
Motion Rate 60 
Enjoy a clear moving picture resolution at Motion Rate 60 with amazing refresh rate, processing speed and 
backlight technology. 
 
ConnectShare Movie 
Watch videos, play music or view photos from a USB connection with ConnectShare™ Movie. Just plug your USB 
drive directly into your Samsung TV’s USB port and entertain family and friends. 
 
DTS Studio Sound 
Decoding with DTS Studio Sound™ processing - Decodes DTS-encoded content, such as TV programming, Blu-
ray movies and streaming media, and processes stereo content to deliver an optimized surround sound experience 
with enhanced bass response, clear dialog and consistent volume levels. 
 

Donated by Cheri Tanimura 
 

Estimated Value:  $350 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5071   Shin Imaging Center, Fullerton 
Full Body MRI Scan and Report 
 

Check your overall health with a full body MRI scan on a new GE 3T MRI machine at Shin Imaging Center's 
locations in either Los Angeles or Fullerton.  Your MRI scan also comes with radiologist report.  Appointments are 
required and subject to availability.  Expires December 31, 2017. 
 
SHIN IMAGING GE 3T MRIs in Los Angeles and Orange County are extremely efficient. Utilizing shorter scan 
times, the 3T machine maximizes patient comfort without compromising quality. The superb reliability of high-field 
MRI allows our board-certified radiologists to differentiate between benign and potentially hazardous medical 
conditions with confidence. This allows your health-care team to provide you with earlier diagnosis and treatment, 
subsequently leading to more positive outcomes. 
 
Specific Advantages of 3T in Body Imaging 
-  Shorter breath hold time gives less motion artifacts for older patients. 
-  Definite identification of benign tumors versus malignant disorder of prostate. 
-  As simple as CT with DISCO (differential Sub-sampling with Cartesian Ordering): CT-like speed but high 

resolution MRI contrast. 
-  LAVA-Flex: water, fat, in-phase, out-of-phase in a single acquisition as a free-breathing. 
-  eDWI technique for high SNR diffusion images is applicable for oncology studies and treatment monitoring. 
-  Whole Body Imaging using T1 fSPGR and T2 SSFSE with ARC acceleration without repositioning the patient or 

coils in 20 minutes. 
 

Donated by Shin Imaging Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $1,000 

 
 
5072   Umbra Shadow Wall Clock 
 

The size of this beautiful clock is 16-1/4". 
 

Donated by Umbra 
 

Estimated Value:  $50 

 
 
5073   Hello Kitty Baby 
 

This package includes: 
- Two Pairs of Sunglasses  - My Melody Towel Robe 
- Light-Up Watch   - My Melody Mug 
- Hairband     - Hawaiian Hello Kitty Plush 
- Hat     - Kid's Travel Pillow 
- Baby Backpack   - Kid's Slippers 
- Medium Backpack   - Travel Watter Bottle 
- Coin Purse    - Side Bag 
 
Donated by Anonymous  
 

Estimated Value:  $327 
 
 
 



5074   Chado Tea Room Basket 
 

Enjoy afternoon tea service for two people at Chado Tea Room 
located at the Japanese American National Museum.  Reservations 
are required and subject to availability. 
 
This basket also includes: 
- One box of Masala Chai Tea 
- Teapot with saucer 
- Chado Tea Room Mug 
- Chado Tea Room Book about teas  
 

Donated by Chado Tea Room 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
5075   Dozen Kawaii Cloud Cookies and Two Jars of Specialty Vegan Sprinkles 
 

Cookies are perishable; best eaten within 2-3 weeks. 
 

Donated by Sweettoof Studios Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $80 

 
 
5076   Basket Filled with Assorted Nestle Chocolates 
 

Products include: 
- Crunch Butterfinger 
- Toll House Cocoa  
- Nesquik  
- Perugina 
- Raisinets 
- Goobers 
- Brownie Mix 
- and More 
 

Donated by Ken and JoAnn Hamamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5077   Shigaraki Vase 
 

Kotobuki Trading's ceramics are produced in several different regions of Japan: Mino, Seto, Yokkaichi, Mashiko, 
Soma, Tokoname, Shigaraki, and Iga.  Each area is represented by the traditions and innovations of select Japanese 
kilns, using raw materials, glazes, shapes and production methods which differ subtly and are often unique to these 
regions.  Intertwined with Japan's history and culture, these ceramics are produced by skilled craftsmen, many of 
whom have obtained their expertise and technique through years of training. 
 
The origin of Shigaraki-yaki (Shigaraki ware) started as roofing tiles ordered by the Emperor during the Nara period 
(710-794) in Shiga prefecture.  During the Kamakura period (1192-1333) water jars and large pots were produced, 
followed by matcha chawan (tea bowls) and accessories associated with the Japanese tea ceremony.  Today, ceramics 
for everyday use such as flower vases, tableware and ornaments are being produced in the Shigaraki area, taking 
advantage of the Shigaraki clay that is well suited for large pieces. 
 
Shigaraki-yaki is recognized for both the quartz particles embedded in the local clay and the random reddish 
patterns naturally produced by a combination of the flames and the ash of the firewood coming into contact with 
the surface of the ware being fired.  Although originally discovered by accident, this firing technique has become a 
lasting characteristic of Shigaraki-yaki. 
 

Donated by Kotobuki Trading 
 

Estimated Value:  $65 

 
 
5078   Shigaraki Pine Tree Bark Vase 
 

Kotobuki Trading's ceramics are produced in several different regions of Japan: Mino, Seto, Yokkaichi, Mashiko, 
Soma, Tokoname, Shigaraki, and Iga.  Each area is represented by the traditions and innovations of select Japanese 
kilns, using raw materials, glazes, shapes and production methods which differ subtly and are often unique to these 
regions.  Intertwined with Japan's history and culture, these ceramics are produced by skilled craftsmen, many of 
whom have obtained their expertise and technique through years of training. 
 
The origin of Shigaraki-yaki (Shigaraki ware) started as roofing tiles ordered by the Emperor during the Nara period 
(710-794) in Shiga prefecture.  During the Kamakura period (1192-1333) water jars and large pots were produced, 
followed by matcha chawan (tea bowls) and accessories associated with the Japanese tea ceremony.  Today, ceramics 
for everyday use such as flower vases, tableware and ornaments are being produced in the Shigaraki area, taking 
advantage of the Shigaraki clay that is well suited for large pieces. 
 
Shigaraki-yaki is recognized for both the quartz particles embedded in the local clay and the random reddish 
patterns naturally produced by a combination of the flames and the ash of the firewood coming into contact with 
the surface of the ware being fired.  Although originally discovered by accident, this firing technique has become a 
lasting characteristic of Shigaraki-yaki. 
 

Donated by Kotobuki Trading 
 

Estimated Value:  $85 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5079   Sakura Blossoms Shino Vase 
 

Japanese gardens have symbolized many important components and aspects of Japanese culture since the Heian 
period (794-1185).  Rooted in several ancient religions such as Shintoism and Buddhism, Japanese gardens bring 
nature, spirituality and philosophy into everyday life, and thus, have been incorporated into Japanese home design in 
numerous ways.    Kotobuki Trading offers various arts and crafts reflecting this aesthetic.  Our Shigaraki kaki 
(ikebana flower arrangement vessels) and vase collection features artisans whose pieces reflect traditional and 
modern Japanese design. 
 

Donated by Kotobuki Trading 
 

Estimated Value:  $85 

 
 
5080   Deluxe Poker Set 
 

This deluxe poker set includes: 
- 500 (11.5 g) composite poker chips 
- Two decks of Bicycle playing cards 
- Five (5) dice  
- Carrying case with lock 
 

Donated by Hal and Barbara Keimi 
 

Estimated Value:  $100 

 
 
5081   Classic Rock CD Set 
 

This package includes: 
- One Led Zeppelin Limited Box Set (featuring 10 albums of Led Zeppelin) 
- Genesis (1983 - 1998) Five Disc Box Set 
- Grateful Dead "The Vault Box" Seven Disc Box Set 
- The Pretenders "Pirate Radio" (1970-2005) Four Disc and One DVD Box Set 
- ZZ Top "Chrome Smoke and BBQ" Four Disc Box Set 
- Jimmy Page & Robert Plant "No Quarter Unledded" DVD 
 
All items are new, unopened and in the original box. 
 

Donated by Lynn Nakamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $115 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5082   Music Madness 
 

This package includes: 
- Enya "Only Time, The Collection" Four Disc Box Set 
- "The Greatest 80's Hits of All Time" Three Disc Box Set 
- EMI "Music That Travels The World" Two Disc Set of Various Artists 
- "Revolutions in Sound" Warner Bros. Records - The First Fifty Years 
- Madonna "Hard Candy" Special Edition Candy Box 
- Alanis Morisette "Flavors of Entanglement" Two Disc Deluxe Edition 
- The Doobie Brothers "Long Train Runnin" (1970-2000) Four Disc Box Set 
- "The Greatest Soul Music Hits of All Time" Three Disc Box Set 
- Cream "Royal Albert Hall" Two Disc Box Set 
 
All items are new, unopened and in the original box. 
 

Donated by Lynn Nakamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $115 
 
 
5083   Life Is Short - Bowl of Handcrafted Baked Treats 
 

Enjoy a basket of handmade themed cake pops! 
- Chocolate Daruma 
- Vanilla Ninja Musubi 
- Carrot Neko 
- Sakura Shortbread 
- Mini Chai-Spiced Pound Cake 
 

Donated by More Than Flour 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
5084   Comic Book Bundle 
 

This package includes: 
-  One DC Bat Girl adult coloring book 
-  One Suicide Squad graphic novel including Suicide Squad extended cut and theatrical version Blu-Ray DVD and 

digital HD DVD 
-  One DC Universe Rebirth Wonder Woman volume 1 "The Lies" 
-  One DC Universe Rebirth Justice League volume 1 "The Extinction Machines" 
 

Donated by Lynn Nakamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5085   Absolute Wonder Woman 
 

One special collectors-edition volume 1 Hardcover Book by Brian Azzarello and Cliff 
Chiang.  Brand new.   
DC Universe. 
 

Donated by Lynn Nakamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $50 

 
 
5086   Hardcover Comic Book 
 

One hardcover comic book DC Universe Rebirth "Omnibus" volume 1.  Brand new and 
still in plastic wrap. 
 

Donated by Lynn Nakamura 
 

Estimated Value:  $30 

 
 
5087   Framed Quote from the Daniel K. Inouye Institute 
 

Framed quote by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt upon signing the Executive Order that created the 442nd 
Regimental Combat Team, the only all Japanese American unit during World War II, in February 1943. 
 
"The principle on which this country was founded and by which it has always been governed is that Americanism is 
a matter of mind and heart; Americanism is not, and never was, a matter of race or ancestry." 
 

Donated by Daniel K. Inouye Institute 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5088   "Journey to Washington," by Daniel K. Inouye 
And a Pewter Cup, President Pro Tempore Coin, U.S. Senate Cuff 
Links and Senator Inouye Pen 
 

This package includes:   
-  A copy of "Journey to Washington," by Senator Daniel K. 

Inouye 
-  Pewter cup with Senator Inouye's interpretation of his family 

crest 
-  Senator Inouye's President Pro Tempore Coin 
-  Pair of U.S. Senate Cuff Links 
-  Senator Inouye Pen 
 

Donated by Daniel K. Inouye Institute 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5089   Big Island Candy Gift Basket 
 

Donated by Big Island Candies 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Luxury and Fashions 
 
6000   Jorg Gray Men's JG6100 Blue Dial Black Stainless Steel Band Watch 
 

Specifications: 
Case Size - 42 mm 
Case Thickness - 12.1 mm  
Case Material - Stainless Steel 
Case-Bezel Color - Black 
Dial Color - Black with Blue 
Watch Lens - Sapphire Coated Mineral Crystal 
Movement - ISA Movement 
Complication - Multi-Function 
Band Type - Stainless Steel (Black) 
Water Resistance - 50 meters 
Display Type - Analog 
Clasp - Steel Buckle 
 

Donated by Jorg Gray 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
6001   Strand of 131  Semi-Baroque Freshwater Pearls 
 

Strand of 131 semi-baroque freshwater pearls.  The pearls have a creamy 
white coloration and fine luster.  The necklace measures 61" in length.   
Includes a jewelry evaluation. 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
 
6002   Gold Cookie Lee Jewelry 
 

This package includes: 
- Gold Hoop Earrings 
- Gold and Coral Necklace and Bracelet Set 
- Multi-Colored Gem and Gold Beaded Necklace 
- Gold and Brown Bead Necklace 
 

Donated by Cookie Lee 
 

Estimated Value:  $102 

 
 
 
 
 
 



6003   Handmade Beaded Necklace 
 

Black adjustable nylon rope with a beaded pendant.   Necklace falls below neck line but can be adjusted to desired 
length.  Measure 23" in length including the beaded pendant. 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $45 

 
 
6004   Joan Rivers Jewelry - Gold Collection 
 

This package includes: 
- Topaz and Gold Pendant 
- Gold Textured Crest and Moon Disc Choker Necklace with Black Leather Straps 
- Art Deco Style Gold and Black Cuff Bracelet 
 

Donated by Joan Rivers Worldwide Enterprises 
 

Estimated Value:  $120 

 
 
6005   Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers, Westwood 
$150 Gift Certificate 
 

A $150 gift certificate towards the purchase of regularly-priced merchandise from Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers 
located in Westwood Village.  Sarah Leonard has some of the most exquisite jewelry in all of Southern California.   
 
One certificate per purchase.  Some restrictions may apply.  Expires September 30, 2017. 
 

Donated by Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers, Inc. 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
6006   Joan Rivers Jewelry - Silver Collection 
 

This package includes: 
- Art Deco Style Silver and Black Cuff Bracelet 
- Silver Ball and Chain Lariat Necklace 
- Soft Strap Silver Evening Watch 
 

Donated by Joan Rivers Worldwide Enterprises 
 

Estimated Value:  $160 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6007   Black and Silver Jewelry Collection by Cookie Lee 
 

This package includes: 
- Silver Heart Earrings 
- Small Silver Heart Necklace 
- Large Silver Heart Necklace 
- Silver and Glass Heart Necklace with Black Leather Straps 
- Art Deco Style Silver and Black Chain Necklace 
- Black and Silver Hoop Earrings 
 

Donated by Cookie Lee 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
6008   Geta Pin 
 

Fashion pin in the shape of a "Geta" (traditional Japanese footwear) with small decorative beads dangling below.  
Material of Geta pin is fabric.  Size 1" x 2" not including the length of dangling beads.  Includes one silver jewelry 
box. 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $20 
 
 
6009   Japanese Obi from Senator Daniel K. Inouye's Honolulu Office 
 

A Japanese obi which once covered a decorative Tansu (a traditional Japanese 
mobile storage cabinetry) in Senator Daniel K. Inouye's office in Honolulu, HI. 
 

Donated by Daniel K. Inouye Institute 
 

Estimated Value:  Collectible 

 
 
 
6014   One Large Yancha Tote 
 

Yumei Dream Sakura cherry blossom print.  Shoulder bag style with button closure.  Size is 12" x 14". 
 

Donated by Yancha by Shuko Akune 
 

Estimated Value:  $90 

 
 
6015   Handmade Kimono by Itsuko Takeda 
One Size Fits All 
 

One kimono with embroidery.  Colors are red and gold; inside lining is silver.  One size fits all. 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 



6016   Itsuko Takeda Crane Print Blouse 
Size Large 
 

One hand crafted button-down women's blouse with crane print. 
- 100% silk 
- Color: Navy 
- Size Large 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
6017   Itsuko Takeda Olive Green Blouse 
Size Extra Large 
 

One hand crafted button-down blouse. 
- 100% silk 
- Colors: Olive Green and Black 
- Size Extra Large 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
6018   Itsuko Takeda Red Women's Blouse 
Size Large 
 

One hand crafted women's button-down blouse. 
- 100% silk 
- Colors: Red, Pink and Green 
- Size Large 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
6019   Itsuko Takeda Women's Blouse with Leaves 
Size Large 
 

One hand crafted women's button-down blouse. 
- 100% silk 
- Colors: Purple, Rusty Orange, and Black 
- Size Large 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
 
 



6020   Itsuko Takeda Women's Dress 
Size Large 
 

One hand crafted dress from vintage kimono fabric.   
- 100% silk 
- Color: Fuchsia, Blue, Pale Pink and Green 
- Floral Design 
- Size Large 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
6021   Lavender Women's Blouse by Itsuko Takeda 
Size Medium/Large 
 

One hand crafted women's button-down blouse. 
- Colors: Lavender and Silver 
- Size Medium / Large (24" across the chest; 26" length; 20" sleeve) 
 

Donated by Itsuko Takeda 
 

Estimated Value:  $150 

 
 
6022   Multi Color Jet Black and Charcoal Grey Knitted Scarf 
 

Made of lightweight yarn.  Measures: 52" x 19" 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
6023   Ruby Hand Knitted Cowl 
 

Single style knit, cowl shape in Ruby color.   
 
Measures 21" x 8-1/2" 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $60 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6024   Two Male Happi Coats 
 

New and never used. 
 
Happi coats are lightweight cotton coats or jackets worn during festivals.  
 
A happi is a baggy-sleeved short cotton jacket, tied with a sash around the waist, worn mainly on festive occasions 
in Japan. It is usually a plain color, typically blue, with a symbol printed on the lapels and on the back. 
 

Donated by Nobie Shiokari 
 

Estimated Value:  Great Opportunity 

 
 
6025   Inden Clutch with 36" Convertible Chain 
 

Inden is an ornate textures textile with a 400-year-old history. Clutch is 7" across x 9" length x 4.5" height x 3" wide 
opening. 
 
-  Vintage "Aizome Katazome" (resist stenciled print/indigo dyed). Hand spun/loomed/stenciled/dyed textiles 

from early 1900s.  
-  Shell/Interior: 100% Cotton 
-  36" "convertible" or detachable chain 
*NOTE: SILVER frame and detachable chain 
 

Donated by Sakata Designs LA 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 

 
 
6026   Dark Army Green and Light Khaki Hand Knitted Cowl 
 

Single pattern knit. Measures 18" x 14". 
 

Donated by Carol Yuki 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 
 
 
6027   BedHead Pajamas Set in Red - Size Medium 
 

Donated by BedHead Pajamas 
 

Estimated Value:  $125 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6028   HCL Mala Rootbeer Sunglasses by Maui Jim 
 

Features of the Maui Jim Mala Polarized Sunglasses  
- Design: Hingeless design for superior comfort and fit. Lightweight titanium and high-grade nylon  
- Shape: Modified rectangle with unisex appeal complements a range of facial shapes  
- Finishing Treatment: High-gloss finish  
- Hinge: Hingeless design for superior comfort and fit  
- Bridge: Saddle style, with rubber nose pads to prevent slippage  
- Material: Lightweight titanium and high-grade nylon 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $265 

 
 
6029   Hello Kitty Themed Pajamas by BedHead Pajamas - Size Medium 
 

Donated by BedHead Pajamas 
 

Estimated Value:  $180 

 
 
6030   Haori Shibori Jacket 
Size Medium 
 

Shibori designed fabric. 
 

Donated by Vivian Mori 
 

Estimated Value:  $500 

 
 
6040   Urban Decay 20 Years of Beauty with an Edge 
 

Urban Decay's XX: 20 Years of Beauty with an Edge features a bold 
collection with favorites from the last 20 years.  This ultra limited-edition set 
features a whopping 20 shades of eyeshadow and 20 shades of the coveted 
24/7 Glide-On Eye Pencil.  From current bestsellers to vintage shades like 
UV-B and returning musts, including the Covet, Lucky, and Deviant, this set has it all - plus a couple of never-
before-seen shades.   
 
Each Eyeshadow in this set is infused with Urban Decay's proprietary Pigment Infusion System, a blend of 
ingredients that gives every shade its velvety texture, rich color, serious staying power, and blendability.  The highly 
saturated, waterproof Eye Pencils glide on, stay creamy for blending and dry down to a long-lasting finish that will 
not budge.   
 

Donated by Urban Decay 
 

Estimated Value:  $780 
 
 
 
 
 



6041   Shiseido / Cle de Peau 
Benefique Lotion Set and Cle de Peau Eye Color Quad and Case        
 

This package includes: 
-  Benefique by Shiseido Lotion Set 

This cooling step of the Benefique Skin-Temperature-Based Beauty Regimen 
boosts circulation for the look of a healthy glow. Infused with the New 
Cellular Solution Technology and powerful brightening ingredients, skin 
appears brighter and more luminous. 
 
Three types to choose from based on seasonal and skin temperature: 

I. Ideal for hot weather or those with higher skin temperature, prone to oily shine and visible pores. 
Soothes, cools and refreshes the complexion. 
II. Ideal for moderate weather or those with normal skin. Optimally hydrates and keeps skin in a stable 
condition. 
III. Ideal for cold weather or rough, dry skin. Rich texture creates a veil of 
softening moisture. 

 
-  Cle de Peau Beaute eye color quad and case. 
 

Donated by IW Group 
 

Estimated Value:  $245 

 
 
6042   Sasaki Advanced Aesthetic Medical Center, Pasadena 
Two LED Red Light Facials 
 

Get healthy, glowing and radiant skin with these certificates for two 
LED Red Light Facials from the experts at Sasaki Advanced Aesthetic 
Medical Center in Pasadena.  Certificates are not redeemable for cash 
or credit.  No service substitution.  Expires August 6, 2017. 
 
Red Light Facial: Light Emitting Diode (LED) is an infrared therapy to activate cells that produce collagen.  The 
Red LED inhibits cellular activity to reduce the signs of aging, such as fine lines and brown spots, while also 
reducing redness and inflammation. 
 

Donated by Sasaki Advanced Aesthetic Medical Center 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
6043   Collection of LORAC Cosmetics 
A collection of oil-free products, cosmetics and more from LORAC Cosmetics. 
 

Donated by LORAC Cosmetics 
 

Estimated Value:  $225 

 
 
  
 
 



6044   An Aroma Naturals  Basket of Natural Handmade All Natural Candles and Natural and Organic 
Skin Care Products 
 

This basket includes: 
- Ambiance Aromatherapy Pillar Candle (2.75 x 5) 
- Ambiance Aromatic Mist 
- Clarity Aromatherapy Pillar Candle (2.5 x 4) 
- Hope Soy Vegepure Glass Votive Candle 
- Meditation Soy Vegepure Small Tin Candle 
- Peace Pure Pillar Candle (2.5 x 4) 
- Relaxing Soy Vegepure Large Glass Pillar 
- Tranquility Aromatic Mist 
- Vitality Soy Vegepure Glass Votive 
- Vitality Soy Medium Glass Pillar 
- Stress-Less Jar candle 
- Lavender Castile Soap 
- Sports Rub Body Oil 
- Vitamin C Lotion 
- Vitamin B5 Crème 
- Iced Green Tea Lip Care 
- Pure Aloe Vera Butter 
- Amazing 30 Crème 
- The Wave Comfort Gel 
- Giant Clarity Candle (4 x 8) 
 

Donated by Anonymous 
 

Estimated Value:  $300 

 
 
6045   Jim Wayne Salon, Beverly Hills 
Haircut and Single Process 
 

Feel like a celebrity in Beverly Hills with a haircut and a single process color at the trendy Jim Wayne Salon.  Not 
valid on Saturdays.  New clients only.  Certificates must be redeemed in one day.  Tip not included.  Not 
redeemable for products.  Expires August 6, 2017. 
 

Donated by Jim Wayne Salon 
 

Estimated Value:  $250 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6046   Westside Aesthetics, West Los Angeles 
One Oxygen Facial 
 

Be treated to an Oxygen Facial from Westside Aesthetics in West Los Angeles.  Aging, sun-damaged, or acne-prone 
skin can be easily repaired with Intraceutical’s clinically-developed Oxygen Facial.  Intraceutical's Oxygen Facials are 
custom designed to hydrate, soothe, and repair every kind of skin type.  Specially formulated infusions work to re-
establish the skin’s natural balance. 
 

Donated by Westside Aesthetics 
 

Estimated Value:  $175 

 
 
6047   Osmosis Day Spa Sanctuary, Freestone (Sonoma County) 
Cedar Enzyme Bath for Two 
 

Enjoy a Cedar Enzyme Bath for two at Osmosis Day Spa Sanctuary in Freestone in Sonoma County.  Reservations 
are required and subject to availability.  Not valid on Saturdays or Holidays.  Expires June 1, 2018. 
 

Discover tranquility and renewal at Osmosis Day Spa Sanctuary.  Your journey begins in the Japanese tea garden 
where your personal bath attendant serves you both an organic herbal tea mixed with enzymes.  Next, luxuriate in 
the warm and fragrant enzyme bath, a unique fermentation treatment.  This is followed by a sound therapy session 
in which you are covered in a warm blanket and listen to Metamusic, which helps you to further relax and balance 
the right and left hemispheres of the brain.  Only at Osmosis will you experience this ultimate treatment designed to 
relax, soothe, and energize your mind, body and spirit. 
 

Donated by Osmosis Day Spa Sanctuary 
 

Estimated Value:  $178 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
' 



6048   Cambrian Glow Luxury Plus X2, Cambria 
Enjoy a luxury spa day for two at Therapy By The Sea day spa in Cambria. 
 
Your spa day includes the following treatments for two people: 
 

Swedish Relaxation Massage: With a nurturing light to medium touch, this classic massage is renown for using 
long flowing strokes and gentle kneading of the muscles.  Aromatherapy, high quality warmed oils and warm towel 
compresses are used in your session to leave you feeling more open and in harmony with your beautiful 
surroundings. 
 

Cambrian Glow Body Polish: (blended into your massage) Red Algae and/or a natural fiber loofah or brush is 
used with your scrub to gently exfoliate your skin. Red Algae is an active ingredient for skin health. It is a rich 
source of natural polysaccharides with a proven ability to enhance skin’s barrier function, replenish the skin’s natural 
water reservoir and increase its moisture-retention capabilities. 
 

Sole Sensation Hand & Foot Polish: Our Hand & Foot Polish is a salt or sugar scrub, followed with a rich 
oatmeal mask, that is artfully combined with massage and thermal therapy. It is a beneficial treatment that gently 
stimulates circulation to your extremities and exfoliates dry skin. Rich body butter, to soften your soles, and hot 
towels compresses complete your experience. 
 

Refresh & Renew (Foot Soak & Treats): Enjoy the luxurious feel of your feet in warm water filled with the 
detoxifying & healing benefits of specially blended Epsom Salts, mineral rich Bentonite Clay, and Essential Oils 
before or after your session.   
 

Advance appointments are required and subject to availability.  Appointments may also be made online at their 
website.  Expires May 6, 2018. 
 

Donated by Therapy By The Sea 
 

Estimated Value:  $640 

 
 
6049   Udderly Smooth Gift Basket 
 
Donated by Redex 
 

Estimated Value:  $75 
 

 

Special Thanks to Auction Donors Who Contributed after the Print Deadline. 
 

Please note: 
The auction packages in this catalog are subject to change. 
Please read the bid sheet at the event for final packaging, 

restrictions and details. 
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